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The topology of an object refers to some property associated with it that does not
change under a wide range of deformations but changes suddenly and discontinu-
ously in response to some special deformations.1 In quantum physics, the discoveries
of recent decades have shown that wavefunction topology underlies many interest-
ing physical effects. These include the famous integer and fractional quantum Hall
effects and more recently the quantum spin Hall effect. Because such topological
effects are of fundamental interest and also hold potential applications in electronics
and quantum information processing, there is currently an intense effort in the re-
search community to better understand such topology-based physics in a wide range
of different physical settings.
In this thesis, we study novel topological effects occurring in periodically driven
quantum systems. We first report an intriguing connection between the topology
and dynamics of a periodically driven system in the form of topologically quantized
transport in momentum space. Namely, there exist special initial states for which
the growth in average momentum under adiabatic tuning of a certain experimen-
tal parameter is given by a topological invariant. This is the first discovery of a
topologically protected phenomenon that manifests itself in terms of transport in
momentum rather than position space. We then move on to examine the relation-
1The most intuitive example of topological characterization is the number of holes threading through
an object. This number takes only integer values and does not change when the object is deformed
unless a hole is pierced through it or a hole is sealed.
xi
ship between topology of two different models of periodically driven systems. We
find the surprising result that the two models possess a direct mapping between
one another for a wide range of experimental conditions. Next, we study lattice-
analogues of these two models. We investigate the bulk-boundary correspondence of
these models and find that they display surprisingly different edge state behaviours.
We provide theoretical explanations for these differences. We also find that one of
the models is able to host an arbitrarily large number of such protected edge states,
a finding with potential usefulness for quantum information processing.
xii
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1.1 Topology in Quantum Physics
The important role played by topology in physics was first widely recognized in a seminal
paper by Thouless and collaborators in 1984 [1]. In this paper, it was shown that the
surprisingly precise yet robust quantization of the Hall conductance to integer values
(in units of e2h ) in the two-dimensional integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) [2] had a
topological explanation. Topology, in a nutshell, refers to the study of properties of an
object which do not change by small amounts in response to small changes to the object.
A common example of a topological property is the number of holes going through an
object (such numbers are also known as topological invariants). All conceivable objects
with say one hole in them, regardless of shape, size, etc. are considered to be in the
same topological class. This means that a doughnut, a teacup with a single handle,
a hollow pipe and all other objects with a single hole threading through them are all
topologically equivalent because we may deform a lump of putty with a single hole
pierced through it into any of the aforementioned shapes, while keeping the number
of holes in it unchanged throughout the deformation process. The object only changes
its topological class when we pierce a new hole through it or seal up the existing hole.
This illustrates the meaning of topology- A property of an object is topological if it
is given by a precise value which does not change by small amounts in response to a
1
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wide range of small changes inflicted upon the object. The work of [1] showed that the
quantization of Hall conductance stems from the topology of the bulk eigenfunctions1
obtained under periodic boundary conditions of the system exhibiting the IQHE. The
discovery of the IQHE was followed quickly by the discovery of the fractional quantum
Hall effect (FQHE), in which precisely quantized fractional values of Hall conductance
are observed [3]. The discovery of the FQHE was a theoretical milestone because it
could not be described within the framework of Landau’s theory of phase transitions
which describes different phases of matter based on a local order parameter. Instead,
the FQHE has been found to be described in terms of a new notion of highly nonlocal
order called ’topological order’ [4–6]. Phases of matter exhibiting the IQHE and FQHE
states are known collectively as topological phases.
Much later in the early 2000’s, the role of topology was again brought into the lime-
light by the theoretical prediction [7] and experimental realization [8] of the Quantum
Spin Hall Effect (QSHE). The QSHE is a time-reversal invariant version of the IQHE
and is also explained in terms of topological concepts [9]. The last decade or so which
followed the discovery of the QSHE has seen a flurry of research into such topology-
related condensed matter physics, with researchers seeking both potential applications
and new fundamental physics knowledge. Potential technological applications include
the use of the topologically protected boundary states to store quantum information in a
decoherence-resistant manner which will be useful for quantum computation [10, 11] and
also to achieve dissipation-less electrical current flow. As the race to build a quantum
computer is very intense at this current point in time, the search for possible methods
of effectively storing quantum information using topology is an extremely active area of
research, with new proposals appearing almost weekly in the literature. Fundamentally,
there is a push to understand the topological phases of matter in general. Questions
such as "How many different kinds of topological phases exist?" and "How do we sys-
tematically identify topological phases?" are asked along this line of work. A crowning
theoretical achievement along this research endeavour was the classification of topolog-
1The topology of eigenfunctions is characterized by a mathematical quantity called the Chern number,
which will be described in detail in the next chapter.
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ical phases within ten different symmetry classes, known commonly as the tenfold way
[12]. This framework relates the symmetry classes of static, non-interacting systems2 to
their respective topological invariants and allows us to predict what kinds of phenomena
a system should display given the set of symmetries it obeys. This framework repre-
sents a big step forward in our understanding of static non-interacting phases of matter.
Our understanding for interacting topological phases is unsurprisingly not as developed.
Hence, research into understanding these interacting phases is currently a very hot area
of research [13, 14]. To sum up, research into topological phases of matter remains
today as one of the most active frontiers of physics research and it will be exciting to
see what new applications and physics might arise in the coming years.
1.2 Periodically Driven Systems: A New Playground
Much of the work done so far in investigating topological effects in physics has been
done in the context of equilibrium (time-independent) systems. In recent years, the re-
search community has taken a natural next step of investigating topology-related effects
under time-periodic variations in systems. This means subjecting a system (typically
a semiconductor material) to a periodic perturbation and looking for new topological
effects. Some early successes have already been seen in this direction. It is now well-
known that topologically protected localized states may emerge at a system’s boundary
under periodic driving even though the original system without periodic driving does not
possess such edge states. The periodic perturbation is typically something which we
have a high degree of control over in experiments, allowing us to tune the topological
properties of the material. This is an advantage which driven topological systems have
over static ones, because by definition the topological properties of static materials are
fixed and no longer within our ability to change once the material has been fabricated.
Periodically driven quantum systems have in fact been studied in detail in the context
of quantum chaos [15, 16] which is the study of the quantum effects seen in quantum
2It does not include strongly interacting phases such as the FQHE states.
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systems when their corresponding classical counterparts are chaotic3. A link between a
famous quantum chaos model and topology was noted in an early study [17, 18] which
suggests there might be a link between the driven systems of quantum chaos studies
and the current topological insulator research effort. Indeed, the driven systems in
quantum chaos are very different from the typical systems studied in condensed matter
and might thus lead us to find new topologically protected phenomena. For instance,
a famous model in quantum chaos possesses periodicity in both momentum [19] and
position space, a feature absent from typical condensed matter systems. It is thus
interesting to ask whether momentum space periodicity and topological non-triviality
can give rise to momentum space analogues of topological insulator phenomena [20].
More generally, a natural research direction is to make use of already-known insights and
experience gained from studying driven systems in the quantum chaos context to look
for interesting topological effects in order to contribute to the growing understanding of
topological effects in driven systems. This is the main subject of this thesis.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
Chapter 2 will be a review of relevant background material which will be used in this
thesis. Firstly, we review the Floquet theory used for studying driven systems and also
a method for diagonalizing periodic operators that will be used repeatedly in the thesis.
Following that, we review the concept of topological invariants, giving special attention
to the Chern number. In Chapter 3, we go through several famous examples of topo-
logical phenomena in quantum systems from previous literature. Specifically, we will
review the integer quantum Hall effect and its description by the paradigmatic Harper
model. We will then review the Hofstadter butterfly energy spectrum which is associated
with the Harper model. Finally, we review a classically chaotic version of the Harper
model known as the kicked Harper model (KHM) and review a famous study show-
ing a relationship between quantum eigenstate topology and the classical transition to
3Due to reasons which we shall not go into [16], there is no chaos in quantum systems in the same
sense that chaos exists in classical systems.
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chaos. In Chapter 4, we introduce a topologically non-trivial yet experimentally feasible
model known as the on-resonance double kicked rotor (ORDKR). We then theoretically
demonstrate that this model plays host to the novel phenomenon of quantized transport
in momentum space. The latter refers to a topologically protected change in a system’s
momentum and is thus in some sense a momentum-space version of the integer quan-
tum Hall effect. In Chapter 5, we unveil a fascinating connection between the ORDKR
and KHM which causes them to always share the same values of topological invariants
under a certain mapping between their parameters. In Chapter 6, we move on to study-
ing topologically protected boundary modes in driven systems. We begin the chapter by
reviewing the most recent findings by other authors in the study of topological effects
in driven quantum systems, paying particular attention to a series of quantum random
walk studies which demonstrate mathematical tools especially useful for our purposes.
Next, we consider lattice analogues of the ORDKR and KHM and make use of these
tools to study the topologically protected boundary states possessed by these models.
We discover that, in spite of the close relationship shared by the two models unveiled in
Chapter 5, their boundary states are significantly different and explain these differences.
A rather surprising finding arising from this study is that the ORDKR lattice is able
to host an arbitrarily large number of topologically protected boundary states. Finally,
Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis and discusses possible future investigations.
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This chapter reviews some mathematical language that will be used throughout this
thesis. In problems involving static systems1, one typically works in terms of the time-
independent eigenstates and eigenvalues of the system Hamiltonian. In periodically
driven systems, however, the Hamiltonian changes with time, making it more meaning-
ful to instead work with the eigenstates and eigenvalues of one-period time evolution
operators known as Floquet operators. We shall begin the chapter by reviewing briefly
the details of working with such operators. We then describe the Hilbert space we shall
be working in for the most part in this thesis and outline a method of diagonalizing the
Floquet operators. Following this, we introduce the Chern number2, a quantity which
characterizes the topology of quantum eigenstates. We will go through in some detail
how to calculate this number and explain its properties. These tools will be constantly
applied in discussions throughout this thesis.
1In this thesis, ’static systems’ refers to systems whose Hamiltonians are time-independent.
2The Chern number is of course the famous invariant which presents itself in the integer quantum
Hall effect.
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2.1 The Floquet Formalism for Driven Systems
In order to understand the physical behaviour of a static system described by Hamiltonian
Hˆ, we typically solve the time-independent Schrodinger equation
Hˆ |ψ〉 = E |ψ〉 (2.1)
for all energy eigenvalues E and their accompanying eigenstates |ψ〉3. The spectrum
of eigenvalues and accompanying eigenstates then allows us to extract the physical
properties of the system. For example, knowing the energy band structure of a solid
tells us whether it is a conductor or an insulator.
In driven systems, the Hamiltonian has a periodic time-dependence such that
Hˆ(t+ T ) = Hˆ(t), (2.2)
where T is the time period. As such, it is not meaningful to diagonalize Hˆ(t) at
individual times t since the Hamiltonian keeps changing. Instead, the operator which
we ought to diagonalize is the one-period time evolution operator, commonly known as
the Floquet operator,




where T is the time-ordering operator. For time-periodic systems, this evolution operator
obeys Uˆ(t + mT, t + (m + 1)T ) = Uˆ(t, t + T ) for all t values within [0, T ) and all
m ∈ Z. Hence, the entire set of possible one-period evolution operators is contained
within t ∈ [0, T ).
Since the Floquet operator is unitary, its eigenvalues are necessarily of unit modulus.
Hence, the Floquet eigenvalue equation we need to solve is given by
Uˆ(t, t+ T ) |ψα(t)〉 = eiωα |ψα(t)〉 , (2.4)
3As is common practice in the literature, we will simply refer to doing this as ’diagonalizing Hˆ’.
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where the ω ∈ (−pi, pi) values are referred to as eigenphases (also known as quasienergies
in units where ~ = T = 1) and the eigenstates |ψ〉 are commonly referred to as Floquet
states4 and α just refers generically to whichever variables are needed for labelling
eigenstates and eigenvalues. The Floquet states may be written as
|ψ(t)〉 = eiωt |u(t)〉 ,where
|u(t+ T )〉 = |u(t)〉 . (2.5)
In other words, the Floquet states consist of a part |u(t)〉 which is strictly periodic in
time, multiplied by a phase factor eiωt which causes the Floquet state to change by
up to a phase after one period of time evolution. In this way, the Floquet states are
very similar to the Bloch states of solid state physics, except that they are related with
periodicity in time rather than space.
We note for completeness that there is also a common practice to write the eigen-
value problem as
Uˆ(t, t+ T ) |ψα(t)〉 = e−iΩαT/~ |ψα(t)〉 , (2.6)
where Ωα are referred to also as quasienergies. Quite often in the literature, the units
are chosen such that ~ = T = 1, which makes the above Ωα essentially the same as the
previous definition above, except for the difference in sign.
Since we are interested primarily in driven quantum sytems, the diagonalization of
Floquet operators will be a recurring theme in this thesis. We review a method for
diagonalizing Floquet operators later in this chapter.
2.2 The Rotator and Lattice Hilbert Space Formalisms
For this section and also for most of the thesis, we will be working in a 1-dimensional
Hilbert space comprised by the eigenstates of two canonically conjugate operators qˆ
and nˆ, obeying [qˆ, nˆ] = i. These operators are not simply linear position and linear
4In the literature, some authors denote the eigenvalues instead as e−iω. Of course, it does not matter
which convention one chooses as long as one is consistent.
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momentum operators. This is because qˆ is only defined up to modulo 2pi, with its
eigenvalues being given by all the numbers in the continuous interval q ∈ [0, 2pi). In
other words, all the states in this Hilbert space must be exactly periodic in the eigen-
representation of qˆ with a period of 2pi. The nˆ operator, on the other hand, has discrete
eigenvalues given by all the integers, n ∈ Z.5 The eigenstates of these operators are
defined by
qˆ |q〉 = q |q〉
nˆ |n〉 = n |n〉 . (2.7)










dq |q〉 einq, (2.8)
with ∑∞n=−∞ |n〉 〈n| = ∫ 2pi0 dq |q〉 〈q| = 1 and 〈q|n〉 = 1√2pieinq. We note that by
definition |q + 2pi〉 = |q〉, making q a periodic parameter which is only defined modulo
2pi by construction. All states |ψ〉 within the Hilbert space must hence obey 〈q+2pi|ψ〉 =
〈q|ψ〉. The above mathematically defined Hilbert space has two alternative physical
interpretations [22, 23] which we now describe.
Firstly, such a Hilbert space may be used to describe the motion of a particle confined
on a circular ring. In this case, q refers to the angular coordinate of the particle6 and
n refers to its angular momentum in units of ~. In this thesis, we shall refer to this
physical interpretation as the ’rotator space’7.
The Hilbert space described above is also used to describe a particle hopping on a
5The commutation relation [qˆ, nˆ] = i is typically seen with qˆ and nˆ being linear position and mo-
mentum operators respectively. As mentioned earlier, however, the operators qˆ and nˆ here are not linear
position and momentum operators due to the requirement that qˆ be a periodic operator. Nonetheless,
the commutation relation does apply for qˆ and nˆ as long as we bear some important caveats in mind.
These are beautifully explained in [21].
6That is, the angular coordinate of the particle when we drop a 2D polar coordinate system on the
plane containing the ring, with origin at the ring’s center.
7This name arises because the particle confined to moving in circles on a ring is named as a ’rotator’.
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lattice, as seen in almost all papers studying the dynamics of cold atoms in an optical
lattice. The integers n then refer to lattice site index, and q refers to crystal momentum
(some papers just casually call it momentum). |n〉 then refers to a state localized about
the nth lattice site8 while |q〉 refers to its Fourier counterpart state defined in Eq. (2.8).
We shall refer to this physical interpretation of the states as the ’lattice space’ in this
thesis. We note that in papers working within the lattice space, the units are typically
chosen so that ~ = 1.
We note some useful well-known identities which will be used throughout the thesis.
Firstly, we note that the nˆ and qˆ operators are generators for translations within the |q〉
and |n〉 representations respectively. This means that
e−inˆa |q〉 = |q + a〉 , (2.9)
eiqˆL |n〉 = |n+ L〉 , (2.10)
where a is any real number and L ∈ Z. Two other useful identities are
einˆaF (qˆ)e−inˆa = F (qˆ + a), (2.11)
e−iqˆLG(nˆ)eiqˆL = G(nˆ+ L), (2.12)
where F,G are arbitrary functions. These relations may be derived using Eqs. (2.7) and
(2.8) and the identities written directly below them.
Mathematically, the Hilbert space comprised by |n〉 and |q〉 is of course the same
whether we are talking about a rotator or a particle on a lattice. However, these two
situations are physically totally different, a fact which makes it worthwhile to give them
different names. Note that for the lattice space it is common practice to let q run from
−pi to pi instead of 0 to 2pi. This obviously is purely a matter of convention and of no
practical consequence since all states are 2pi-periodic in q. In the last chapter of this
thesis, we shall interpret q as a crystal momentum9 taking values from −pi to pi, whereas
8More technically, such a state refers to a Wannier state, typically constructed from the lowest Bloch
band, which is centered about the nth lattice site.
9To be precise, it will be denoted by k instead of q in that chapter.
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in the chapters before that q will play the role of a periodic position coordinate running
from 0 to 2pi.
2.3 Method for Diagonalizing of Periodic Floquet Operators
Our objective for this section is to outline a method of finding the eigenstates |ψω〉
and their associated eigenvalues eiω of some Floquet operator Uˆ , assuming the Floquet
operator is periodic in the discrete n-space with period N , N ∈ Z.10 The eigenvalue
problem is given by
Uˆ |ψω〉 = eiω |ψω〉 , (2.13)
By the definition of being periodic in n-space with period N , Uˆ must obey
[e−iqˆN , Uˆ ] = 0. (2.14)
Hence, we may choose the eigenstates |ψω〉 of Uˆ to be common eigenstates of e−iqˆN
and Uˆ . We denote such eigenstates as |ψω(φ)〉 and note that they must obey
e−iqˆN |ψω(φ)〉 = eiφ |ψω(φ)〉 , (2.15)
where φ ∈ [0, 2pi) shall be referred to as the Bloch phase. In the |n〉 representation, the
eigenstates obey
〈n+N |ψω(φ)〉 = eiφ 〈n|ψω(φ)〉 . (2.16)
It is obvious from this equation that eigenstates |ψω(φ)〉 are infinitely extended in n-
space and hence un-normalizable. Note that we now need only determine 〈n|ψω(φ)〉 over
one unit cell in n-space consisting of N consecutive values of n in order to reconstruct
the whole |ψω(φ)〉. This is because once 〈m|ψω(φ)〉 are determined over one unit cell,
we may simply make use of Eq. (2.16) to reconstruct the state on the entire momentum
space. We note that in view of the above, the eigenvalues eiω will henceforth be written
10In this section, we simply look at n mathematically as a discrete representation. We shall not
concern ourselves about whether |n〉 refers to angular momentum eigenstates or lattice site-localized
states. These will be addressed later in the thesis.
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as eiω(φ) to reflect the φ-subspace that the corresponding eigenstate lives in.
We define notation 〈m| Uˆ |n〉 ≡ Um,n, where m,n are both dummy variables for the




Um,n 〈n|ψω(φ)〉 = eiω(φ) 〈m|ψω(φ)〉
Substituting Eq. (2.16) into the above, we see that the values |ψω(φ)〉 over one unit cell
are given as the eigenstates of the reduced Floquet operator [U˜(φ)] which is an N ×N
matrix with elements [U˜(φ)]m,n =
∑∞
l=−∞ Um,n+l×Neilφ, with m,n = 1, 2, · · · , N and
l referring to integer values. We note that the eigenvalues of Uˆ are thus also found as
the eigenvalues of the reduced matrix [U˜(φ)]. Such matrix elements may be obtained
numerically by truncating the infinite summation over l to ∑L−L, where L is an integer
value large enough such that increasing the value of L results in no appreciable change
to the final value of the matrix element. We note that this can always be done because
for all physically reasonable Floquet operators, Um,n → 0 as |m − n| → ∞11. It may
be shown that the resulting matrix [U˜(φ)] is unitary for all φ. [U˜(φ)] may then be
diagonalized on a computer using standard diagonalization algorithms. Since we are
working with an N ×N matrix, this yields N eigenvalues eiωnb (φ) and N eigenvectors
denoted
∣∣∣ψ¯nb(φ)〉, where the band index nb = 1, 2, · · · , N . Since we may reconstruct
the full extended eigenstates |ψ(φ)〉 from the N -element eigenvectors
∣∣∣ψ¯n(φ)〉 using Eq.
(2.16), by scanning over all φ from 0 to 2pi, we have effectively solved the eigenvalue
problem of Eq. (2.13). It is clear now that the eigenvalues and eigenstates are labelled
by one discrete band index nb and one continuous Bloch phase variable φ ∈ [0, 2pi), so
we may rewrite Eq. (2.13) as
Uˆ
∣∣∣ψωn(φ)〉 = eiωn(φ) ∣∣∣ψωn(φ)〉 . (2.17)
For each value of φ, we obtain N quasienergies ωn(φ). Scanning over φ, we obtain N
11Any Floquet operator for which this is not true is a completely non-local operator, meaning that
it describes a system for which there is non-zero probability to move a quantum particle by an infinite
amount in the n-space within one time period. This is clearly un-physical.
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quasienergy bands (also known as Floquet bands), similar to the energy bands found in
typical solid state physics studies.
The above method of diagonalizing an n-periodic Floquet operator in order to ob-
tain quasienergy bands will be of great importance in our study of quantum eigenstate
topology later in this thesis and will be used repeatedly. We note that the above method
may be used to diagonalize a Floquet operator in the rotator space which is periodic in
angular momentum space, or a Floquet operator in the lattice space which is periodic
in the lattice index. We will see examples of both such Floquet operators later in the
thesis.
2.4 Introduction to the Chern Number Invariant
As mentioned in the previous chapter, a topological invariant is a quantity which does
not change over a wide range of small changes to the system in question. We now
go through the details of the topological invariant known as the Chern number in the
context of quantum eigenstate topology.12 We will not deal with any specific physical
situations here as what we discuss is rather general and applies to a wide range of
physical systems.
Suppose we have some system described by Hamiltonian operator Hˆ(s)13, which
together with two unitary operators Tˆ1, Tˆ2, form a mutually commuting set of three
operators. The variable s here simply refers collectively to the experimental parameters
of the system, such as particle mass, electric field strengths, etc. The eigenstates
|ψn(k1, k2)〉 and eigenvalues En(k1, k2) of Hˆ are then given by
Hˆ(s) |ψn(k1, k2)〉 = En(k1, k2) |ψn(k1, k2)〉 . (2.18)
12An especially clear reference on this subject is the notes by Professor Raffaele Resta of the University
of Trieste, Italy. These notes, entitled simply ’draft.pdf’, may be downloaded from his website at
http://www-dft.ts.infn.it/ resta/gtse/.
13For this section, the operator in question is a Hamiltonian. But it could just as well be a time-
evolution operator. The discussion for this section also applies if Hˆ(s) is replaced with any operator
which has eigenstates labelled by a discrete index n and continuous variables (k1, k2) in which they are
periodic.
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Here, n is a discrete band index which takes positive integer values. Depending on the
nature of Hˆ(s), either n = 1, 2, · · · , N for some finite N , or n = 1, 2, · · · ,∞. The
(k1, k2) values refer to the eigenphases of these states with respect to unitary translation
operators Tˆ1,2. Explicitly,
Tˆ1 |ψn(k1, k2)〉 = eik1 |ψn(k1, k2)〉 ,
Tˆ2 |ψn(k1, k2)〉 = eik2 |ψn(k1, k2)〉 , (2.19)
where (k1, k2) are both considered to lie within [0, 2pi).14 This interval is commonly re-
ferred to as the Brillouin Zone (BZ). These last two equations mean that the eigenstates
are Bloch-periodic15 with unit cell determined by Tˆ1,2. For instance, if Tˆ1, Tˆ2 represent
say translations forward in real space along x and y by distances a and b respectively,
then the eigenstates are Bloch-periodic with one unit cell being a region in the x − y
plane of area equal to ab.
The spectrum of Hˆ(s) comes in the form of energy bands. Each energy band n
consists of the energies En(k1, k2) obtained by fixing the band index n, and scanning
over all (k1, k2) values within the BZ. We notice from Eq. (2.19) that increasing k1(2) by
2pi in |ψn(k1, k2)〉 results in the same physical state, since ei(k1(2)+2pi) = eik1(2) . Hence,
the BZ may be viewed as a torus with (k1, k2) being the coordinates of points on the
torus surface.
In order to keep our discussion simple, we assume that all the bands do not experience
any direct gap closings, meaning that En(k1, k2) 6= En+1(k1, k2) for all (k1, k2) and
n. We say that a direct gap-closing occurs between two bands n and n + 1 if for
some (k1, k2), En(k1, k2) = En+1(k′1, k′2) with k′1(2) = k1(2). If on the other hand,
En(k1, k2) = En+1(k′1, k′2) with k′1 6= k1 and/or k′2 6= k2, we say that an indirect
gap-closing has occurred.16
14Any other interval of size 2pi would also suffice since it is clear from Eq. (2.19) that (k1, k2) are
both defined only modulo 2pi.
15This means that the states are periodic up to a phase.
16We note that if direct gap closing does occur between two bands, we can treat the two bands as
a single degenerate band and calculate the topological invariant (Chern number) of this resulting band.
We do not go into this detail since we only wish to introduce basic ideas here.
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The eigenstates within each energy band may be characterized by a topological
invariant known as the Chern number. The Chern number characterizing the eigenstates






















Note that the inner products in Eq.(2.20) are performed over a unit cell defined by
Tˆ1,2. We also define the eigenstates to be normalized over one unit cell. The Chern
number mathematically characterizes the mapping [24] from the (k1, k2) space to the
space of eigenstates |ψn(k1, k2)〉. However, for the purposes of this thesis, it is not really
important to understand the detailed mathematics (topology) behind this number. We
need only know several important facts as follows. Cn can only take integer values19 and
in general will not change its value even when we make continuous changes to system
parameters s in Hˆ(s). Cn only changes if a direct gap closes and reopens as we tune s.20
Typically, direct gap closings only occur for isolated values of the system parameters s
and thus Cn does not change its value over a wide range of system parameters. Lastly,
Cn is of physical importance because, as we shall see later, certain physical observables
such as the Hall conductance [2] are proportional to the Chern numbers of the system’s
eigenstates, which means these observables will always take the same precise values in
spite of small imperfections in the system such as impurities and disorder.
Having explained the definition and importance of the Chern number, let us now
delve into some details. We notice that the eigenstates |ψn(k1, k2)〉, like all eigenstates,
are undetermined up to an arbitrary phase factor. This means that the eigenstates
|ψn(k1, k2)〉 for different (k1, k2) may each have wildly different arbitrary phases attached
to them. However, we see that in order to evaluate Cn in Eq. (2.20), a derivative
of these eigenstates with respect to k1,2 must be performed. In order for this to be
17For brevity, we shall henceforth refer to this simply as the ’Chern number of the nth band’, but





∣∣∣ ≡ ∂∂k1,2 (〈ψn|) and similarly for ∣∣∣ ∂ψn∂k1,2〉.
19The reason for this will be explained later.
20At s for which direct gap closing occurs, Cn is undefined.
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possible, we need to choose the phases of the eigenstates |ψn(k1, k2)〉 within each band
n so that the states are smooth, differentiable functions of (k1, k2), at least within finite
patches on the BZ, since we can always break up the surface integral into different
regions and integrate piecewise. One way to choose the phases so that the states are
smooth [25], for instance, is to require that one component of |ψn(k1, k2)〉 is always
real and positive. For example, in two dimensional systems, we may stipulate that
〈x, y|ψn(k1, k2)〉 is real and positive at some arbitrary point in (x, y) space, say the
origin.21 In this case, if upon diagonalization we find 〈0, 0|ψn(k1, k2)〉 is some imaginary
number |R|eiφ, we simply multiply the eigenstate by e−iφ and use the resulting eigenstate
instead for the calculation in Eq. (2.20). This procedure makes the states differentiable
functions of k1(2), at least for a small area within the BZ. Such procedures for obtaining
differentiable eigenstates are referred to as "gauge-smoothing procedures" (cf Chapter
3.6 of [26]). We refer to the above gauge-smoothing procedure, which consists of
requiring a certain eigenstate component to be real positive as the method of "adopting
a phase convention". Adopting different phase conventions then refers to stipulating
different components of |ψn(k1, k2)〉 to be real and positive.
The eigenstates obtained using the single phase convention described above (ie.
making 〈0, 0|ψn(k1, k2)〉 real and positive), however, need not be differentiable over the
entire BZ. For systems with non-zero Chern number, it will happen that for at least one
(k′1, k′2) value within the BZ, 〈0, 0|ψn(k′1, k′2)〉 = 0, so the phase convention breaks down,
rendering the eigenstates non-differentiable with respect to k1(2) at that point22. Hence,
to work out Eq. (2.20), we have to choose another phase convention [26] which does not
break down over some finite region in the BZ which contains (k′1, k′2).23 We may then
split the surface integral in Eq.(2.20) into two regions and use the appropriate phase
convention within each region such that the states are always differentiable. Clearly, this
procedure of splitting the BZ into different regions and using different phase conventions
21This case of |ψ〉 living in 2-dimensions here is just an example and this discussion is by no means
limited to only 2-dimensional systems.
22Such a point (k′1, k′2) in the BZ is referred to as a singularity [25].
23For instance, we may choose the convention that 〈1, 0|ψn(k1, k2)〉 is a real positive number within
this region, provided that 〈1, 0|ψn(k1, k2)〉 6= 0 for all (k1, k2) within the region.
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may be repeated as many times as necessary when there are multiple singularities in the
BZ. There is no such thing as a singularity which cannot be removed by changing phase
convention, as there is no eigenstate for which 〈x, y|ψn(k1, k2)〉 = 0 for all (x, y)24. In
this manner, Eq. (2.20) may be worked out.
An important question now arises. Namely, since there are obviously many different
valid phase conventions which we may use in calculating Cn, does this not mean that
the value obtained for Cn will depend on our choice of phase conventions, thus making
it an ill-defined and certainly un-physical quantity? The answer is negative: Different
choices of phase convention (assuming they are chosen as described in the previous
paragraph so that singularities are avoided) will always yield the same value of Cn. We
may see this as follows. Suppose we calculate the integral of Eq. (2.20) over a small
patch in the BZ using two different phase conventions |ψn(k1, k2)〉 and |ψ′n(k1, k2)〉.
Since the eigenstates of both conventions are smooth differentiable functions of (k1, k2)
within this patch, they are related by some smooth differentiable phase factor eif(k1,k2).
Explicitly,
|ψn(k1, k2)〉 = eif(k1,k2)
∣∣ψ′n(k1, k2)〉 . (2.21)
Substituting the above equation into the integrand of Eq. (2.20), one may show with a

























This means that the surface integral of Eq. (2.20) over any region within the BZ will give
the same value regardless of which phase convention is used so long as the eigenstates
are differentiable in that region. Hence, Eq. (2.20) is independent of phase convention
choice. In other words, the Chern number is a gauge-invariant quantity.
There is another subtlety regarding the functional dependence of the eigenstates
|ψn(k1, k2)〉 on (k1, k2) which must be explained here for a non-specialist reader to avoid
24Because this would just mean no state is present at all.
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confusion when reading the research literature. Above, we obtained locally differentiable
eigenstates by requiring an arbitrary component of |ψn(k1, k2)〉 to be real and positive.
This gauge-smoothing procedure results in eigenstates which are single-valued functions
of points on the BZ torus, at least over finite patches. In other words, the states
obtained using this convention obey the conditions25
|ψn(k1 + 2pi, k2)〉 = |ψn(k1, k2)〉 ,
|ψn(k1, k2 + 2pi)〉 = |ψn(k1, k2)〉 . (2.23)
The disadvantage with this method, as mentioned previously, is that the eigenstates are
ill-defined at some points in the BZ for each phase convention, forcing us to use several
different phase conventions on different regions in the BZ. Hence, some authors prefer
to use a second gauge-smoothing procedure which does not suffer this disadvantage. In
this method, we do not place a restriction on a certain eigenstate component. Instead,
we require that adjacent states in the BZ have zero phase difference in the following
sense,
log 〈ψn(k1 + ∆k1, 0)|ψn(k1, 0)〉| 〈ψn(k1 + ∆k1, 0)|ψn(k1, 0)〉 | = 0, (2.24)
followed by
log 〈ψn(k1, k2 + ∆k2)|ψn(k1, k2)〉| 〈ψn(k1, k2 + ∆k2)|ψn(k1, k2)〉 | = 0, (2.25)
where we choose the principal values branch of the natural logarithm. The eigenstates
obtained in this manner26 have the advantage of being well-defined, smooth and dif-
ferentiable throughout the BZ, but at the price of not being single-valued functions of
25Of course, these equations are obeyed only after we have already adopted phase conventions for all
regions within the BZ so that no singularity occurs.
26One might object and say that 〈ψn(k1 + ∆k1, 0)|ψn(k1, 0)〉 = 〈ψn(k1, k2 + ∆k2)|ψn(k1, k2)〉 = 0
since eigenstates with distinct eigenphases of the same unitary operator are orthogonal. This, however, is
only true if we take inner product over the whole Hilbert space. Here, we are only taking inner products
over the space of the unit cell. The eigenstates of different (k1, k2) are not orthogonal under such inner
products.
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points on the torus (cf Eq.(2.23)). Instead, they will obey
|ψn(k1, k2 + 2pi)〉 = e−iΦ(k1) |ψn(k1, k2)〉
|ψn(k1 + 2pi, k2)〉 = e−iχ(k2) |ψn(k1, k2)〉 , (2.26)
which means that when we pick an eigenstate represented by a point on the (k1, k2)
torus, go around the torus and come back to the same point (ie. increase k1(2) by 2pi),
we may find that our eigenstate now differs from the original one by a phase factor.
Note that while these states are not well-defined as functions of points on the torus27,
they are still well-defined as functions of the coordinates (k1, k2), where we now consider
(k1, k2) as ordinary numbers so that they are not restricted only to an interval of size
2pi. In other words, for a single pair of (k1, k2) numbers, |ψn(k1, k2)〉 is uniquely defined
with no phase ambiguity. We refer to Eqs. (2.24, 2.25) simply as the ’second gauge-
smoothing procedure’ for lack of a better name. In this thesis, we will use this second
smoothing procedure. However, it should be emphasized that which procedure is chosen
makes no difference to the value of the Chern number.
In the research literature, different authors use the term ’single-valued’ to mean either
of these two types of single-valuedness28 and one needs to be careful in deducing which
one they mean based on context. Some authors refer to adopting gauge-smoothing
procedures resulting in non-single-valuedness of the eigenstates as functions of points
on the torus as opening up the torus into a square/rectangle [27]. We feel that it is
important for a reader to be clear on these two methods of gauge-smoothing and the
two types of single-valuedness as this may help avoid significant confusion when reading
the literature.
We now derive another mathematically equivalent and widely used form of Eq.
(2.20) which is more convenient for computation purposes. The drawback of Eq. (2.20)
is that it involves taking derivatives of the eigenstates with respect to k1(2). Typically, we
27This is because any given point on the torus can only be related to a pair of k1, k2 numbers defined
up to modulo 2pi, much like a point on a circle can only be related with an angular number that is only
defined modulo 2pi.
28That is, the eigenstates being single-valued with respect to the points on the torus or simply with
respect to the coordinates (k1, k2).
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have the analytical expression for Hˆ(s), but not for |ψn(k1, k2)〉 and 〈ψn(k1, k2)|, which
means that we would have to resort to numerical differentiation (which is prone to error)
if we were to use Eq. (2.20) directly. Fortunately, we can manipulate the equation so
that derivatives no longer act on |ψn(k1, k2)〉 through the following standard procedure
[1, 18]. We begin by transforming our system and eigenstates with the unitary operators
Vˆ (k1, k2)29. The exact choice of Vˆ (k1, k2) in the literature varies depending on the exact
form of system operator Hˆ(s), but the objective is always simply to introduce a useful
(k1, k2) dependence into the system Hamiltonian.30 A common choice, which we use
here to illustrate the derivation, is to have
Vˆ (k1, k2) = e−ik1xˆe−ik2yˆ, (2.27)
where we assume we are dealing with a two-dimensional planar system.31 Denoting the
transformed states and Hamiltonian with a tilde, we have
∣∣∣ψ˜n(k1, k2)〉 ≡ Vˆ (k1, k2) |ψn(k1, k2)〉 , (2.28)
and
H˜(s, k1, k2) ≡ Vˆ (k1, k2)Hˆ(s)Vˆ †(k1, k2). (2.29)
We notice that the Hamiltonian is now H˜(s, k1, k2) and it has a (k1, k2)-dependence.
Making use of Eq. (2.28), we may rewrite Eq. (2.20) in terms of the transformed
29Here we have an ensemble of operators rather than just one because Vˆ (k1, k2) changes with (k1, k2).
30Note that when we are calculating the Chern numbers of Floquet or Hamiltonian operators acting
within the discrete rotator space, the reduced Floquet or Hamiltonian matrix constructed in the manner
described the previous section already contains a dependence on the k1, k2 parameters, so such a unitary
transformation is not necessary. We will encounter such a Floquet operator in the Sec. 4.2.
31Note that this specialization to two dimensions is only to make the explanation simpler; the discussion
still proceeds along similar lines for systems living in arbitrary dimensions, so long as the system’s
eigenstates obey all the properties described above. We will encounter a one-dimensional example later
in this chapter.
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where the two terms in the second last line give zero upon integration. This is because〈
ψ˜(k1, k2)
∣∣∣ xˆ ∣∣∣ψ˜(k1, k2)〉 = 〈ψ(k1, k2)| xˆ |ψ(k1, k2)〉, and 〈ψ(k1, 2pi)| xˆ |ψ(k1, 2pi)〉 =
〈ψ(k1, 0)| xˆ |ψ(k1, 0)〉 for all k1. Similar steps apply for the
〈
ψ˜(k1, k2)
∣∣∣ yˆ ∣∣∣ψ˜(k1, k2)〉
term as well. The dependence of the transformed Hamiltonian on (k1, k2) will allow us



















where we have made use of the fact that ∑m∈all bands |ψ˜m(k1, k2)〉〈ψ˜m(k1, k2)| = 1
since we have restricted inner products to being over one unit cell. This means that for
each H˜(s, k1, k2), we have a Hermitian eigenvalue problem confined within a single unit
cell possessing discrete spectrum33, and as is common practice in physics we assume
completeness of the eigenstates. Next, note that the transformed eigenvalue equation
is
H˜(s, k1, k2)
∣∣∣ψ˜n(k1, k2)〉 = En(k1, k2) ∣∣∣ψ˜n(k1, k2)〉 . (2.31)
32The second term is the complex conjugate of the first.
33This is explained in the accompanying explanation of Eq. (8.48) in [28].
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∣∣∣ ∂H˜(s,k1,k2)∂k2 ∣∣∣ψ˜n(k1, k2)〉
En(k1, k2)− Em(k1, k2) (2.32)







. Making use of these results to rewrite the first











∣∣∣ ∂H˜(s,k1,k2)∂k1 ∣∣∣ψ˜m(k1, k2)〉〈ψ˜m(k1, k2)∣∣∣ ∂H˜(s,k1,k2)∂k2 ∣∣∣ψ˜n(k1, k2)〉(
En(k1, k2)− Em(k1, k2)
)2 .
(2.33)

















where we have stopped explicitly writing the k1(2)-dependence of the states for neatness.











due to normalization of
∣∣∣ψ˜n〉 over the unit cell. The formula for the
Chern number derived in Eq. (2.34) is the most useful form for computational purposes
and will be used frequently in this thesis. As stated earlier, it has the advantage that
no derivatives of eigenstates are necessary. It is also clear that the formula is gauge-
invariant since each eigenstate in the integrand appears twice- once as a bra and once
as a ket, so any arbitrary phase factors cancel off34.
Finally, we derive one last form of the Chern number which is useful for elucidating
34The phase factors commute with everything else since all the ∂
∂k1(2)
operators only act on the
Hamiltonian.
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dk1dk2 (∇k ×A(k1, k2)) · uz, (2.35)
where


















Here ux,uy refer to the unit vectors pointing in the positive direction of the k1, k2 axes
respectively, while uz is a unit vector pointing upwards from the k1−k2 plane. We now
apply Stokes theorem, which converts a surface integral into a line integral which goes
around the region being integrated over in the surface integral. Since we are making use
of the second gauge-smoothing procedure, A(k1, k2) is well-defined everywhere in the






























We note that the line integral simply traces the square perimeter of the BZ in an anti-
clockwise direction. Had we used the gauge-smoothing procedure of adopting a phase
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convention, we would have to divide the BZ into different patches and apply Stokes
theorem to each patch separately.35 It should be noted here that in order for Stokes
theorem to apply, the eigenstates have to be well-defined and differentiable with respect
to k1(2) everywhere within the area included within the surface integral. It would be
incorrect to think that if we could adopt some phase convention which never breaks
down on the square perimeter of the BZ, we may invoke Eq. (2.37) and conclude that
the Chern number is zero since the eigenstates are exactly periodic on opposite edges
of the BZ.
We may now make use of Eq. (2.37) to show why the Chern number must be
integer-valued and obtain an intuitive meaning for it [27]. From Eqs. (2.26), we may
obtain the following phase relations for |ψn(k1, k2)〉
|ψn(2pi, 0)〉 = e−iχ(0) |ψn(0, 0)〉 ,
|ψn(2pi, 2pi)〉 = e−iΦ(2pi) |ψn(2pi, 0)〉 ,
|ψn(0, 2pi)〉 = eiχ(2pi) |ψn(2pi, 2pi)〉 ,
|ψn(0, 0)〉 = eiΦ(0) |ψn(0, 2pi)〉 . (2.38)
Combining these phase relations, we obtain
|ψ(0, 0)〉 = ei(Φ(0)+χ(2pi)−Φ(2pi)−χ(0)) |ψ(0, 0)〉 . (2.39)
Because |ψn(k1, k2)〉 is single-valued as a function of (k1, k2), this means that we must
have
Φ(0) + χ(2pi)− Φ(2pi)− χ(0) = integer× 2pi. (2.40)
We now show that the integer mentioned above is indeed the Chern number. We may
35The details of this are in Chapter 3.6 of [26]. We stress that the value of Cn obtained will be the
same regardless of gauge-smoothing procedure.
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− Φ(2pi) + Φ(0) + χ(2pi)− χ(0)
]
(2.41)
Comparing this with Eq.(2.40), we see that the integer there is indeed the Chern number
of the band. This explains why the Chern number is integer-valued. It arises from the
requirement that the states must be single-valued functions of BZ coordinates k1 and
k2. We also see an intuitive meaning of the Chern number. It is simply the total amount
of phase picked up by the eigenstate as we travel around the outer perimeter of the BZ.
As a final comment, we note that the expression for 2piCn in Eq.(2.37) is math-
ematically identical to the Berry phase a state would pick up if it were initialized as
an eigenstate at (k1, k2) = (0, 0) and adiabatically carried through the k-space along a
path tracing the perimeter of the Brillouin zone. Physically however, experimentalists
do not measure Chern numbers by adiabatically varying k1 and k2 and attempting to
measure the accumulated Berry phase.36 Instead, the Chern numbers typically manifest
themselves experimentally as observables related with some band-averaged properties of
a system, such as the Hall conductance in the case of the integer quantum Hall effect.
Summarizing this section, we have introduced the important Chern number invariant
which will be used extensively in this thesis. It is a robust quantity that is present when-
ever we have a Hamiltonian which has eigenstates labelled by at least two parameters in
36As a side-note, if one were to carry out such an experiment, the Berry phase picked up would be in
any case undetectable since it corresponds to a phase factor of 1. This is analogous to the Aharanov-
Bohm effect in cases where the magnetic flux in the solenoid has been chosen so that the Berry phase
picked up by electrons upon encircling the solenoid is equal to a multiple of 2pi. In such cases, no
interference effects due to the Berry phase will occur. We recall that the Berry phase picked up by an
electron after it has encircled the solenoid is qΦ/~, where q is the electron charge and Φ the magnetic
flux enclosed within the solenoid. Hence, this happens when the magnetic flux Φ is equal to 2mpi~/q,
m ∈ Z.
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which they are physically periodic37. By ’physically periodic’, we mean that if we take
an eigenstate and compare with the eigenstate obtained when one of these parameters
is increased by its period, we will see that the two states refer to the same physical
eigenstate (ie. they differ by at most a phase factor). These Chern numbers cannot
change their values unless direct band gap closing occurs, making them invariant over
a wide range of physical parameters. We have also covered the details as to how to
calculate these numbers and the subtleties involved. In the next chapter, we move on
to several examples of systems possessing observables that are given by Chern numbers.
37Actually, this is not the most general statement. Chern number is defined so long as the physical
eigenstates are labelled by two parameters which form a closed manifold. In our example above, and
for all cases in this thesis, the closed manifold is a torus, but there exist cases where the manifold is a
sphere [27].
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Chapter3
Topological Phenomena in Quantum
Physics: Some Examples
In this section, we set the stage for the investigations conducted in this thesis by analysing
some examples of topological physics based on some previous works. Our objective here
is to clarify the use of the methods presented in a rather abstract manner in the previous
chapter by applying them to concrete problems. Our first example will be the famous
integer quantum Hall effect [1, 2], where we shall see that the Hall conductance is
given by Chern numbers describing the system’s eigenstate topology. We will see how
this occurs in a two-dimensional electron gas subjected to either a strong perpendicular
magnetic field and weak periodic potential or the opposite regime of a strong periodic
potential with a weak perpendicular magnetic field. Along the way, we shall make
contact with the famous fractal structure known as Hofstadter’s butterfly [29] which
will be important for later studies in this thesis. Following that, we shall analyse an
early work on quantum chaos which showed that quantum-classical correspondence in
phase space is reflected in the Chern numbers of the Floquet operator eigenstates [18].
This work served as an early indication to us that Floquet band topology can be non-
trivial and may give rise to physically novel phenomena.
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3.1 The Integer Quantum Hall effect
Fig. 3.1: Experimentally measured off-diagonal resistivity (upper panel) and diagonal
resistivity (lower panel) as a function of magnetic field strength in a GaAs-AlxGa1−xAs
heterostructure at low temperature. We see clear quantization of the off-diagonal resis-
tivity over finite windows of field strength. This is taken from [30]. We note that the
off-diagonal resistivity ρxy is the reciprocal of the off-diagonal (Hall) conductance when
ρxx vanishes.
The integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) represents an early famous discovery in quantum
physics described by topology. This important discovery was made in 1980 by Klaus
von Klitzing [2] and won him the 1985 Nobel Prize in Physics [31]. Simply put, the
IQHE refers to the phenomena that when a voltage is applied across a two-dimensional
semiconductor material (at low temperature and exposed to a perpendicular magnetic
field) and varied, the transverse conductance (commonly referred to as Hall conductance)
of the semiconductor as a function of this voltage takes the form of a staircase-like
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structure (see Fig. 3.1). Over finite intervals of voltages, the Hall conductance of the






where e is the electron charge, h is Planck’s constant and n is some integer value.
Several theoretical explanations were put forward explaining this strange quantization
[32]. Our interest will however be focused on the topological one.
We shall first go through the seminal 1982 paper by Thouless and collaborators [1],
in which it was shown that the Hall conductance of a simple model system, consist-
ing of non-interacting electrons at low temperatures in a strong magnetic field and a
weak periodic potential (also known as weak modulation), is given by e2/h multiplied
by the Chern numbers of the system’s occupied bands. We will then consider the oppo-
site regime where particles experiencing a strong periodic potential are simultaneously
exposed to a magnetic field and see that the Hall conductance is still topologically pro-
tected. Along the way, we will make contact with the important Hofstadter butterfly
spectrum1, which was discovered almost four decades ago [29] and has recently attracted
a flurry of experimental activities [34–38].
3.1.1 Topological Quantization of Hall Conductance: Weak Modulation
In their paper [1], Thouless et al consider a 2-dimensional system of non-interacting
electrons exposed to a magnetic field and a weak periodic potential, corresponding to a
Hamiltonian given by
Hˆ = 12m (p− eA)
2 + U(x, y), (3.2)
where p refers to the momentum operators along x and y, e is the charge of an electron
(e is a negative number), A is the magnetic vector potential and U(x, y) is the weak
periodic potential obeying
U(x+ a, y) = U(x, y + b) = U(x, y). (3.3)
1A nice review is to be found in [33].
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They choose for the vector potential the Landau gauge A = (0, Bx, 0) where B refers
to the magnetic field strength. The magnetic field strength is chosen such that the





















+ U(xˆ, yˆ) (3.5)
The analysis begins by looking for symmetries in the Hamiltonian in order to obtain
a systematic manner of labelling the eigenstates and energies. Due to the magnetic flux
having been chosen to obey Eq. (3.4), the Hamiltonian forms a set of three mutually




















[Tˆ1, Tˆ2] = [Tˆ1, Hˆ] = [Tˆ2, Hˆ] = 0. (3.8)

























where we made use of the fact that exp(−i2piP ) = 1 since P is an integer. Then, we
act Tˆ2 from the right in the first and last expressions and end up with the statement
that the first commutator vanishes. The vanishing of the second commutator may be
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where we have made use of Eq. (3.3), and then acting Tˆ1 from the right on the first
and last expressions. It is clear that the third commutator vanishes by going through
the same steps as above, but using Tˆ2 in place of Tˆ1.
Due to Eqs. (3.8), the eigenstates may be chosen as common eigenstates of Hˆ, Tˆ1
and Tˆ2, and meaningfully denoted as |ψn,k1,k2〉, where the k1(2) variables represent the
eigenphases of the states with respect to the translation operators Tˆ1(2). In more detail,
k1 and k2 are defined by
Tˆ1 |ψn,k1,k2〉 = eik1Qa |ψn,k1,k2〉 , (3.11)
and
Tˆ2 |ψn,k1,k2〉 = eik2b |ψn,k1,k2〉 , (3.12)
where k1 ∈ [0, 2pi/Qa) and k2 ∈ [0, 2pi/b). n is a discrete index which labels the
eigenstates since the diagonalization of Hˆ reduces to solving a Hermitian eigenvalue
problem within the finite unit cell defined by operators Tˆ1,2.2 By solving for eigenstates
over a range of k1, k2, an energy band structure emerges which will be important in
explaining the quantization of conductance.
Thouless et al first solve for the U(x, y) = 0 case in Eq. (3.5), after which they
treat U as a weak perturbation. It can be easily verified that the eigenstates of Eq.
(3.5) with U(x, y) = 0 are given by a harmonic oscillator function in the x direction
multiplied by a plane wave in the y direction [32], while the energies are simply those of
















2This is again explained in Eq. (8.48) and footnote 16 of [28].
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where ωc = eB/m is the cyclotron frequency and py is the momentum of the state along
y. The eigenstate is a product of an N th harmonic oscillator eigenstate in x centered
at x = py/(eB) and a momentum eigenstate along y with momentum py. Projecting
into the x, y representation, the eigenstate has the form
〈
x, y
∣∣∣Φ(N)py 〉 = χN(x− py/(eB))exp( ipyy~
)
,
where χN is the N th harmonic oscillator function. Such states are known as Landau
functions and the set of the above states for all py values and one particular N is referred
to collectively as the N th Landau level. Clearly, because the energy is independent of py,
the Landau levels are infinitely degenerate. Next, Thouless et al consider what happens
to energies in the N th Landau level upon introducing U(x, y) which is non-zero but still
weak enough to be considered as a perturbation. Since U(x, y) is weak, they assume
that the eigenstates of the resulting Hamiltonian do not consist of mixtures between
different Landau levels, but are generally mixtures of states within individual Landau
levels. With this assumption in place, they set the stage for obtaining the eigenstates
of Eq. (3.5) by constructing from the Landau states a set of states obeying conditions
in Eq. (3.6) and (3.7). To this end, some re-parameterising is performed as follows.
Firstly, py is rewritten as




with l being allowed to take any integer value and n = 0, 1, · · · , P−1 and k2 ∈ [0, 2pi/b).






where l takes all integers values, n = 0, 1, · · · , P −1 and k2 ∈ [0, 2pi/b). In other words,
the single variable py has now been replaced with three variables n, l and k2. We hence
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rewrite
∣∣∣Φ(N)py 〉 as ∣∣∣Φ(N)k2,l,n〉. These states then take the form
〈
x, y













We then introduce the new set of states defined as
∣∣∣Ψ(N)n,k1,k2〉 ≡ ∞∑
l=−∞
∣∣∣Φ(N)k2,l,n〉 exp(ik1(lQa+ nQa/P )), (3.15)
where n = 0, 1, · · · , P − 1. These states obey the symmetries of Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7).
This may be verified as follows. To act Tˆ2 on
∣∣∣Ψ(N)n,k1,k2〉, we need simply replace all
instances of y by y + b in
〈
x, y
∣∣∣Ψ(N)n,k1,k2〉. It is clear from Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) that
the result of doing this is simply eik2b
〈
x, y
∣∣∣Ψ(N)n,k1,k2〉, which verifies Eq. (3.7). Next,
we prove that Eq. (3.6) also holds. We first write out

























































Rewriting the above expression in terms of l′ by substituting l′ = l − 1 will then reveal
that the above expression is indeed simply exp(ik1Qa)
〈
x, y
∣∣∣Ψ(N)n,k1,k2〉. This proves our
desired result.
The
∣∣∣Ψ(N)n,k1,k2〉 states are also mutually orthogonal due to orthogonality of plane
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waves along y for different values of n.3 Hence, they form a basis for the (k1, k2)
subspaces arising from the N th Landau band.4 Because the eigenstates of Hˆ can always
be chosen to live in these subspaces even when U(x, y) is switched on, these states serve
as a good representation in which to solve for them. In other words, the eigenstates
are given by |ψn,k1,k2〉 =
∑P−1
m=0 dm(k1, k2)
∣∣∣Ψ(N)m,k1,k2〉, where the N index has been
dropped for brevity, with the understanding from this point onwards that all states in
question arise from the N th Landau level. Since it is clear from the previous sentence
that each (k1, k2) subspace is P -dimensional, we see that each Landau level must give
rise in general to P bands dispersing as a function of (k1, k2). Before proceeding further,
Thouless et al perform a unitary transformation exp
(− ik1x− ik2y) on the problem so
that the eigenstates become
|un,k1,k2〉 ≡ exp





(− ik1x− ik2y) ∣∣∣Ψ(N)m,k1,k2〉 . (3.17)
This transformation is done because it causes the Hamiltonian to pick up a dependence
on (k1, k2) which facilitates subsequent computations, as described in the previous sec-


























as seen in Eq. (7) of [1]. The transformed Hamiltonian, on the other hand, is
H˜(k1, k2) =
1
2m (pˆx + ~k1)
2 + 12m
(




+ U(xˆ, yˆ). (3.19)
Thouless et al now proceed to diagonalize the transformed Hamiltonian. They solve the
eigenvalue problem H˜(k1, k2) |un,k1,k2〉 = En(k1, k2) |un,k1,k2〉. Since all the basis states
3Note that the inner products here are defined over all space and not restricted only to one unit cell.
4Each (k1, k2) subspace refers to all states obeying the symmetry conditions of Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7)
with eigenvalues indexed by (k1, k2).
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being superposed in an eigenstate as seen in Eq. (3.17) are themselves eigenstates of
the N th Landau level, any set {dm} will result in an eigenstate of the unperturbed part
of H˜(k1, k2) with eigenvalue (N + 1/2) ~ωc (a superposition of degenerate eigenstates
is itself an eigenstate). The problem then reduces to that of finding sets of {dm} in Eq.
(3.17) which give eigenstates of H˜(k1, k2) for nonzero U(xˆ, yˆ). This is just a P × P
matrix eigenvalue problem whose eigenvalues correspond to energy corrections for states
in the N th Landau band upon switching on of the weak potential U . Choosing the form
of the perturbation as
U(xˆ, yˆ) = U1cos(2pix/a) + U2cos(2piy/b), (3.20)
they work out the matrix elements of this perturbation to find that the jth line (j =
0, 1, · · · , P − 1) of the matrix eigenvalue problem is given by
V exp(−iQak1/P )dj−1 + 2V ′cos(Qbk2/P + 2pijQ/P )dj + V exp(iQak1/P )dj+1
= (k1, k2)dj . (3.21)
Here V and V ′ are proportional to U2 and U1 respectively and dj+P = dj . We shall not
go through the rather tedious details of arriving at the above equation but we note that
the form of the matrix looks sensible because
〈
un′,k1,k2
∣∣ cos(2pix/a) |un,k1,k2〉 can only




∣∣ cos(2piy/b) |un,k1,k2〉 can only be non-zero for n− n′ = ±1 for the same
reason. The above equation is known as the Harper equation [41] and is generally solved
straightforwardly by a computer using standard algorithms for solving matrix eigenvalue
problems. This typically yields P different values for (k1, k2), meaning that the original
Landau band which was completely flat with respect to k1 and k2 has now split into P
different bands upon the introduction of the perturbation U(x, y).
Having successfully diagonalized the problem, Thouless et al turn to studying the
conductance of a system of non-interacting electrons. Denoting the Fermi energy as EF
and making use of the Kubo formula [42] from linear response theory, one finds that the
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〈uα| ∂H˜∂k1 |uβ〉 〈uβ| ∂H˜∂k2 |uα〉 − 〈uα| ∂H˜∂k2 |uβ〉 〈uβ| ∂H˜∂k1 |uα〉


















where now the inner products are to be taken over only one unit cell in real space.
|uα,β〉 are the single particle eigenstates obtained by solving the Harper Equation (3.21)
and substituting the set of dj values obtained into Eq. (3.17). The eigen-energies are
denoted Eα, Eβ and A is the area of the system. The symbols α, β are indices which
are meant to collectively represent all the labels of the eigenstates and energies. Their
purpose is simply to distinguish different eigenstates and energies. In a more exact but
cumbersome notation, each of these indices would be replaced by 4 numbers- a Landau
level index N , a Landau subband index n, and (k1, k2). If EF lies within a band gap,
one may make the replacement5 ∑Eα<EF → ∑occ.bands A(2pi)2 ∫ ∫ dk1dk2 and rewrite































dk 〈uα| ∇k |uα〉 , (3.23)
where
∮




+ kˆ2 ∂∂k2 , with kˆ1,(2) representing unit vectors along the k1,(2) axis. The first
and second lines are equal due to Stokes’s theorem. Based on our knowledge from the
previous section, it is clear that the conductivity σH is given by the sum of the Chern
numbers of all the occupied bands6. Defining Cocc.band ≡ i2pi
∮
dk 〈uα| ∇k |uα〉, where







5See Eq. (2.170) of [24].
6Note that upon switching on Uˆ , each Landau level splits into P sub-bands. It is these Landau
sub-bands which we are referring to here when we say ’bands’.
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Since the values Cocc.band can never change unless the bands touch each other in a
direct gap closing (ie. the energy of a state in one band equals that from another band
at a single (k1, k2)), the Hall conductance σH is robust to system perturbations (only
perturbations strong enough to cause bands to touch can change them) and is said to
be a topologically protected quantity. Hence, Thouless et al have successfully shown
using a simple toy model Hamiltonian that the topology of system eigenstates can lead
to a robust quantization of Hall conductance, as seen in experiments.
We note that the above derivation was done within the assumption that different
Landau levels do not mix with each other. This is only valid when the magnetic field B
is strong while the periodic modulation Uˆ is weak. The topological protection of Hall
conductance on the other hand goes beyond this limit. There seems to be no reason
why one cannot accommodate stronger modulation by repeating the above derivation
but allowing for mixtures of different Landau levels. The price to pay will simply be that
the eigenvalue problem obtained will be much more complicated than the simple Harper
equation.
One may in fact show topological protection of the Hall conductance in the opposite
limit of very strong modulation (ie. Uˆ is very large) using a trick known as Peierls
substitution[29, 43]. For completeness, we will go through briefly the steps to show this
in the next subsection.7
3.1.2 Topological Quantization of Hall Conductance: Strong Modula-
tion
We consider a system of with Hamiltonian as given in Eq. (3.2), but with zero magnetic
field, A = 0 and with very strong periodic potential, meaning that the periodic potential
U(x, y) is very large. We apply the tight-binding method and confine our considerations
to the lowest Bloch energy band (commonly known as an s-band), also known as the
single-band approximation. Under this assumption, the Hilbert space is defined as the
space spanned by the s-band Wannier functions, each localized at one site of the lattice
7The reader who wishes for more details is referred to Section 2.2 of [24], where a beautifully clear
and more detailed explanation is to be found.
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ψ(ma, nb) |φs(ma, nb)〉 , (3.25)
where |φs(ma, nb)〉 is the s-band Wannier function localized at position maux+nbuy ≡
R, and ux,y are unit vectors along the x and y directions respectively.
The energies in this band are given by8 the tight-binding s-band dispersion
E(kx, ky) = −2t1 cos(kxa)− 2t2 cos(kyb), (3.26)
where t1,2 are some experimental parameters whose exact form do not concern us here9
and kx,y are the Bloch vectors along x and y.
Now, if we were to switch on a magnetic field, Luttinger [43] showed that, insofar as
the single-band approximation holds, the eigenstates 〈r|Ψα〉 in position space r ≡ (x, y)








RA(s)·ds 〈r|φs(ma, nb)〉 , (3.27)
where the integral is taken along the straight line from R to r and α is just a generic
symbol representing the labels for eigenstates/eigenvalues. The ψα(ma, nb) values may
be shown to be [43] the eigenstates of the effective Hamiltonian obtained from perform-
ing the Peierls substitution
kx → pˆx − eAx~
ky → pˆy − eAy~ (3.28)
on the dispersion relation Eq. (3.26). Choosing the Landau gauge A = (0, Bx, 0) as
8Note that we have made use of the freedom to change the energy by a constant to remove unim-
portant constant terms.
9They are integrals involving the periodic potential and the Wannier functions centered at adjacent
sites on the lattice[28].
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we did earlier, this yields




= −t1(e−ipˆxa/~ + eipˆxa/~)− t2(e−ipˆyb/~+ieBxˆb/~ + eipˆyb/~−ieBxˆb/~).(3.29)
Assuming as we did for the weak modulation case that the magnetic flux quanta per
unit cell is a rational number P/Q so that B = 2pi( ~eab)
P
Q , the eigenvalue problem we




















where Eα is the energy of the perturbed eigenstate. We may interpret the above as
a discrete time-independent Schrodinger equation eigenvalue problem on a lattice with





t1 |(m+ 1)a, nb〉 〈ma, nb|+ t2ei2pim(
P
Q








ψα(ma, nb) |ma, nb〉 . (3.32)
The eigenvalue problem is then hˆ |Eα〉 = Eα |Eα〉. Since hˆ is invariant under the
translations m→ m+ q and n→ n+ 1, we may invoke Bloch’s theorem, which states
that the eigenstates must be Bloch-periodic under translations by Q sites along the
10Note that when we act the pˆx ≡ −i~ ∂∂x and pˆy ≡ −i~ ∂∂y operators on the function ψα(ma, nb), we
are to regard it as a continuous function of x and y, which happens to only be nonzero at coordinates
(x = ma, y = nb).
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x-axis and 1 site along the y-axis. Mathematically, this means
ψα(ma, nb) = uα(ma)eikxmaeikynb, (3.33)
where u ((m+Q)a) = u(ma) for all m, with kx ∈ [0, 2pi/(Qa)), ky ∈ [0, 2pi/b). Sub-
stituting this into Eq. (3.30) and simplifying, we obtain the final form of the eigenvalue
problem




Comparing the above with Eq. (3.21), we see that it is almost identical with the
above eigenvalue problem11, with the main difference that now we have Q pairs of
eigenstates/eigenvalues whereas previously we had P , meaning that the lowest tight
binding band splits into Q bands upon perturbation by a magnetic field, whereas each
Landau level splits into P bands upon perturbation by a periodic potential. Eq. (3.34)
defines a Q×Q matrix eigenvalue problem. Hence, the set of uα(0), uα(a), · · · , uα((Q−
1)a) values and Eα may be obtained computationally through standard diagonalization
algorithms.
Assuming the above applies to each electron in a system of non-interacting electrons,
and assuming the Fermi energy EF lies in a band gap, the Kubo formula from linear
























which is clearly just e2/h times the sum of Chern numbers of the occupied bands. Here
|uα〉 refers to an eigenstate (a column vector) of Eq. (3.34) for a particular band index
which takes values 1, · · · , Q and for a particular pair of (kx, ky) values. Hence, we see
again that the Hall conductance cannot change when the system is perturbed, unless
11In the literature, both equations are referred to as Harper equations.
12See Section 2.4 of [24] for details.
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those perturbations are strong enough to cause EF to no longer be in a gap. This shows
that the topological protection of the Hall conductance is also in force for a strongly
modulated system.
We note that the inner products here are somewhat different from those in the first





∣∣∣ and column vectors such as ∣∣∣∂uα∂ky 〉, whereas the inner products in
Eq. (3.23) involve continuous functions as given in Eq. (3.17) being multiplied together
and integrated over a unit cell. Hence, although the Hall conductance formulae for the
weak and strong modulation cases look very similar, their Chern numbers need not be
the same.13
3.2 Hofstadter’s Butterfly: History and Recent Develop-
ments
In 1976, Hofstadter [29] published a study in which he found that the energy spectrum of
a quantum system came in the form of a fractal, now famously known as Hofstadter’s
butterfly. Fractals are intriguing objects [44] which are known to look the same no
matter how much one zooms in on or zooms out from them. Famous examples of
fractals include the shoreline of the coast at a beach, the branching structure of blood
vessels and snow flakes. The existence of such a strange object in quantum physics
spurred much research interest and experiments have only just been able to observe the
fractal nature of the energy spectrum, almost 40 years after its theoretical prediction.
In this section, we review the famous paper14 by Hofstadter [29] and mention briefly the
recent experiments successfully observing the butterfly.
In his paper, Hofstadter considers a system consisting of non-interacting particles
experiencing a two-dimensional strong periodic potential with period a subjected to a
perpendicular magnetic field of strength B. We assume as before that the number of
13Indeed, for the weak modulation case, the sum of the Chern numbers of all the Landau subbands
arising from the lowest Landau level is 1, whereas in the strong modulation case, the sum of Chern
numbers in the lowest tight-binding band is 0.
14The review here is very similar to that in Section 2.2 of [24].
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magnetic flux quanta per unit cell as φ ≡ Ba2h/e is equal to a rational number P/Q,
where P,Q are co-prime integers. We then make the lowest tight-binding single band
approximation and perform the Peierls substitution, as we have done in the previous
section. Hence, following the same steps as before, we obtain the Harper eigenvalue
equation (3.34) as we did before. With a little rearrangement, it reads as








where both kx, ky ∈ [0, 2pi/a), and α = 1, · · · , Q. For a fixed φ = P/Q, upon solving
the Harper equation for all kx and ky in the Brillouin zone, one obtains Q bands. This
procedure may be repeated for a range of closely-spaced rational φ values between 0
and 1. In the paper, Hofstadter performs this procedure for the case of t1 = t2 = −1,
and obtains the complex pattern shown in Fig. (3.2).
 
Fig. 3.2: A plot of the famous Hofstadter Butterfly spectrum. The horizontal axis
represents the E values which run from -4 to 4, while the vertical axis represents φ
which runs from 0 to 1. Note that the pattern is periodic in φ with period 1 [29]. This
figure is taken from [29].
In order to understand why this somewhat strange-looking pattern has attracted
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a high level of interest over the past four decades, we now review a few of the results
concerning it which were presented by Hofstadter in his paper. Firstly, Hofstadter proved
that the energy eigenvalues of Eq. (3.36) all lie within the interval [−4, 4]. Next, he
proved15 that for each value of φ = P/Q for some co-prime P,Q, the spectrum takes the
form of Q non-touching bands16. Hofstadter noted that for any irrational φ, which we
may interpret as some rational number P/Q where P,Q → ∞, the energy eigenvalues
will come in the form of an infinite number of such non-touching bands. This meant
that something intriguing was happening- it implied that within the finite interval of
energy values [−4, 4], an infinite number of bands were somehow squeezing their way
into existence. One might at first think that it is simply impossible to have an infinite
number of bands within a finite interval, but this is incorrect. It turns out that such a
spectrum is an object called a fractal which has been studied by mathematicians [44]. A
fractal is simply an object which, upon repeated magnification yields repeated structure
ad infinitum.17 In the case at hand, this means that if we were to zoom in on any of the
bands in Fig. (3.2) at some irrational φ, we will notice that each of the single bands are
in fact not really single bands, but rather a number of ’sub-bands’ situated very close
to but not touching one another. Upon zooming in further, we will see the same thing
happening again for each of these sub-bands, and so on and so forth.18 From a physical
perspective, this is rather disturbing because for any rational φ, there exists an irrational
φ arbitrarily close to it and vice versa. This then means that the band structure and
thus the physical behaviour of the system can change dramatically in response to tiny
changes in φ, a prediction which seems to go against all physical common sense.
Fortunately, as Hofstadter pointed out, this does not actually happen in practice, as
there always exists some uncertainty in the value of φ in an actual experiment, denoted
15Actually, as he stated in the paper, he obtained this "empirically proven" [29] result through closely
studying numerical data rather than through rigorous proof.
16Actually, this is only true for odd Q. For even Q, there will only be q − 1 non-touching bands
because the two middle bands out of the Q bands touch.
17Many beautiful video animations illustrating this can be easily found on the internet.
18This is assuming we could obtain the infinite spectrum of E values for irrational φ, which in practice
is impossible. But we can always obtain the spectrum for P,Q being very large finite integers, in which
case we will still be able to see these smaller bands emerging as we magnify the figure up until we reach
some very small length scales.
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by ∆φ. This suggests that we should not consider the band structure at a single φ value
to be the physical band structure of the system. Instead, if the experimental value of
magnetic flux quanta per unit cell is some value φ ±∆φ, we should take the union of
spectra over the window of (φ − ∆φ, φ + ∆φ) and treat this as the spectrum of the
system at that φ value. Hofstadter showed that band spectra formed from taking such
unions at all φ in this manner are smooth functions of φ and thus physically reasonable.
We note that Hofstadter in his original paper showed that the eigenvalue spectrum
of Eq. (3.36) is a fractal for irrational φ in the particular case of t1 = t2 = −1. It
was only much more recently shown in [45] that the spectrum19 is fractal for arbitrary
non-zero values of t1 and t2, so long as φ takes an irrational value. Also, we note that
since the Harper equation also arises in the weak modulation case, the fractal energy
spectrum as a function of φ occurs also in the case of weak modulation.
Hofstadter’s work predicted that a particle in a tight-binding periodic potential ex-
posed to a magnetic field possesses a highly complicated energy spectrum, which ought
to be verified experimentally. Unfortunately, it turned out that for typical solid state
crystal lattices, the lattice constant a is on the order of an angstrom, meaning that
to achieve φ on the order of unity, B would have to be on the order of hundreds of
thousands of teslas which was and is still far beyond experimental capability. For this
reason, experimental observation of the Hofstadter butterfly has proven difficult.
It was only recently in 2013 that three experimental groups [34–36] reported suc-
cessful verification of the butterfly. Without going into experimental details, this feat
was achieved through the use of moiré20 superlattices comprising a graphene monolayer
[35, 36] or bilayer [34] stacked atop hexagonal Boron Nitride. The resulting superlat-
tices have lattice constants of about 10nm, implying that the magnetic fields required
are on the order of tens of teslas, which is experimentally achievable. The experiments
measured the Hall conductances of these superlattices exposed to a range of magnetic
field strengths and gate voltages and found quantized Hall conductances as one would
19That is, the spectrum before we take the union over neighbouring φ values.
20A moiré pattern is the pattern resulting from taking two identical patterns and superimposing them
on one another with a slight misalignment between them.
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predict based on Hofstadter’s work. Hence, the successful observation of the almost 40
year-old Hofstadter butterfly has finally been accomplished, albeit indirectly through the
measurement of Hall conductances.
Hofstadter’s butterfly continues to be a subject of experimental interest. Currently,
two experimental groups are working to further probe Hofstadter’s butterfly using exper-
iments involving bosonic cold atoms trapped in optical lattices [37, 38, 46]. Cold atom
realizations of the Hofstadter butterfly [47] have several advantages over conventional
condensed matter setups like the one described above [46]. They tend to have fewer
defects and give the experimentalists more controllability of the setup. For example, the
experiments of [37, 38] were able to induce atoms into picking up pi/2 phases, some-
thing which would require unrealistic magnetic fields of 1000T in condensed matter
setups. The ongoing experimental work of these two groups still hold many possible
future achievements. For instance, it might be possible to measure directly the Hofs-
tadter band structure [46] using their cold atom setups. Interaction effects between the
bosons will also be an interesting area of investigation. Also, the non-trivial topological
structure of the bands will be another area where more investigations may be performed.
In summary, investigations of Hofstadter’s butterfly still continues to be an active
area of research, with many new questions still waiting to be asked and answered.
3.3 The Kicked Harper Model
Since it will be relevant for the studies conducted later in this thesis, we will review
a widely studied modification of the Harper model, with our primary interest being in



















21The second (y-axis) dimension may be disregarded because it is clear that the eigenvalue problem is
separable into x and y components, with the y-component of the eigenstates being simply plane waves.
We thus focus our attention only on the x component and obtain a 1D problem.
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where K and L are system parameters, and the flux quanta per unit cell has been
denoted as P/Q in keeping with the notation of previous sections. This Hamiltonian
is commonly referred to by several different names. Namely, it has been referred to as
the Harper model [41], the Hofstadter model [29] or the Aubry-Andre Model [48].22 As
mentioned previously, this model possesses an interesting fractal energy spectrum if PQ
is replaced by an irrational number. We note that some authors prefer to rewrite the
second bracketed term of Hˆharper by exploiting the crystal momentum |q〉 eigenstates,
as defined in Eqs. (2.8). Performing this explicitly23,
∑
m∈Z






















dq′ |q〉 〈q′∣∣ e−iq′∑
m
2piδ(q − q′ −m2pi)
=
∫
dq |q〉 〈q| e−iq, (3.38)







to get from the second to third line24. Applying the same steps to the other half of the
second term in brackets of Hˆharper, we get
∑
m∈Z
|m+ 1〉 〈m| =
∫
dq |q〉 〈q| eiq. (3.39)
22Note that in the literature some papers study the Harper equation in relation to continuous variables
x, px while other studies, including this thesis, study the Harper equation with discretized position
variable m. Both such types of studies refer to their models as ’Harper model’ even though in one case
we have a continuous variable problem while in the other we have a discretized problem.
23As mentioned in the previous chapter, it does not matter whether q is integrated from −pi to pi
or from 0 to 2pi. We refrain from writing the integration limits of the q integrals explicitly in order to
emphasize this.
24In the working, x is played by the role of q′−q2pi .
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(|m+ 1〉 〈m|+ |m〉 〈m+ 1|) =
∫
dq |q〉 〈q| cos(q)
= cos(qˆ), (3.40)
where in order to get the second line we made use of the fact that
∫ 2pi
0
dq |q〉 〈q| = 1.










|m〉 〈m|+ L cos(qˆ). (3.41)
In order to perform a quantum chaos study on this system25, many authors have studied
a pulsed version of the Harper model known as the Kicked Harper Model (see [49] for
a nice review and references therein.). The delta-pulsing is added as it gives rise to a
Hamiltonian that is chaotic when treated classically; the Harper Hamiltonian treated
classically does not exhibit any chaos. Explicitly, the Kicked Harper Model (KHM), is
obtained by modulating the first term in the Harper model with a time-periodic delta-


















|m〉 〈m+ 1|+ |m+ 1〉 〈m|
)
. (3.42)
In such quantum chaos studies, the states are re-interpreted as being that of a rotator
space. That means |m〉 are regarded as angular momentum eigenstates with eigenvalues
m~, m ∈ Z, while the |q〉 states are regarded as angular coordinates of a particle moving
on a circle26. This re-interpretation is performed because it makes HˆKHM more sensible
25That is, the study of the effects of classical chaos on the quantum dynamics.
26This was explained in Sec. 2.3.
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as a classical Hamiltonian.27 Since we are now dealing with a time-periodic system, the
spectrum of HˆKHM(t) at a single instant of time is not meaningful. Instead, one studies
























The above may be rewritten [50–55] in terms of the operators qˆ and pˆ defining the














where it is to be understood that ~ is an effective Planck constant equal to 2pi PQ . We note
that in papers which perform this rewriting, the authors are no longer dealing with the
same model encountered in the original context of Peierl’s substitution, which consisted
of tight-binding particles in a magnetic field under the single lowest-band approximation.
Instead, they are studying a quantum particle moving on a ring described by the rather
strange Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.41). The primary objective of such papers is typically to
gain insight into quantum chaos and hence they do not pay too much regard to how
to physically implement the Hamiltonian. Nonetheless, there do exist various proposals
for its physical realization [54, 56, 57] which will allow one to experimentally test the
theoretical predictions.
Because ~ = 2pi PQ , UˆKHM becomes periodic in momentum space with period Q~.
This allows us to use the method in Sec. 2.3 to obtain the quasienergies and eigenstates
of UˆKHM. Solving the eigenvalue problem Uˆ |ψn(φ)〉 = eiωn(φ)
∣∣∣ψn(φ)ωn(φ)〉 for a large
number of ~ within the interval ~ ∈ (0, 2pi] and plotting the quasienergies ω against
~, we obtain a butterfly Floquet spectrum [54, 55, 58]. For instance, setting K/~ =
L/~ = 1 and diagonalizing over the interval ~ ∈ (0, 2pi], one obtains the quasienergy
27Without this re-interpretation, we would have to consider a physically unrealistic classical particle
that is periodic in momentum with period 2pi. This odd situation arises from the fact that crystal
momentum has no classical analogue.
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spectrum seen in Fig. 3.3 below. Clearly, it bears a strong resemblance with the
Hofstadter butterfly energy spectrum. The fractal-like properties of this spectrum have













Fig. 3.3: Quasienergy spectrum of the KHM Floquet operator in Eq. (3.43), with
K/~ = L/~ = 1 for ~ ∈ (0, 2pi].
3.4 Topology and Quantum Chaos
To round off this chapter, we review one more example of topology playing a role in
describing the physics of a quantum system. In the work by Leboeuf et al [17, 18], it
was found that when a class of classical dynamical systems make the transition from
the regular to the chaotic regime, their counterpart quantum systems also undergo an
analogous transition which is captured by the topology of the quantum eigenstates. We
briefly review this interesting work here.
Leboeuf et al consider a one-dimensional system with toroidal phase space, consisting
of canonically conjugate coordinates q and p and made up of periodic cells of length
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(Q,P ). The phase space is toroidal in the sense that the classical dynamics does not
change under translations by any integer multiple of Q(P ) along the q(p) axis in phase
space. Quantum mechanically, a toroidal phase space means that all possible quantum
states making up the Hilbert space must be eigenstates of the corresponding translation
operators. We denote by |ψ〉 generic states which are eigenstates of the translation
operators. Explicitly, these states obey
Tˆ1 |ψ〉 = eiθ1 |ψ〉
Tˆ2 |ψ〉 = eiθ2 |ψ〉 , (3.45)
where Tˆ1 ≡ exp(iQpˆ/~), Tˆ2 ≡ exp(iP qˆ/~), and (θ1, θ2) are 2 generalized Bloch phases
taking values from 0 to 2pi. We note that in the quantum case the states need not
be periodic under translations along q(p) by Q(P ); they need only be periodic up to a
phase θ (a condition we shall refer to as Bloch-periodicity). This is in contrast to the
classical case, where the dynamics are strictly periodic and there is no notion of phase
difference. This suggests that to compare the classical and quantum situations, we will
need to average over all the Bloch phases θ ≡ (θ1, θ2) in the quantum case. We will see
later that this is indeed the case. In order for a complete set of common eigenstates with





where N is an integer. That the previous equation implies commutation of Tˆ1 and Tˆ2
can be easily seen by acting [Tˆ1, Tˆ2] on an arbitrary position or momentum eigenstate
|q〉 or |p〉. It is then seen that if Q and P are such that Eq. (3.46) is obeyed, the
commutator always gives zero when acting on any position (momentum) eigenstate.
This proves that the commutator is zero since the position (momentum) states form a
complete basis of states. Given a pair of Tˆ1, Tˆ2 operators, we may divide the Hilbert
space into different θ subspaces, each consisting of all states obeying Eqs. (3.45) with
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∣∣∣∣q = nNQ+ ~θ2P + jQ
〉
, (3.47)
where n = 0, · · · , N − 1.28 We can then write any state |ψ(θ)〉 in the θ subspace as
|ψ(θ)〉 = ∑N−1n=0 cn(θ) |n, θ〉 with∑n |cn(θ)|2 = 1. In other words, the quantum system
now splits into an ensemble of N-level problems, one for each θ. It is possible to write
such |ψ(θ)〉 states in the coherent state representation ψ(z,θ) = ∑N−1n=0 〈z|n,θ〉 cn(θ),
where |z〉 = exp(z∗a†) |0〉, z = (q−ip)/√2 , and a† = 1/(√2~) (√mωqˆ − i/(√mω)pˆ),
with q ∈ [0, Q), p ∈ [0, P ). In other words, the complex variable z spans the toroidal
phase space. The explicit expression of the function 〈z|n,θ〉 is rather complicated [18]
and unimportant for our considerations here. What matters for us is that it can be
shown [18] that for every state |ψ(θ)〉, its coherent state representation ψ(z,θ) must
have exactly N zeroes in the complex z domain mentioned previously. (ie. ψ(z,θ) = 0
at precisely N values of z.) This fact will be important for us later.
Having laid out details of the state space, we move on now to describe how the
eigenstates of a quantum system obeying these translational properties will behave as
we tune some system parameters which cause the corresponding classical system to
go from the regular to chaotic regime. First, we note that for each θ, there are N
eigenstates and eigenvalues of the system. Hence, upon scanning over all θ, in general
we will get N eigenvalue bands. We may introduce the Chern number characterizing





dθ 〈ψα(θ)| ∇θ |ψα(θ)〉 , (3.48)
where α = 1, 2, · · · , N , ∇θ ≡ θˆ1 ∂∂θ1 + θˆ2 ∂∂θ2 and the line integral is about the perimeter
of the θ Brillouin zone. As mentioned in the previous section, the Chern number tells
28These cleverly designed states were discovered by Joshua Zak [61] as a convenient basis with which
to work when dealing with problems periodic in both position and momentum. The special states in
Eq. (3.15) defined by Thouless et al [1] are similar in spirit to these states. Essentially, both are
choosing special basis states which make it easy to write down the eigenstates of operators obeying
certain symmetries.
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us the number of times the quantum phase of the eigenstates winds by 2pi as we go
around the BZ. However, to make a connection with the classical regular-to-chaotic
transition, another interpretation [62, 63] of the Chern numbers is required. As we vary
the values of (θ1, θ2), the functions ψα(z,θ) describing the eigenstates in coherent state
representation will vary in response. In particular, the N zeroes will move around on
the z domain. The Chern number has been shown [62, 63] to be equal to the number
of times ψα(z,θ) = 0 at each point z in the z domain as we vary (θ1, θ2) over the
entire BZ. For example, if a band α has Cα = 1, that means that at every point z
in the z domain, ψα(z,θ) = 0 precisely once as we tune over the (θ1, θ2) BZ. Bands
with Cα 6= 0 thus generally are made up of eigenstates which are sensitive functions
of (θ1, θ2), while bands with Cα = 0 are made up of eigenstates which are relatively
insensitive to (θ1, θ2). Leboeuf et al [18] showed that bands with Cα = 0 were related
with classically invariant tori in phase space, whereas bands with Cα 6= 0 corresponded
to chaotic regions of phase space. The reason behind this is as follows. For quantum
systems which are integrable when treated classically, it has been shown [64] that the
Husimi distribution [65]
Wα(q, p,θ) = e−zz
∗/~|ψα(z,θ)|2 (3.49)
associated with the eigenstates of the system are, in the semiclassical limit, tightly
concentrated around EBK invariant tori29. Because the invariant tori do not change
(and in fact have no relation whatsoever with) the values of (θ1, θ2), this means that
Wα(q, p,θ) is always non-zero at those points in (q, p) phase space, regardless of (θ1, θ2).
This means that the zeroes of Wα(q, p,θ), and hence also those of ψα(z,θ), can never
enter the invariant tori as (θ1, θ2) are varied, meaning that the Chern number of the
band α must be zero. This then means that in the classically integrable regime, the
quantum eigenstates tend to have zero Chern number.
In the strongly chaotic regime on the other hand, Leboeuf et al [18] argue that by the
29These tori (plural for torus) are regions in phase space which tend to trap particles according to
classical mechanics.
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quantum-classical correspondence, we should expect the Husimi distribution to uniformly
cover the phase space, but the presence of the N zeroes makes this impossible. However,
as mentioned in the beginning, to make comparisons between the quantum and classical
pictures, it is more sensible to average over (θ1, θ2) in the quantum case. Performing
this averaging by scanning over (θ1, θ2) then typically causes the N zeroes to explore the
whole (q, p) phase space since there are no invariant tori in the strongly chaotic regime.
But this covering of the phase space by the zeroes is simply the condition for there to be
nonzero Chern number Cα of the band. These heuristic arguments were verified in [18]
by considering the Kicked Harper Model as a particular example. It was seen that as
K,L were increased, thus making the classical dynamics increasingly chaotic [58], the
transition of the classical phase space from regular to chaotic was accompanied by the
transition of the Chern numbers of the N bands from zero to non-zero values through
accidental degeneracies occurring between the bands. This thus verified their heuristic
reasoning above that the regular-chaotic transition of a classical system is related with
the topological properties of its quantum counterpart.
To conclude this section, we note that the work reviewed above [18] represents an
early example of how driven quantum systems with classical counterparts (as opposed
to say a system with spin) could also be topologically non-trivial. Hence, it was an early
motivating study for the research performed in this thesis.
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Chapter4
Quantized Transport in Momentum
Space
In this chapter, we shall present our discovery of a novel quantized transport in momen-
tum space. First, we introduce the on-resonance double kicked rotor (ORDKR) model
with which we have theoretically demonstrated the phenomenon [20]. In order to explain
our motivations for seeking topological effects within this model, we shall go into some
historical details. We will then present the topological characterization of this model and
go through the calculations showing how a topologically quantized momentum space
transport arises. Finally, we perform numerical simulations to show that the quantized
transport persists even in the presence of realistic experimental imperfections such as
noise and non-zero experimental uncertainties.
4.1 Introduction to the ORDKR Model
In order to properly introduce the on-resonance doubled kicked rotor (ORDKR) model,
we shall first briefly review its early predecessor known as the quantum kicked rotator
(QKR) model. We will then explain in detail how the ORDKR model arises from making
some modifications to the QKR. We end the section by going through the features of
the ORDKR which show that it is a promising candidate for topological studies.
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The QKR has established itself as a paradigmatic model for quantum chaos studies






δ(t− nT ), (4.1)
where qˆ and pˆ here refer to angular coordinate and angular momentum operators re-
spectively, I is the particle’s moment of inertia and the δ-kicks are of period T . All the
above variables and operators are to be deemed dimensionless, having already had their
physical units divided away. For convenience, hencforth we shall rescale our units so
that I = 1. The Hamiltonian describes a particle rotating on a circular ring undergoing
free evolution p22 accompanied by periodic pulses (also known as δ-kicks) described by
K cos(q)∑n δ(t − nT ). In other words, the dynamics takes place within the rotator
space as defined in Sec. 2.3. The Floquet operator for the QKR reads






The stroboscopic dynamics associated with this Floquet operator displays intriguing
properties such as dynamical localization [66], in which the kinetic energy of the particle
grows for some time before being arrested due to quantum interference, or quantum
resonance [67], in which the expectation value of kinetic energy grows without bound.
Which phenomenon occurs depends on the value of time period T . Namely, if T is
chosen so that
~T = 4pi × M
N
, (4.3)
where M,N ∈ Z and 0 ≤ MN ≤ 1,1 excluding the case M = 1, N = 2, the average
kinetic energy of the particle starting in any arbitrary initial state (in the rotator space)
will increase quadratically without bound, a phenomenon known as quantum resonance
[67]. This is associated with the fact that the quasienergy spectrum possesses a con-
tinuous component2 whenever Eq. (4.3) and the conditions mentioned below it are
1The value of M
N
is confined within the unit interval because replacing M
N
with itself plus any integer
results in the same Floquet operator.
2That is, the quasienergy spectrum contains continuous intervals of numbers, as opposed to being
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obeyed. The continuous nature of the quasienergy spectrum may be seen roughly as
follows. Due to Eq. (4.3), the Floquet operator is periodic in angular momentum space
with a period of N angular momentum sites, since the first half of UˆQKR is invariant
under such translations. Explicitly,
exp(−i(nˆ+N)
2~T
2 ) = exp(−i
nˆ2~T






where we make use of Eq. (4.3) and the fact that nˆ has only integer eigenvalues in order
to obtain the last line. This means that UˆQKR is invariant under replacement of nˆ with
nˆ+N and it possesses the intriguing property of being periodic in (angular) momentum
space, a physically intriguing and rather non-intuitive situation. Such momentum space
periodicity in Floquet operators is typically associated with unbounded growth in the
kinetic energy or quantum resonance. Moving on, we see that UˆQKR obeys Eq. (2.14)3,
allowing us to obtain the N × N reduced Floquet matrix according to the method in
Sec. 2.3. We then solve for the N quasienergies numerically for each Bloch phase
φ. Then, the quasienergies change as we scan over φ to obtain the full quasienergy
spectrum. This typically results in N continuous bands of quasienergies with non-zero
bandwidth, which explains the continuous nature of the spectrum. We note that when
M = 1, N = 2, it so happens that we obtain 2 bands which are always flat with respect
φ (ie. the quasienergies do not vary when φ is tuned), making the spectrum effectively
discrete.
On the other hand, if T is chosen such that
~T = 4pi × c, (4.5)
a purely discrete spectrum, in which case the quasienergies will be given by a set of discrete numbers.
States constructed from eigenstates with eigenvalues which are part of a continuous interval eigenvalues
will delocalize, while states constructed from eigenstates with discrete eigenvalues will remain localized.
This is rigorously proven in what is known as the RAGE theorem in mathematical physics. See for
instance Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of [68] and references therein.
3The transformation of replacing nˆ with nˆ+N in UˆQKR corresponds to transforming it via e−iqˆN .
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where c is an irrational number, the system undergoes Anderson localization in momen-
tum space, also known as dynamical localization [66]. In this case, the average kinetic
energy of the particle starting from any initial state will increase linearly with time in
a diffusive manner for a short period after which it saturates and remains roughly con-
stant. It was also found numerically in [69] that the quasienergy spectrum is discrete in
this case.
It should be noted that actual experimental studies of the QKR [70–81] involve
the use of freely evolving cold atoms subjected to temporally and spatially periodic
optical lattice pulses which realize the δ-kicks. Since these atoms are moving in real
space rather than confined on a circle, qˆ, pˆ are to be interpreted as linear position
and momentum operators which have continuous and unbounded eigenvalues rather
than angular coordinate and momentum. In other words, the quantum states of the
atoms are not confined to the rotator space. This is problematic for studying quantum
resonance since it will not occur for atoms having a continuous spread in momentum.4
However, this may be remedied to some extent as follows.
First, we note that because the Floquet operators in these experiments are periodic in
position space with period 2pi, a quantity known as the quasimomentum β is conserved.
β is defined as follows. Denoting the eigenstates of 2pi-translation operator eipˆ2pi/~ as
|ψ(β)〉, β is then defined via
Tˆ |ψ(β)〉 = eiβ2pi |ψ(β)〉 , (4.6)
with β ∈ [0, 1). Next, note that a Floquet operator Uˆ that is periodic in space with
period 2pi necessarily commutes with eipˆ2pi/~. This means that repeated applications of
Uˆ on |ψ〉 will always result in states which are themselves also eigenstates of eipˆ2pi/~. In
other words, β is a conserved quantity5. The relevance of this to the rotator space may
be seen as follows. Projecting into momentum space in Eq. (4.6) by acting 〈p| from
4Quantum resonance can occur only when the states are confined within the rotator Hilbert space
or some other special quasimomentum subspaces [82].
5Another way of saying this is that probability densities in different β-subspaces do not mix with
each other under the stroboscopic evolution via Uˆ .
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the left on both sides and rearranging, we obtain
〈p|ψ(β)〉 (e ip2pi~ − eiβ2pi) = 0.
This is true for all p, meaning that for any p, either 〈p|ψ(β)〉 = 0 or (e ip2pi~ −eiβ2pi) = 0.
The latter can only occur if p2pi~ = β2pi + n2pi where n ∈ Z. With some rearranging,
this becomes p = (n + β)~. These last three sentences taken together tell us that
states within each β-subspace, denoted |ψ(β)〉, only have nonzero support on momenta
of the form p = (n + β)~. This explains why β is called the ’quasimomentum’. It
should now be clear that the β = 0 subspace is equivalent to the rotator Hilbert space.
What this means for experiments is that as long as the cold atoms are prepared in an
initial state which is tightly confined to β-subspaces around β = 0, the atoms may be
considered as being effectively confined within the rotator Hilbert space. By preparing
states centered around β = 0 with small uncertainty, quantum resonance has been
successfully observed in several experiments using a Bose-Einstein condensate whose
coherence width spans across many optical lattice constants [75, 78, 80, 81, 83]. We
note that the experiment in [75] is able to realize cold-atomic states with β-uncertainty as
small as 0.002. The momentum distributions are typically measured using the technique
of time-of-flight imaging. 6 Lastly, we note that in these experimental realizations of the
kicked rotor, atom-atom interaction strengths were deemed to be negligible. However,
as mentioned in [75], in principle these interaction strengths may be increased using
a Feshbach resonance, thus allowing the observation of interaction-induced effects on
dynamical localizaton and quantum resonance 7.
Having given necessary background information on the QKR, we now move on to
our introduction of the ORDKR model. In [85], the ORDKR8 made its first appearance
as a mathematically modified version of the QKR. Namely, Ref. [85] considered the
Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.1) but with the sign of p2 being flipped after every kick. It was
6The interested reader is directed to Section 3.7 of [84] for a detailed description of one such
experimental measurement.
7See Refs. [19-21] of [75].
8Note that it was not yet named as such in this paper.
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found that the resulting model displayed interesting dynamical features such as transient
dynamical localization, in which the growth in 〈p2〉 is arrested for a long period of time
after which it grows without bound, as well as quantum anomalous diffusion.
In later works [54, 55, 86], it was shown that the system in [85] could in fact be
derived as a double-kicked variant of the QKR. We go through this derivation as follows.
One considers the Hamiltonian [54, 55, 86]
H = p
2
2 +K1 cos(q + α)
∑
n
δ(t− nT ) + K2 cos(q)
∑
n
δ(t− nT − T0), (4.7)
which is clearly a modified version of Eq. (4.1), with the difference being that we now
perform two δ-kicks within each period T , separated from each other by time T0 < T
and phase-shifted relative to each other by α. Note that later α will be adiabatically
tuned. The corresponding Floquet operator is then
Uˆ(α) = e−i(T−T0)(p2/2~)e−i(K2/~)cos(q)e−iT0(p2/2~)e−i(K1/~)cos(q+α).
This may also be experimentally implemented using cold atoms, but with the application
of two spatially and temporally periodic optical-lattice pulses. These two pulses are
mutually phase-shifted by α, with kick strengths equal to K1 and K2 respectively, and
temporally separated by a time lag T0 < T [87, 88].
To yield a Floquet operator periodic in momentum despite the p2/2 term in the
Hamiltonian, we shall set β = 0 and work in the rotator space, which may be approxi-
mately implemented physically by preparing states centered around β = 0 as mentioned
above. Effects of nonzero β values will be discussed in a later section. For now, we
assume we are working within the rotator (β = 0) Hilbert space. If we now impose the
quantum resonance condition [75, 78, 80, 81, 83] T~ = 4pi, we obtain an “on-resonance
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where ~e ≡ ~T0 is an effective Planck constant, K1e(2e) ≡ K1(2)T0, and a rescaled
momentum operator pe ≡ T0p. From here onwards, momentum exclusively refers to
pe and we denote momentum eigenstates by |m〉, which has eigenvalue m~e and is
periodic in q with period 2pi. Ref. [86] showed that by setting K1e 6= K2e and α 6= 0,
the ORDKR behaves as a quantum ratchet accelerator9 [83, 89–92]. Since our interest
here is in the topological properties of the ORDKR, we shall not go into the details
regarding ratchet acceleration.
Proceeding, we set ~e = 2piM/N in Eq. (4.8), withM andN being integers [54, 55],
making the Floquet operator UˆORDKR(α) perfectly periodic in momentum space with a
period of N~e. This is entirely similar to what we saw for the QKR earlier. Explicitly,
this means that










= UˆORDKR(α, pe). (4.9)
We may then obtain N quasienergy bands for UˆORDKR(α) again using the method of
Sec. 2.3. We note that topology of energy bands in condensed matter studies of static
systems, which arises from real space periodicity of the Hamiltonian, is of fundamental
relevance to their transport properties in real space, as we saw for example in the integer
quantum Hall effect described in the previous chapter10. Hence, a natural question to
ask in the case of ORDKR is whether the topology of quasienergy bands, arising from
momentum space periodicity of the Floquet operator, is similarly important for transport
in momentum space [20]. This question will be answered positively in Sec. 4.3.
Setting α = 0 and plotting quasienergies as a function of ~e in Fig. 4.1, we arrive at
the central result of [54, 55]. Namely, the ORDKR quasienergy spectrum looks almost
9A ratchet accelerator is a system which realizes directed transport in momentum space (ie. accel-
eration) in spite of the fact that the mean force (averaged over time and space) being exerted on the
particles is zero.
10Other examples of this would be the famous quantum spin hall effect [93] and quantized adiabatic
pumping [94].
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indistinguishable from that of the KHM butterfly spectrum in Fig. 3.3!11 We recall














This close similarity of the quasienergy spectra is an intriguing result since the two models
are not similar at a first glance. However, their close similarity has been explained to
a large extent by the following works. The work of [54] explained this by showing
that UˆORDKR(0) and UˆKHM are related by a unitary transformaton if we were to treat
q and p as unbounded linear position and momentum respecitvely. However, if we
were to recognize q and p as operators within the rotator Hilbert space, such a unitary
transformation is illegal as it takes one out of the rotator Hilbert space. The work of
[55] on the other hand, showed that the classical maps associated with UˆORDKR(0) and
UˆKHM are related by a canonical transformation. It was shown in [96] that for all K1e =
L, K2e = K and ~e/(2pi) = ~/(2pi) are both irrational numbers, the two operators
UˆORDKR(0) and UˆKHM have identical quasienergy spectra. It was also confirmed in
[54, 55] that for many values of kick strengths, if ~e/(2pi) is an irrational number, the
quasienergy spectrum of the ORDKR was found to be a fractal based on numerics.
Further, it was found that over a wide range of parameters that if K1e = K, K2e = L
and ~e/(2pi) = ~/(2pi) are both irrational, the generalized fractal dimensions of the two
models’ quasienergy spectra are always the same. Hence, the ORDKR may be seen as a
variant of the KHM. Unlike the KHM, however, the ORDKR may be realized using cold
atoms in optical lattices as suggested above. We note that the works of [54, 55, 96] were
all performed by our research group.12 Cold atom realizations of the non-kicked Harper
model have been previously proposed [97, 98] and recently experimentally achieved
[37, 38], but due to their use of the lowest tight-binding single band approximation,
these schemes cannot be extended to realize the KHM. Hence, the ORDKR represents
a new experimentally viable method of realizing a close relative of KHM in cold atomic
11Small differences between the two spectra do exist and are discussed in [54, 55, 95].
12It should be noted, however, that these were early studies taking place before the author of this
thesis joined the group.
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Fig. 4.1: Quasienergy spectrum of the ORDKR Floquet operator in Eq. (3.43), with
K1e/~e = L2e/~e = 1 for ~e ∈ (0, 2pi].
The remarkable resemblance of the ORDKR spectrum with the Harper model (which
also hints at desirable band-gaps and band topology), which we saw in the previous
chapter is a paradigmatic model in integer quantum Hall effect studies, is a strong
motivation to investigate the topological properties of the ORDKR model in a manner
similar to integer quantum Hall studies. Specifically, this means we should look for
Chern number topology in the ORDKR.
The ORDKR Floquet band structure may be characterized by topological Chern
numbers only provided that the bands are defined on a 2-torus. It is to this end that we
supplement the Bloch phase parameter in momentum space with the periodic parameter
α seen in Eq. (4.8).13 This procedure was first performed in [86] and somewhat
resonates with the more recent efforts in identifying analogs of quantum Hall effect in
one-dimensional systems [99–102]. The eigenstate-eigenvalue problem for ORDKR reads
13Later in this thesis, we will consider a similar procedure for the KHM.
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UˆORDKR(α) |ψn(φ, α)〉 = eiωn(φ,α) |ψn(φ, α)〉, where φ ∈ [0, 2pi) is the Bloch phase in
momentum space and ωn(φ, α) is the eigenphase of UˆORDKR(α). For a fixed pair of φ
and α, N eigenphases are obtained. Scanning (φ, α) over the [0, 2pi)× [0, 2pi) Brillouin
zone (BZ) then results in extended Floquet bands on a 2-torus, so-named to distinguish
them from the common bands involving only the Bloch phase parameter φ. As a result
n (1 ≤ n ≤ N) becomes a quasienergy band index (with ~e = 2piM/N).
We present three computational examples of the quasienergy bands ωn(φ, α) in Fig.
4.2 for the case N = 3.14 Fig. 4.2 illustrates the typical behaviour of the ORDKR
quasienergy bands as a function of the driving strengths K1e = K2e = Ke. That
is, for arbitrary Ke, we generally have N separate quasienergy bands without direct
gap closings between them. As Ke is tuned, the bands deform in shape. When Ke
reaches some value (≈ 4.20~e in the example of Fig. 4.2), accidental degeneracies
occur between the bands and direct gap closing occurs. Then, as Ke is tuned further,
the bands separate once again. As mentioned in Sec. 2.4, Chern numbers may only
change when direct gap closings occur. Fig. 4.2 then suggests that the bands may
possess non-zero Chern numbers which can change as Ke is tuned. Hence, we proceed
to investigate the evolution of the Chern numbers as a function Ke in the next section.
We note that we cannot study the effects of non-trivial Floquet band topology using
a similarly phase-shifted on-resonance QKR model, given by
UˆQKR(α) = exp(−i nˆ
2~T
2 ) exp(−i
K cos(qˆ + α)
~
), (4.11)
where ~T = 4piMN , because the bands of such a phase-shifted QKR are always topolog-
ically trivial. That means, calculating the Chern numbers of the N bands of this model,
with Bloch phase φ and phase shift α as the two periodic parameters, one will always
find that the Chern numbers are all zero. This is because, unlike the case of the phase-
shift in ORDKR model, here the phase shift alpha may be viewed simply as a trivial
unitary transformation of UˆQKR in Eq. (4.2) by the translation operator exp(ipˆα/~).
14Other calculations show that when ~e = 2piM/N with even N , the two middle (extended) bands
will always be touching each other, similar to the case of the Harper model. For simplicity, here we
consider only odd N so that only accidental band collisions occur.
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This fact allows us to show that the Chern number will always be zero.
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Fig. 4.2: The eigenphase as a function of the Bloch phase parameter φ and the phase
shift parameter α for (a) Ke = 3~e, (b) Ke = 4~e, (c) Ke = 5~e. It can be seen that
the bands deform as Ke increases, developing cone-like structures of increasing height
until the cones collide at the tips at a critical Ke and then the Chern numbers change.
After the transition, the bands further deform with Ke.
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4.2 Topological Characterization in the ORDKR
Before presenting the Chern numbers of the ORDKR, let us go through the method for
calculating them. We parametrize the eigenstates |ψn(φ, α)〉 on the (φ, α) BZ such that
they are single-valued15 functions of the coordinates φ and α, and periodic functions of









where Γ ≡ (φ, α),
∣∣∣ψ¯n(Γ)〉 ≡∑Nm=1 |m〉 〈m|ψn(Γ)〉 (normalized on N momentum com-
ponents). We first mention that this expression is equivalent to i2pi
∮ 〈u¯n(Γ)| ∂∂Γ |u¯n(Γ)〉 dΓ,
where |u¯n(Γ)〉 ≡∑Nm=1 |m〉〈m |un(Γ)〉, and ∣∣∣ψ¯n(Γ)〉 = Xˆ(φ) |u¯n(φ, α)〉, with Xˆ(φ) ≡
eipeφ/N~e . To see this, one needs only to substitute
∣∣∣ψ¯n(Γ)〉 = Xˆ(φ) |u¯n(φ, α)〉 into the
Chern number expression above and write the integral as the sum of 4 terms, each on
one edge of the (φ, α) Brillouin zone. The two terms containing ∂∂α immediately reduce
to the form i2pi
∫ 〈u¯n(Γ)| ∂∂α |u¯n(Γ)〉 dα because Xˆ(φ) is not a function of α. The other
two terms containing ∂∂φ will also reduce to the similar form
i
2pi
∫ 〈u¯n(Γ)| ∂∂φ |u¯n(Γ)〉 dφ
after applying the product rule of differentiation to each of them and noting that two of
the resulting four terms cancel since the |u¯n(Γ)〉 states on opposite edges of the BZ only
differ up to a phase factor. This then leaves us with Cn = i2pi
∮ 〈u¯n(Γ)| ∂∂Γ |u¯n(Γ)〉 dΓ.
We will workout Cn in terms of |u¯n〉 to make the link with quantized momentum
transport more obvious, though it should be clear that it is entirely valid to work with∣∣∣ψ¯n〉 instead since they possess the same Chern numbers. Next, we derive the surface
integral formula for the Chern number as it was used in the main text. The steps taken
here are similar to those in Sec. 2.4.
First, a single application of Stoke’s theorem to the line integral expression above
15Cf. the discussion in Sec. 2.4 on the different meanings of ’single-valued’ and gauge smoothing
procedures. Here we are using the second gauge smoothing procedure, with the additional multiplication
of a phase factor on the eigenstates which makes them periodic in φ with period 2pi.
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We then insert one copy of the N × N identity matrix of the form ∑n′ |u¯n′〉 〈u¯n′ | =
1N×N between each of the two inner products, where we have refrained from writing
the functional dependence of |u¯n〉 on (φ, α) for brevity. The term with n′ = n in












































〈m|Xˆ†(φ)UˆORDKR(α)Xˆ(φ)|m′ + lN〉, (4.15)
with m,m′ = 1, · · · , N .
From the eigenvalue equation U¯(φ, α) |u¯n(φ, α)〉 = eiωn(φ,α) |u¯n(φ, α)〉, we may take








〈u¯n′(φ, α)| ∂U¯(φ,α)∂φ |u¯n(φ, α)〉
eiωn − eiωn′ , (4.16)
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e−iωn − e−iωn′ . (4.17)
Similar expressions also hold for the ∂∂α derivative. We substitute the Feynman-Hellman-








dφdα Bn(φ, α), (4.18)
where
Bn(φ, α) = i
N∑
n′=1,6=n
{〈u¯n|∂U¯†∂φ |u¯n′〉〈u¯n′ |∂U¯∂α |u¯n〉
|eiωn − eiωn′ |2 − c.c
}
(4.19)
is the Berry curvature. This completes the derivation of the surface integral for Cn.
Later, we will see that the transport in momentum space is directly proportional to this
expression for Cn.
We now mention some details on how we numerically calculate the Chern numbers.
We choose Eq. (4.18) to calculate the Chern numbers rather than Eq. (4.12) because
the former method allows us to directly use the |u¯n〉 eigenstates yielded from our numer-
ics without having to perform any gauge-smoothing procedure by hand (a quick check
shows that the Berry curvature is invariant with respect to replacing each eigenstate
with itself multiplied by a global phase).
To evaluate Eq. (4.18), we begin by discretizing the (φ, α) Brillouin zone (BZ) into
a sufficiently fine grid. We then numerically work out the integrand of Eq. (4.18) at
each point on the grid and numerically integrate to obtain the Chern number. The
numerical integration consists of taking the integrand values at the four points of each
grid square, finding their average, multiplying that by dφ× dα and taking this result as
one part of the surface integral in Eq. (4.18). This is then repeated over all grid squares
making up the BZ and adding up their values. Care must be taken to choose the lengths
of the grid squares, given by dφ and dα, to be sufficiently small. The grid squares are
small enough if, when we make them even smaller, the Chern number calculated does
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not change. In practice, if the numerical evaluation of Eq. (4.18) returns an integer,
that means that the grid is already fine enough. The different parts of the integrand are
obtained as follows.
We numerically evaluate the N ×N elements of the U¯(φ, α) matrix at each (φ, α)
point via Eq. (4.15). Each term 〈m|Xˆ†(φ)UˆORDKR(α)Xˆ(φ)|n〉 of the summation in
Eq. (4.15) is efficiently calculated via the Discrete Fast Fourier Transform (DFFT),
with details given in the sub-appendix 4.A. The infinite sum does not present a problem
because 〈m|UˆORDKR(α)|n〉 decays rapidly as |m − n| increases, so we can truncate
the sum at some suitable point with practically no loss of accuracy. In this manner, we
construct the N×N reduced Floquet matrix defined in Eq. (4.15). We then numerically
diagonalize and obtain the N -element column vectors representing the |u¯n〉 eigenstates
and the eigenphases ωn. Lastly, we obtain the elements of the N × N matrices ∂U¯∂φ




∂α on both sides of Eq. (4.15), simplifying the expression
on the right hand side by hand16, and then evaluating the matrix elements numerically
via DFFT using steps similar to those described in sub-appendix 4.A. The infinite sums
here may again be truncated at a suitable level with no appreciable loss in accuracy. We
have thus successfully obtained all the necessary components needed in Eq. (4.18).
Working out the Chern numbers according to the above method, we present in Fig.
4.3 the Chern numbers for a 3-band case with K1e = K2e = Ke. It is seen that the
quasienergy bands do indeed possess non-trivial topology and the Chern numbers are all
non-zero. At isolated critical values of Ke, direct gap closing occurs and the Chern num-
bers jump, signalling the presence of toplogical phase transitions in the ORDKR model.
This proves that the topology of the ORDKR quasienergy bands is indeed interesting
and worth studying. The Chern numbers of the bands are also rather large. Such large
variations in Chern numbers mean potentially large topologically protected effects. This
could be useful for quantum information processing and also could mean large quan-
tized transport numbers. Note that in the context of quantum-classical correspondence
in classically chaotic systems, Ref. [18] (see also Ref. [103, 104]) formally studied the
16Initially, we tried to work these elements out by numerical differentiation but that method is very
prone to numerical error.
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topological aspects of Floquet bands defined on a 2-torus formed by Bloch phases in
both position space and momentum space, as reviewed in Sec. 3.4. Our study here
is much different because (i) this work is based on an explicit physical implementation
(ie. using cold atom setups) of momentum-space periodicity rather than on an abstract
mathematical model, (ii) here the Bloch phase in position space is fixed at β = 0 in
theory (so as to obtain Hofstadter’s butterfly Floquet spectrum), and (iii) our Floquet
bands are defined on a 2-torus that involves one experimental parameter, a key starting

















Fig. 4.3: The Chern numbers of the 3 bands vs Ke/~e, for ~e = 2pi/3. For results of a
7-band case, see a later section.
4.3 Quantized Transport in Momentum Space
4.3.1 Theoretical Background: Quantized Transport in Position Space
In 1983, the work of Thouless [94] showed that quantized particle transport may occur in
one-dimensional periodic17 systems possessing (extended) Bloch bands with non-trivial
topology. We review Thouless’ work, following the simplified explanation in [105].
Consider a Hamiltonian describing a system of non-interacting electrons which is
periodic in time and space. This is given by
Hˆ(t) = pˆ
2
2m + V (xˆ, t), (4.20)
17That is, periodic in position space.
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where V (xˆ, t+ T ) = V (xˆ, t) and V (xˆ+ a, t) = V (xˆ, t) for all t. The velocity operator
is given simply by vˆ = pˆ/m. By Bloch’s theorem [28], the instantaneous eigenvectors
are given by
|ψn,k(t)〉 = eikxˆ |un,k(t)〉 , (4.21)
where 〈x+ a|un,k(t)〉 = 〈x|un,k(t)〉, n represents the band index and −pi/a ≤ k ≤ pi/a
is the usual Bloch vector. The energy eigenvalues are given by En(k, t). We perform
a unitary transformation exp(−ikxˆ) on the Hamiltonian and the states in the Hilbert
space, so the Hamiltonian becomes
Hˆ(k, t) = 12m (pˆ+ ~k)
2 + V (xˆ, t), (4.22)
















The energy eigenvalues remain unchanged since unitary transformations do not affect
eigenvalues. In the following, we will show that, assuming the Fermi energy lies within
an energy gap, the n-th filled band’s contribution to the average number of electrons
moving pass any point along this 1D system is given by that n-th band’s Chern number
defined with respect to k and t.
We consider an electron state which at time t = 0 the eigenstate |un,k(t = 0)〉 and
the electron evolves adiabatically with respect to t. Working in terms of the instanta-
neous eigenstates, the adiabatic approximation tells us that the electron state at time t,
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En(k, t)− En′(k, t) , (4.24)
where we the inner products are defined with respect to integrations over a single unit
cell from x = 0 to x = a, and the states |un,k(t)〉 are defined with their norm over one
unit cell being 1. Making use of Eq. (4.23), the expectation value of velocity for this







〈un,k(t)|1~ ∂Hˆ(k,t)∂k |un′,k(t)〉〈un′,k(t)|∂un,k(t)∂t 〉
En(k, t)− En′(k, t) − c.c
 ,
(4.25)
where we have made use of the Feynman-Hellmann theorem,
〈un,k(t)|∂Hˆ(k, t)
∂k
|un,k(t)〉 = ∂En(k, t)
∂k
(4.26)
in order to obtain the first term. Next, substituting the Feynman-Hellmann-like formula
〈un,k(t)|∂Hˆ(k,t)∂k |un′,k(t)〉




and the completeness condition of the |un,k(t)〉 states within each k-susbspace,
∑
n′,n′ 6=n
∣∣un′,k(t)〉 〈un′,k(t)∣∣ = 1− |un,k(t)〉 〈un,k(t)| , (4.28)
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in order to cancel off the extra |un,k(t)〉 〈un,k(t)| term seen on the right hand side of
Eq. (4.28).18 We then average the velocity expectation value in Eq. (4.29) over the























Integrating over one period of time T and multiplying by the average electron density
1/a, we obtain the n-th (filled) band contribution to the average number of electrons





















The above is clearly the Chern number of the n-th band (cf. Eq. (2.20)). This proves
that the number of electrons transported over one period is given by the sum of the
band Chern numbers of all occupied bands below the Fermi energy, assuming it lies in a
gap. This result of quantized particle transport is the contribution of Thouless in [94].
We now proceed to show that we may also interpret the above result in terms of the
movement of a Wannier state over one adiabatic cycle. The instantaneous eigenstates
18The first line follows from the fact that the normalization of |un,k(t)〉 is independent of k and t.
That is, 〈 ∂un,k(t)
∂k
|un,k(t)〉+ 〈un,k(t)| ∂un,k(t)∂k 〉 = 0.
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|ψn,k(t)〉 within each band are periodic in k with period 2pi/a. Hence, like any periodic
function, Fourier theory allows us to expand them in terms of Fourier modes. In the
solid state physics context, these modes are known as Wannier functions. Explicitly, the








dk eik(xˆ−Ma) |un,k(t)〉 , (4.33)
where M ∈ Z. The Wannier state |Wn,Ma(t)〉 is the M -th Fourier mode of |ψn,k(t)〉
and is localized around the point x = Ma in our 1D space. We note that we are
free to multiply each state |ψn,k〉 in Eq. (4.33) by an arbitrary phase factor which will
affect how tightly localized about x = Ma the Wannier state |Wn,Ma(t)〉 will be. The
Wannier states are orthonormal to one another. We work this out explicitly and refrain
from writing the t-dependence for neatness; it is understood that we are always talking
about Wannier states at the same point in time t. The orthonormality relation of the









































































= δM,M ′δn,n′ , (4.34)
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where we used the Poisson summation formula∑m eimF2pi = ∑m δ(F −m) to get from
the second to third line.
Our next goal is to obtain an expression for the expectation value of position for
































































































































































This expression will be seen to be highly relevant to quantized particle transport very
shortly. It should be noted that the above expectation value is dependent on our
choice of phase convention for the states |un,k〉. For instance, replacing |un,k〉 with
exp(−ika) |un,k〉 will result in shifting the expectation value forward by a. This is easily
seen from directly working out the derivative of exp(−ika) |un,k〉 with respect to k and
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performing the integration.















































(〈Wn,0(T )|xˆ|Wn,0(T )〉 − 〈Wn,0(0)|xˆ|Wn,0(0)〉) . (4.38)
This means that the average particle transport of the n-th band over one period is also
equal to the shift of the Wannier function position expectation value over one period.19
Summarizing this section, we have explained the work of [94] which showed that the
average number of electrons transported over one period by a time and space-periodic
system with Fermi energy in a band gap is quantized to the sum of the Chern numbers
of all filled bands. We have also seen that [94, 105] the n-th band’s Chern number is
also equal (up to a multiple of 1a) to the change in position expectation value of the
n-th band instantaneous Wannier state over one period.
19It may be directly verified that this shift does not depend on phase convention as any extra terms
appearing in 〈Wn,0(t)|xˆ|Wn,0(t)〉 due to changing the phase convention will finally be cancelled off since
we are taking the difference between 〈Wn,0(t)|xˆ|Wn,0(t)〉 at two different times.
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4.3.2 Quantized Transport in Momentum Space in the ORDKR Model
Having familiarized ourselves with some important historical work on topologically quan-
tized transport, we now return to the ORDKR model and seek the physical implications
of its non-trivial Floquet band topology. In light of the previous subsection, we consider
whether it is possible to achieve similar quantized transport in momentum. In the case
of quantized particle transport in position space, the velocity operator serves as a ’flux’
operator whose expectation value quantifies the rate of passing of particles in position
space. The velocity operator also happens to take a rather useful form as seen in Eq.
(4.23) for all Hamiltonians of the very general form
Hˆ(t) = pˆ
2
2m + V (xˆ, t). (4.39)
This is due to the fact that pˆ always appears only in the kinetic energy term of all such
system Hamiltonians. A similar flux operator capturing the rate of passing of particles
in momentum space however does not exist. That is, there does not exist a single
acceleration operator for all Hamiltonians of the form in Eq. (4.39) above; the form of
such an operator will be different for system Hamiltonians featuring different potentials
V (xˆ, t). We thus immediately see that we cannot straightforwardly transplant the steps
used in the derivation of quantized particle transport onto the case of momentum. Even
worst, a quick glance at Hˆ(t) in Eq. (4.39) also makes it clear that the Hamiltonian is
never periodic in pˆ due to the quadratic nature of the kinetic energy term, which means
we cannot even define Bloch bands arising from momentum space periodicity.
Fortunately, Floquet operators are not restricted always being quadratic in pˆ unlike
Hamiltonians and can thus be periodic in it. We have already seen that UˆORDKR(α) is
periodic in pˆ if ~e = 2piM/N . Also, given the fact that the quantized transport can be
seen as the change in average position of a Wannier state in position space, we might
guess that by preparing a Wannier state in momentum space and adiabatically evolving
it stroboscopically in a loop, we might find that the change in average momentum of
such a state is given by a Chern number. In what follows, we will see that this guess is
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indeed correct.
Consider an adiabatic cycle during which α increases from 0 to 2pi. Note that here
we set ~e = 2piMN with arbitrary odd N for which ~e < 4pi. We first construct an initial
state of the following form,
|Ψn(α = 0)〉 = 12pi
∫ 2pi
0
dφ |ψn(φ, α = 0)〉 , (4.40)
which represents an equal-weight superposition of all the Floquet eigenstates of band n
with α = 0. This coherent superposition state, which can be interpreted as a Wannier
function in momentum space, uniformly samples all the Bloch eigenstates with different
values of φ (but all with α = 0), with a profile localized in the momentum space. Each
eigenstate |ψn(φ, α = 0)〉 is infinitely extended in momentum space, but |Ψn(α = 0)〉
is normalized to unity (localized in momentum space with Gaussian-like tails in all the
cases we studied). It is worth noting that because each eigenstate |ψn(φ, α = 0)〉 is
defined only up to a global phase, one is free to choose an overall phase convention
of |ψn(φ, α)〉 such that the superposition state in momentum space tends to be well-
localized, thus making experimental preparation of the initial state easier. Such states
can be highly localized so long as Ke is not too large.
For our numerics, the above Wannier state is obtained as a discrete sum of states
|ψn(φ, α = 0)〉 with closely-spaced φ values. Explicitly,
|Ψn(α = 0)〉 = 12pi
S−1∑
j=0
∆φ |ψn(φj , α = 0)〉 , (4.41)
where S is some sufficiently large integer number20,∆φ = 2pi/S and φj = 2pij/S.
We choose the component states |ψn(φj , α = 0)〉 of the superposition in the following
manner. First, we numerically obtain the single-cell eigenstates
∣∣∣ψ¯n(φj , α = 0)〉 of the
N × N reduced Floquet matrix in Eq. (4.15) for all the φj values with α fixed at
zero. Following this, we make adjacent
∣∣∣ψ¯n(φj , α = 0)〉 have zero phase difference
20Note that if we represent the full eigenstates numerically as L-dimensional column vectors, and
~e = 2piM/N , then S must be chosen so that L = NS. Otherwise, the Wannier state will have
non-smooth spikes appearing in its momentum space profile.
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relative to each other. We do this by working out the relative phase differences between∣∣∣ψ¯n(φj , α = 0)〉 and ∣∣∣ψ¯n(φj+1, α = 0)〉, defined as
θj,j+1 = Im log
(
〈ψ¯n(φj , α = 0)|ψ¯n(φj+1, α = 0)〉
|〈ψ¯n(φj , α = 0)|ψ¯n(φj+1, α = 0)〉|
)
(4.42)
and then redefining the state
∣∣∣ψ¯n(φj+1, α = 0)〉 by multiplying e−iθj,j+1 to it. The
resulting redefined
∣∣∣ψ¯n(φj+1, α = 0)〉 then has zero phase difference with respect to∣∣∣ψ¯n(φj , α = 0)〉. This procedure is repeated all the way until we reach ∣∣∣ψ¯n(φ = 2pi, α = 0)〉.
That is, we find the phase difference between
∣∣∣ψ¯n(φj=S−1, α = 0)〉 and ∣∣∣ψ¯n(2pi, α = 0)〉
by again using the Eq. (4.42) and then redefine
∣∣∣ψ¯n(2pi, α = 0)〉 by multiplying away
the phase factor as we did previously so that
∣∣∣ψ¯n(φj=S−1, α = 0)〉 and ∣∣∣ψ¯n(2pi, α = 0)〉
have zero phase difference. Next, we find the phase difference between
∣∣∣ψ¯n(2pi, α = 0)〉
and
∣∣∣ψ¯n(0, α = 0)〉, which we denote as Θ. We then redefine all the ∣∣∣ψ¯n(φj , α = 0)〉
again by multiplying each of them by exp(−ijΘ/S). Finally, we construct the full
eigenstates |ψn(φj , α = 0)〉 from these single-cell eigenstates using Eq. (2.16). These
resulting states are then used in Eq. (4.41) to construct our Wannier state. We chose to
construct our states in this manner because they result in well-localized Wannier states.
A smoother phase convention for the superposed states generally leads to a more well-
localized Wannier state. Also, we note that we may shift the location of the Wannier
state by N sites (backwards) in momentum space by multiplying each |ψn(φj , α = 0)〉
by a phase factor of eiφj . We make use of this to center our Wannier states around the
origin in momentum space.
Fig. 4.4(a) shows one example of such a Wannier state. We see that it mainly
occupies one momentum eigenstate, with small weights distributed over only a few
nearby components. Given previous experiments where momentum superposition states
in the same context were prepared [83], states similar to that shown in Fig. 4.4(a)
should be reachable in experiments.
Using the Bloch theorem, we rewrite 〈m |ψn(φ, α)〉 as
〈m |ψn(φ, α)〉 ≡ eimφ/N 〈m |un(φ, α)〉 . (4.43)
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Here 〈m+N |un(φ, α)〉 = 〈m|un(φ, α)〉 holds for all momentum eigenstates |m〉. We
adopt the normalization convention ∑Nm=1 | 〈m|un(φ, α)〉 |2 = 1. With this normal-
ization convention, it can be shown that the identity operator in terms of the Bloch








|ψn(φ, α)〉 〈ψn(φ, α)| = 1, (4.44)




= 2piδn,n′δ(φ− φ′), (4.45)
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Fig. 4.4: Momentum distribution |〈m|Ψ3(α = 0)〉|2 ≡ |Ψ(m)|2 [see Eq. (2)] with Ke =
2~e for t = 0 in (a) and after a 100-period adiabatic cycle in (b). Numbers shown in
(a) are the phases of each momentum component.
Consider next an adiabatic change in α, through a discretized protocol αs = 2pis/sf
for (s−1)T ≤ t < sT , so that α completes one adiabatic cycle at t = sfT 21. Assuming
21Exact α values at each step are not essential. On the other hand, see M. Sadgrove and K. Nakagawa,
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adiabatic following [106–109] of the Floquet states, the state evolved from |Ψn(α = 0)〉
[see Eq. (4.40)] should stay as a superposition state at t = (sT )−, with each component
still being the eigenstate of UˆR(α), with α = αs. That is, at t = (sT )−, under adiabatic




dφ |ψn(φ, αs)〉 eiθ(φ,αs), (4.46)
where θ(φ, αs) is the sum of a dynamical phase and a geometrical phase accumu-
lated by the component starting from |ψn(φ, α = 0)〉. As a consequence of choosing
|ψn(φ, α = 0)〉 to be a periodic function of φ, θ(φ, αs) is also necessarily periodic in φ.
Next we evaluate 〈pe(s)〉 ≡ 〈Ψn(αs)|pe|Ψn(αs)〉, namely, the momentum expecta-
tion value of the state |Ψn(αs)〉. We begin with
〈Ψn(αs)| pe |Ψn(αs)〉 =
∞∑
m=−∞
m~e 〈m|Ψn(αs)〉 〈Ψn(αs)|m〉 . (4.47)



















We then rewrite m as a derivative in φ acting on the exponential term and perform
an integration by parts to shift this derivative off the exponential and onto the other
φ-dependent terms. Further, we split m into m′ + sN , where m′ takes integer values
1, 2, · · · , N , and s takes all integer values from −∞ to ∞. Then, after making use of
the fact that 〈m+ sN |un(φ, α)〉 = 〈m|un(φ, α)〉 for all momenta m~e and all s ∈ Z,
Rev. Sci. Instrum. 82, 113104 (2011) for a recent demonstration of optical lattice phase control within
7.2% error of the standing wave period, on a time scale of 28 µs.
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dφ 〈u¯n(φ, αs)|Ni~e ∂
∂φ
|u¯n(φ, αs)〉 , (4.49)
where |u¯n(φ, α)〉 ≡ ∑Nm=1 |m〉 〈m|un(φ, α)〉 and we have made use of the fact that∫ 2pi
0 dφ
∂θ(φ,α)
∂φ = 0. Summarizing, we have obtained the following compact expression











〈m|Xˆ†(φ)UˆR(αs)Xˆ(φ)|m′ + lN〉, (4.51)
with m,m′ = 1, · · · , N and Xˆ(φ) ≡ eipeφ/N~e .
Next, we consider the difference in momentum expectation value between consecu-
tive states in the adiabatic cycle, namely,
δ〈pe〉s ≡ 〈Ψn(αs)| pe |Ψn(αs)〉 − 〈Ψn(αs−1)| pe |Ψn(αs−1)〉 . (4.52)
For both terms in the above equation, the expectation values are given by Eq. (4.50)
with α = αs−1 and α = αs respectively. Next one may express |un(φ, αs)〉 in terms of
|un(φ, αs−1)〉 to the first order in δα = αs − αs−1, i.e.,
|u¯n(φ, αs)〉 = |u¯n(φ, αs−1)〉+
∣∣∣u¯(1)n (φ, αs−1)〉 (4.53)
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where
∣∣∣u¯(1)n (φ, αs−1)〉 ≡ δα N∑
n′=1, 6=n
〈u¯n′(φ, αs−1)|∂U¯(φ,αs−1)∂αs−1 |u¯n(φ, αs−1)〉
eiωn(φ,αs−1) − eiωn′ (φ,αs−1) |u¯n′(φ, αs−1)〉 .
(4.54)
This perturbation theory can be performed because (i) our Bloch eigenstates can be
chosen as continuous in α for any fixed φ and (ii) in the adiabatic limit sf → +∞,
δα→ 0 and hence only first-order matters. It is now seen that |u¯n(φ, αs)〉 is expressed
as the eigenstate (correct to the first order in δα) of the reduced Floquet matrix with
α = αs−1, plus a correction. Note also that the expression ∂U¯(φ,αs−1)∂αs−1 in the correction








Xˆ(φ)|m′ + lN〉. (4.55)










e−iωn − e−iωn′ , (4.56)
and its adjoint. Substituting Eqs . (4.50), (4.53) and (4.54) into Eq. (4.52), and
simplifying by using Eq. (4.56)22 and its adjoint, and keeping only first order terms in
δα, we obtain
δ〈pe〉s = − 12piN~e
∫ 2pi
0
dφ Bn(φ, αs) δα, (4.57)
where Bn(φ, α) is identified as the Berry curvature
Bn(φ, α) = i
N∑
n′=1, 6=n
{〈u¯n|∂U¯†∂φ |u¯n′〉〈u¯n′ |∂U¯∂α |u¯n〉
|eiωn − eiωn′ |2 − c.c
}
, (4.58)
with the explicit dependence of |u¯n(φ, α)〉, ωn(φ, α) and U¯(φ, α) on α and φ all sup-
pressed for brevity.
22Note that one integration by parts is used during this process to flip a ∂
∂φ
derivative from a ket onto
a bra, which causes a negative sign to be picked up.
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The total change in the expectation value of pe from t = 0 to (sT )− is denoted by
∆pe(s). Because ∆pe(s) =
∑s
s′=1 δ〈pe〉s′ , one finds the total momentum change over
the entire adiabatic cycle, i.e.,








where we have used ~e = 2piM/N and Cn is exactly the Chern number of the nth Flo-
quet band defined earlier. Thus, Eq. (4.59) reveals that the net change in the momen-
tum expectation value over one adiabatic cycle of α (starting from state |Ψn(α = 0)〉)
is topologically quantized: it should be proportional to the Chern number of the nth
extended Floquet band. This is our central theoretical result for this chapter.
It is necessary to numerically verify our theoretical insights above. Detailed results
are shown in Fig. 4.5, again for the case of ~e = 2pi/3, with the adiabatic cycle lasting
for sf = 100 periods (in this case, see also Fig. 4.4 for the final momentum space
profile) or sf = 1000 periods. First of all, apart from the regime of Ke values near the
critical point Ke ≈ 4.2~e (see Fig. 4.3), our numerical values of ∆pe(sf )/(−2pi) almost
perfectly match the Chern numbers. This is the case before or after the jumps of the
Chern numbers. The insets of both panels depict how ∆pe(s)/(−2pi) builds up with
time and eventually reaches integer values that match the Chern numbers. In a later
section, we will show numerically that if we repeat the adiabatic cycle, then the same
quantized increase in momentum expectation value is obtained. We are thus witnessing
a clear quantization effect in acceleration as an outcome of Floquet band topology. Note
however, in the vicinity of phase transition points, e.g., Ke/~e ≈ 4.2, momentum space
transport is no longer quantized. This is because if a topological phase transition is about
to occur, then the associated band gaps are not large enough to guarantee adiabaticity.
Supporting this understanding, a comparison between Fig. 4.5(b) and Fig. 4.5(a) shows
that a longer adiabatic cycle indeed significantly narrows down the non-quantization
window. Our numerical data suggests that at least for the 3-band case here, if the
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Fig. 4.5: Change in the momentum expectation value (divided by −2pi) vs Ke/~e,
after one adiabatic cycle implemented in (a) 100 and (b) 1000 discretized steps, for
initial states prepared on each of the three Floquet bands [see Eq. (4.40)]. Insets shows
∆pe(s)/(−2pi) vs number of periods s, for Ke/~e = 2.0 (Ke/~e = 6.0) on the left
(right). In each inset, each of the three plotted curves is for one of the three Floquet
bands, which in the end approaches integer values that match the Chern numbers.
driving field strength Ke is far away from the phase transition points, then only 50-100
kicking periods (depending on Ke) will be needed to observe quantized acceleration.
This is experimentally motivating, because Floquet state manipulation itself is a topic
of much theoretical interest [107–110]. The robustness of this quantization against
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perturbations will be examined in a later section. In short, for the 3-band case above,
the quantization effect can tolerate about 0.5% uncertainty in ~e and a nonzero β around
0.01, which should be achievable in light of previous experiments [75].
Summarizing the above, we have demonstrated theoretically how quantized adiabatic
transport in momentum space may emerge from non-trivial Floquet band topology using
the ORDKR model as an example. This is a highly novel discovery as a momentum
space analogue of Thouless’ quantized particle transport was previously unknown (at
least to the best of our knowledge). This finding also constitutes yet another example
of phenomena previously only known to exist in position space being found to exist
also in momentum space. The previous two examples of this were that of dynamical
localization [66], in which the same mechanism causing Anderson localization was shown
to also take effect in momentum space, and that of ratchet acceleration [83, 89–92] in
which ratchet transport was shown to take place in momentum space when previously
it was only known to occur in position space. The existence of momentum analogues
of phenomena taking place in position space is perhaps unsurprising from a phase-space
perspective, in which position and momentum form a conjugate pair and can be treated
on equal footing in both quantum and classical mechanics. However, a look at the form
of the general Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.39) immediately reveals that the real world does
not generally treat position and momentum equally. Hence, the fact that we can find
momentum analogues of what at first appear to be phenomena occurring only in position
space suggests that the two variables might not be as different as one might think and
we feel that there might be some fundamental insight waiting to be gained from probing
further into special cases where concepts from one space can be found to apply in
the other as well. The use of time-periodic systems and Floquet operators in order to
realize momentum-space periodicity is an important tool along this line of investigation
as it immediately allows us to transplant the concepts of solid state band theory into
a similar situation in momentum space. In more detail, using Floquet operators allows
us to simulate Hamiltonians Hˆeff which are periodic in momentum space through the
relation Uˆ ≡ exp(−iHˆeffT ). Much new physics might still await discovery along this
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avenue of inquiry.
In the next section, we move on to considerations for experimental demonstration of
this quantized effect. We shall consider in detail the robustness of this novel quantized
transport against experimentally inevitable perturbations.
4.3.3 Stability of Quantized Transport to Perturbations
To motivate potential experimental interest, in this section we consider the effects of
nonzero quasimomentum variable β, small perturbations to effective Planck constant
~e, and other imperfections in actual experimental implementations on the quantization
of transport in momentum space.





which describes a kicked particle moving on a line. As explained in [111], the periodicity
of the Floquet propagator in q allows us to map the dynamics of a kicked particle on a
line onto the dynamics of a fictitious ensemble of kicked particles each on a circle, with
every such particle representing the dynamics for a different β-component of the kicked
particle on the line. Each such particle on the circle is thus referred to as a β-rotor. The
β rotors may then be evolved separately from one another and recombined appropriately
at the end to recover the time-evolved state of the actual particle on the line. The





where nˆ+β~ is the β-rotor’s momentum operator with eigenstates |m〉 and momentum
eigenvalues (n+β)~ with n ∈ Z. Now, imposing the main quantum resonance condition
T~ = 4pi, and writing ~e ≡ ~T0, Ke ≡ KT0 and nˆe ≡ nˆT0, the β Floquet propagator
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The rescaled momentum eigenvalues are then given by (n + β)~e, n ∈ Z. If we set
β = 0, the momentum operator has eigenvalues of only integer multiples of ~e and
we recover the on-resonance double-kicked-rotor-model Floquet propagator described in
Eq. (1) of the main text. For nonzero β, Uˆβ in Eq. (4.62) lacks translational invariance
in momentum, so the entire derivation in the previous section will not apply and we
hence do not expect to see quantized momentum transport in the β-rotor dynamics.
However, for small β values, it is reasonable to expect that evolution of the special initial
state in Eq. (4.46) will still show quantized transport up to a good approximation. We
find that this is indeed the case, as evidenced in Fig. 1(a), where we see that for β
values up to 0.01, the quantized transport still survives for Ke = 2.0~e, ~e = 2pi/3.
Experimentally, however, the initial states prepared are typically a mixture of states
with β values following a narrow Gaussian distribution peaked at β = 0. Hence, to
gauge the experimental feasibility of our proposal, we computed the transport values
for a range of β values near 0 and took the average of these values weighted with a
Gaussian peaked at 0. We found that for a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation
of 0.01, the change in momentum expectation value divided by −2pi for the 3 bands
at Ke = 2~e for a 100-period adiabatic cycle are −0.99, 1.98 and −0.99 for bands
1,2 and 3, respectively. In other words, the quantization of transport is still observable
even with a realistic spread over β values. This indicates that the small β spread in
current cold-atom experiments based on Bose-Einstein condensates should not hinder
the observation of quantized transport in momentum space.
Next, we briefly consider the effects of small deviations in the Planck constant ~e for
the same 3-band case considered above with ~e = 2pi/3 and Ke = 2~e. Certainly, even
a slight change in ~e should cause the Floquet-band structure to change entirely (recall
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that the Floquet band structure depends on whether ~e is rational or irrational), but
physical observables should not be as sensitive as the band structure itself. Indeed, as
seen in Fig. 4.6(b), the quantized transport is still observable for deviations in ~e up to
0.005~e.23 The simulation here is performed by preparing the initial state for ~e = 2pi/3
without error and then evolving this state using UˆORDKR(α) with ~e slightly perturbed.
Note that the dynamics is still confined within the rotator Hilbert space (β = 0) as
UˆORDKR(α) is still perfectly 2pi-periodic in q. Also, we assumed that the main quantum









































Fig. 4.6: (a) Adiabatic momentum transport as a function of time for β = 0, 0.01, 0.02.
(b) Adiabatic momentum transport as a function of time for δ~e = 0, 0.005~e, 0.01~e. In
both cases, we consider adiabatic cycles lasting for 100 kicking periods, with the initial
state |Ψ3(α = 0)〉 prepared on band 3, for Ke = 2.0~e and ~e = 2pi/3. Quantized
adiabatic transport is observed in those cases where the final values of ∆pe are close to
the integer value −1.
Finally, we consider the effects of imperfect initial state preparation and noise in
the phase shift α in experiments. To take into account the difficulty of superposing
a large number of different momentum eigenstates in actual experiments, we consider
a perturbed version of the initial state |Ψ3(α = 0)〉 by setting to zero all probability
amplitudes outside the range m ∈ [−5, 5] and multiplying the resulting state by an ap-
propriate constant for normalization. This does not alter the original state significantly
because its probability is tightly concentrated about m = 0 (more than 99.9 % of the
original state’s probability lies within m ∈ [−5, 5]) . With this truncated state as our
starting point, we consider two noise models. In the first model, we introduce an uncer-
23Deviations in ~e correspond physically to errors in T0.
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tainty in the relative phases of the 11 surviving momentum states in the superposition
by multiplying each one by exp[i(0.05)2piξ] where ξ is a random variable uniformly dis-
tributed in [0,1). We then assume that the probability amplitude of each constituent
momentum state is scaled by the term [1 +A(ξ − 0.5)] and then multiply all states by
an appropriate constant for normalization. In our second noise model, we assume that
in the s-th period, the value of the phase shift α is given by [s + B(ξ − 0.5)]2pi/100.
We now present in Fig. 4.7 two simple numerical examples for band 1 and band 3,
with sf = 100, Ke/~e = 2.0, and ~e = 2pi/3. It is seen that in both models, the
total momentum transport over one cycle (divided by −2pi), when averaged over the
1000 realizations of the random noise, changes only slightly from the quantized value
(−1) despite the rather strong noise. The fair robustness to imperfection in initial state
shown in Fig. 4.7(a) is partially due to the fact that our initial state is dominated by very
few momentum components. Indeed, the fluctuations in the total momentum transport
from realization to realization, as manifested by the plotted error bars for band 3, are
much smaller than those for band 1, consistent with the fact that our initial state for
band 3 turns out to be more localized than that for band 1. Results in Fig. 4.7(b)
illustrate that slow fluctuations in α (noise amplitude rather comparable to 2pi/sf ) dur-
ing the adiabatic process do not severely affect the quantization. As seen from Fig.
4.7(b), the total momentum transport averaged over 1000 noise histories is only slightly
shifted from the quantized value (−1), and fluctuations represented by the error bars
are also rather small. This confirms that the fine details of an adiabatic process are
largely irrelevant.
In the next section, we provide further results from extensive numerical experiments.
4.4 Further Numerical Experiments
4.4.1 The Seven Band Case
In this section, we wish to emphasize that our topological characterization of the Floquet
bands using Chern numbers is equally applicable to cases with more bands. Here we
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Fig. 4.7: Momentum transport as a function of time in the presence of noise (see the
text for the noise details and system parameters). The case of panel (a) includes noise
present in the amplitudes and phases of each momentum eigenstate component in the
initial state. The case of panel (b) simulates noise present in the value of phase shift α
during each step of one adiabatic cycle. In each case, we averaged over 1000 realizations
of the noise. A and B represent noise intensity. The plotted error bars represent the
standard deviation in the total momentum transport found in our numerical experiment.
Note that the averaged total momentum transport stays very close to the quantized
value despite the relatively strong noise.
show a case with 7 bands, with ~e = 2pi/7. We present in Fig. 4.8 the Chern number
results as the kicking strength increases. The associated Chern numbers are found to
be symmetric about the central band, so we need only display 4 bands. The same
qualitative features as we observed in the 3-band case are seen here. In particular, all
bands other than the central band have Chern number −1 for low kicking strength,
with the central band having a Chern number equal to the negative of the sum of the
Chern numbers of all other bands. At band collisions, the Chern number of each band
jumps by a multiple of N = 7 for ~e = 2pi/N . For this reason we see that the Chern
numbers can rapidly become very large integers, which is a quite interesting feature for
our system. We have also carried out adiabatic transport studies for this case. Due
to the smaller band gaps for the 7-band case, we need to have longer α-cycles (i.e.,
α must be varied from 0 to 2pi over a larger number of periods) in order for effective
adiabatic following to take place. Experimentally speaking, this case is hence of less
interest. However, in our numerical studies, other than the longer adiabatic cycles, the
results are qualitatively the same as the 3-band case presented in the main text.
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Fig. 4.8: The transitions of Chern numbers as kicking strength Ke increases, for
~e = 2pi/7. The horizontal lines represent the bands and the numbers written on
them are their Chern numbers. Vertical lines connecting two horizontal lines repre-
sent degeneracies occurring between the two associated bands. Note the unusually big
changes of Chern numbers across some critical points.
4.4.2 Initial and Final Distributions in Momentum Space
In this last section, we provide some further examples of distributions in momentum
space after the adiabatic cycles proposed in Sec. 4.3. We choose Ke = 2~e for ~e =
2pi/3, as we did in Fig. 4.4. Figure 4.9 shows the initial and final distributions after
a single adiabatic cycle for initial Wannier states prepared on bands 1 and 2. Figure
4.10 shows the distribution in momentum space after completion of a second and third
adiabatic cycle for an initial Wannier state prepared on band 3 (see Fig. 4.4).
4.5 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, we showed that the quantization of particle transport has a fascinat-
ing analogue in momentum space. Namely, we showed that there exists a quantized
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Fig. 4.9: For the initial state |Ψ1(α = 0)〉 for Ke = 2~e prepared on band 1, the
distribution in momentum space before and after a 100-period adiabatic cycle are shown
in (a) and (b) respectively. Panels (c) and (d) show the parallel results starting from
the initial state |Ψ2(α = 0)〉 for Ke = 2~e prepared on band 2. In panels (a) and (c),
the numbers displayed are the phases of the amplitudes of the constituent momentum
eigenstates in the initial superposition state.
transport in momentum space or quantized acceleration. Numerical results based on a
cold-atom-based dynamical model also suggest that future experimental verification of
our results is possible in terms of initial state preparation, adiabatic cycle implementa-
tion, and the robustness of quantization.
It would be interesting in future to see what effect many-body interactions will have
on this novel pumping in momentum space. Also, the above protocol hinges upon the
assumption of near-zero spread in quasimomentum β about zero, which is experimentally
still rather challenging. It would thus be ideal if we could find a protocol for this pumping
which does not require zero quasimomentum.
4.A Numerical Evaluation of Matrix Elements in Eq. (4.15)
We go into greater detail on the numerics to evaluate 〈m|Xˆ†(φ)UˆORDKR(α)Xˆ(φ)|n〉 on
the right hand side of Eq.(4.15). We begin by discretizing the q space into L points,
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Fig. 4.10: Final momentum distribution |〈m|Ψ〉|2 after (a) two 100-period adiabatic
cycles and (b) after three 100-period adiabatic cycles. The initial state was the Wannier
state |Ψ3(α = 0)〉 for Ke = 2~e (same as that used in Fig. 3(a) of the main text).
where L is some sufficiently large even integer number24. We represent |n〉 with a
column vector with its m-th element given by 1/
√
L × exp(iqm2pi/L), where m =
0, · · · , L−1. This is |n〉 in the discretized q representation. We then act e−i
K1e
~e cos(qˆ+α)
in Eq. (4.8) by representing it as a diagonal matrix with (m,m′)-th element given
by exp(−iK1e~e cos(2pimL + α))δm,m′ , and multiplying this matrix with the column vector
representing |n〉. We then perform a DFFT on the resulting column vector to obtain
the state in n representation. The m-th element of the resulting L-element column
vector represents the support of the state on the p = m~e eigenstate. By the nature
of the DFFT, if we were to replace m by m + L, we would obtain the same value. In
other words, all states which are transformed via DFFT are periodic in their element
indices with period L by construction. We make use of this freedom to interpret the first
L/2 elements of the transformed column vector as representing the supports on p/~e =
0, · · · , L/2 eigenstates and the second L/2 elements as representing the supports on
24We know that L is sufficiently large if at all times during the wavepacket’s evolution, when we DFFT
over to the momentum representation, the wavepacket has negligible probability near the boundaries of
momentum at n = −L/2 and n = L/2− 1.
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Eq. (4.8) as a diagonal matrix with (m,m)′-th element exp(−im2~e2 )δm,m′ for m =
0, · · · , L/2− 1 and exp(−i (m−L)2~e2 )δm,m′ for m = L/2, · · · , L− 1. We then multiply




state vector. We act the remaining two operator terms in UˆORDKR(α) on the state
vector similarly by performing the DFFT and multiplying the representative diagonal
matrices on the column vector accordingly. Finally, we end with a column vector in the
n representation. We obtain the value of 〈m|Xˆ†(φ)UˆORDKR(α)Xˆ(φ)|n〉 by taking the




Topological Equivalence of the ORDKR
and phase-shifted KHM
In this chapter, we show that as long as their parameters obey a certain mapping, the
ORDKR Floquet operator and a phase-shifted version of the KHM Floquet operator are
identical up to some unitary transformations and a one-to-one mapping in parameter
space. We show that this implies that they are also topologically equivalent (ie. have a
matching set of Chern numbers) [95]. We shall first review a relevant earlier work [96]
before launching into the lengthy proof of the above result. To end off the chapter, we
will discuss the physical implications of the result.
5.0.1 Motivation and Notations
As mentioned in Section 4.1 [54, 55], the ORDKR exhibits a spectrum that is practically
indistinguishable from that of the KHM under visual inspection. A natural question to
ask is then why the two spectra are so similar. This question was examined from a
rigorous mathematical perspective in an earlier study [96], the results of which we will
now briefly go through in order to provide background for the new result which we
discovered in [95].
Since the ORDKR is a periodically kicked time-dependent system, [96] compared it
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with the KHM (as opposed to comparing it with the static Harper model1). We remind






while the original Harper model was given by the Hamiltonian
HHM = K cos(qˆ) + L cos(pˆ). (5.2)
Note that we are still working under the condition of zero quasimomentum β, which
means that the Hilbert space under consideration is that of a rotator, as explained in
Section 4.1. Also, note that throughout this chapter we shall be working in dimensionless
units.
The work of [96] considered the ORDKR and extended versions of KHM which
feature an added phase shift variable α. The Floquet operators of these models are
given by3















When parameters K,L,~ of both the ORDKR Floquet operator UORDKR(K,L, ~, α) 4
and the KHM Floquet operator UKHM−α(K,L, ~) are all respectively equal, reference
[96] proved the following results. If ~ 6= 2pi × M/N (in other words ~/(2pi) is an
irrational number), the spectra of UORDKR(K,L, ~, α) and UKHM(K,L, ~.α) are both
independent of α and equivalent to one another [96]. If ~ is equal to 2pi×M/N , where
M,N are co-prime integers, UORDKR(K,L, ~, α) and UKHM(K,L, ~, α) do not have
1Note however that as K/~, L/~→ 0, the kicked Harper model becomes identical with static Harper
model[58, 59].
2We have already been through the details of Harper model and KHM in detail in Chapter 3.
3Note that there are some differences in notation between that used here and in [96], but the
conclusions are all the same.
4UORDKR(K,L, ~, α) above is identical to the operator in Eq. (4.8), except for the change in notation
from K1,K2, ~e in that case to L,K, ~ above respectively in order to facilitate easy comparison with
the KHM model.
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identical spectra for individual α values, but upon taking the union of each operator’s
spectrum over all α, the two resulting spectra are identical [96].
The above results from [96], coupled with the fact that the ORDKR possesses non-
trivial topology captured by Chern numbers as shown in previous sections, then raise
another question: Again assuming the parameters K,L,~ of UORDKR(K,L, ~, α) and
UKHM(K,L, ~, α) are equal, are the two Floquet operators associated with the same
Chern numbers? In other words, is there some form of topological equivalence between
the two models? This question is of physical interest because topological numbers are
typically reflective of some physically observable quantity. Also, answering this question
may create more intuition for the study of topological phenomena in driven systems, a
currently active field of research [112–115].
In the remainder of this chapter, we report and explain the answer to the above
question [95] for cases where ~ = 2piM/N , where M,N are both odd and co-prime.
We now clarify slightly modified notations which will be necessary in this chapter. The
concepts being used have however already been introduced in the previous chapter, so
some repetition is inevitable.
We again assume ~ = 2piM/N so that both operators are periodic in momentum
space with period N~. We denote by |ψn(φ, α)〉 an eigenstate of either model. The
eigenstates obey
e−iqˆN |ψn(φ, α)〉 = eiφ |ψn(φ, α)〉 , (5.4)
where φ is the Bloch phase, n = 1, · · · , N is the band index, with
Uˆ |ψn(φ, α)〉 = eiωn(φ,α) |ψn(φ, α)〉 ,
where Uˆ here refers to either Floquet operator. We will study the Chern topology in
both models of the N extended quasienergy bands which disperse as a function of φ
and α across the quasienergy Brillouin zone φ, α ∈ [0, 2pi) as seen previously in Fig. 4.2.
We denote by Cn the Chern number for the nth band of either system. We denote
U˜(φ, α) as the reducedN×N Floquet matrix constructed from either UORDKR(K,L, ~, α)
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or UKHM(K,L, ~, α) using the method described in Section 2.3. We denote the eigen-
vectors of these reduced Floquet matrices as
∣∣∣ψ¯n(φ, α)〉, which is |ψn(φ, α)〉 projected
onto N sites of one unit cell in the (angular) momentum space, i.e., |ψ¯n(φ, α)〉 ≡∑N−1
m=0 |m〉 〈m|ψn(φ, α)〉. We again assume that |ψ¯n(φ, α)〉 is normalized over one unit
cell consisting of N sites. Using the above notation, the Berry curvature of the nth
band is given as as [20]
Bn(φ, α) = i
N∑
n′=1, 6=n
{〈ψ¯n|∂U˜†∂φ |ψ¯n′〉〈ψ¯n′ |∂U˜∂α |ψ¯n〉
|e−in − e−in′ |2 − c.c
}
, (5.5)
where we have suppressed the explicit dependences on φ and α for brevity. From the









dα Bn(φ, α). (5.6)
5.1 Numerical Findings
Using the Chern number expression expression in Eq. (5.6), we conducted extensive
numerical evaluations of the Floquet band Chern numbers associated with both UORDKR
and UKHM. We found that for the K,L,~ are the same in the two models, the Chern
numbers are always equal. For example, for ~ = 2pi/3 and K = L, Fig. 5.1 represents
the Floquet band Chern numbers for both models versus a varying K. The Chern
numbers obtained for UORDKR are identical with those for UKHM. Here, we adopt
the convention that the band with largest absolute value of Chern number is always
represented by the line in the middle. Vertical lines represent collisions between quasi-
energy bands, during which Chern number transitions can take place. Note that in some
cases band 1 and band 3 can collide directly with each other through the boundary of
the quasienergy Brillouin zone. It is also important to stress that the Chern numbers of
ORDKR match those of KHM for all K values, despite their jumps at various topological
phase transition points. We are thus clearly witnessing, albeit numerically, a remarkable
topological equivalence between ORDKR and KHM!
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Fig. 5.1: Chern Numbers Cn for both ORDKR and KHM, for K = L. In both cases,
topological phase transitions occur at K/~ ≈ 4.20, 7.25, 8.40 (correct to within ±0.05).
Some insight into this observed topological equivalence may be obtained by compar-
ing the quasienergy dispersions of the two models. In Fig. 5.2, we present the Floquet
band structure for both ORDKR and KHM, in the case of K = L = 3~. Interestingly,
the ORDKR band profile appears to be the same as that of KHM, up to some translation
along the φ and α axes, followed by a rotation of the spectrum about the quasi-energy
axis. This observation is consistent with our proof of topological equivalence in the next
section.
We have numerically observed that the topological equivalence also occurs for K 6=
L. As an example of this, Fig. 5.3 depicts a zoo of Chern numbers for ORDKR and
KHM, with ~ = 2pi/3, L = ~ fixed but K varying. We again see the same equivalence of
Chern numbers across a few topological phase transition points. In addition, we found
computationally that the Chern numbers are invariant upon an exchange between L and
K. This was found to hold true also in other cases with more bands.
We have also plotted the Floquet band structure for a K > L case in Fig. 5.4.
Here we consider the case of K/~ = 3, L/~ = 1. It is seen that the band profiles of
ORDKR and KHM are once again similar and appear to be related by a rotation and
translation. Hence, we have seen that there must be an underlying relationship between
the extended ORDKR and KHM causing them to have the same Chern numbers. We
uncover this relationship in the next section.
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Fig. 5.2: (color online) Floquet band plots showing the quasienergy (eigenphase) de-
pendence on φ and α in ORDKR and KHM with K = L = 3~, ~ = 2pi/3. Figs.
(a),(c),(e) ((b),(d),(f)) belong to bands 1,2 and 3 respectively for the ORDKR (KHM).
The ORDKR band profile appears to be a result of some translation along the φ and α
axes followed by a rotation of the spectrum about the  axis.
5.2 Proof of Topological Equivalence
The first crucial step towards proving the topological equivalence between the extended
ORDKR and KHM consists of showing that the reduced Floquet matrices of the two
models are equivalent to each other up to a series of unitary transformations and a
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Fig. 5.3: Chern Numbers Cn for both ORDKR and KHM, with ~ = 2pi/3, L = ~
fixed, and a varying K. In both cases, topological phase transitions occur at K/~ ≈
4.20, 7.25, 8.40 (correct to within ±0.05). The Chern numbers obtained here are differ-
ent from the case of K = L over some ranges of K. Note that the phase transition
points seem to be exactly the same as those in Fig. 5.1 only because we have rounded
the phase transition points to steps of 0.05. A more accurate depiction will show very
small differences.
mapping between their φ, α variables. In more precise language, denoting the reduced
Floquet matrices as U˜ORDKR(φ, α) and U˜KHM(φ′, α′), the two matrices are related by
U˜KHM(φ′, α′) = UT U˜ORDKR(φ, α)U †T , (5.7)
where UT ≡ D†φ′F †D†2K(φ′)FD0PσFDφ is an N × N matrix, and φ′ = φ + Npi and
α′ = α − φ/N . We leave the explicit forms of the matrices Dφ, F,D2K(φ), D0, Pσ
and the proof of Eq. (5.7) to the next subsection since their exact form is not directly
important for proof of topological equivalence. The above result also explains why the
band diagrams of the two models appear to be related by some rotation and translation
in the (φ, α) plane. We note that this result has been derived within the assumption
of periodic boundary conditions, or equivalently, for infinite systems. Hence, under
open boundary conditions which we explore in the next chapter, the spectra of the two
models are not expected to be related to each other through some simple rotations and
translations in parameter space 5.
5Under open boundary conditions, φ is undefined, making the entire construction mentioned here
inapplicable.
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Fig. 5.4: (color online) Floquet band plots showing the quasienergy (eigenphase) de-
pendence on ϕ and α, for ORDKR and KHM with K = 3~,L = ~, ~ = 2pi/3. Figures
(a),(c),(e) ((b),(d),(f)) belong to bands 1,2 and 3 respectively for the ORDKR (KHM).
Proceeding with our proof of the equivalence of Chern numbers between the two
models, we rewrite Eq. (5.7) as
V˜KHM(φ′, α′) = V˜ORDKR(φ, α), (5.8)
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where
V˜KHM(φ′, α′) ≡ U1(φ′)U˜KHM(φ′, α′)U †1(φ′),
V˜ORDKR(φ, α) ≡ U2(φ)U˜ORDKR(φ, α)U †2(φ),
and U1(φ′) ≡ F †D2K(φ′)FDφ′ and U2(φ) ≡ D0PσFDφ. Our next step will be to
prove, still assuming as before that K (L) in the two operators are equal, that (A)
V˜KHM(φ′, α′) and V˜ORDKR(φ, α) both have the same Chern number spectrum as the
original untransformed reduced matrices U˜KHM(φ′, α′) and U˜ORDKR(φ, α) respectively.
We then prove that (B) V˜KHM(φ′, α′) and V˜ORDKR(φ, α) have the same Chern number
spectrum. (A) and (B) together make it clear that U˜KHM(φ′, α′) and U˜ORDKR(φ, α)
have the same Chern numbers.
To prove (A), we make use of the line integral version of the Chern number of the








∣∣∣ ∂~θ ∣∣∣ψ¯n(~θ)〉 , (5.9)
where ~θ ≡ (φ, α) and the line integral is around the perimeter of the Brillouin zone
(0, 2pi]× (0, 2pi] in (φ, α) parameter space. Here
∣∣∣ψ¯n(~θ)〉 again refers to the nth band
eigenstate of either U˜ORDKR(φ, α) or U˜KHM(φ, α) at the point ~θ. The eigenstates of
V˜KHM(φ, α) and V˜ORDKR(φ, α), denoted
∣∣∣ψ˜n(~θ)〉, are related to the original eigenstates
by U †1,2
∣∣∣ψ˜n(~θ)〉 = ∣∣∣ψ¯n(~θ)〉 respectively. We may substitute this into Eq. (5.9) and obtain
an expression for Cn in terms of
∣∣∣ψ˜n(~θ)〉. Because the transformations U1,2 depend on
φ but not on α, it can be shown, by making use of the fact that the line integrals
along α = 0 and α = 2pi are in opposite directions, that the resulting expression for Cn
reduces back to that of the form of Eq. (5.9), except with the transformed eigenstates
taking the place of the original ones. This proves that the Chern numbers of the unitarily
transformed reduced matrices match those of the original ones.
Next, to prove (B), we note that due to Eq. (5.8), when we impose φ′ = φ + Npi
and α′ = α− φN , working out the line integral in Eq. (5.9) for V˜ORDKR(φ, α) over a typ-
ical square perimeter space in (φ, α) space with corners (0, 0), (2pi, 0), (2pi, 2pi), (0, 2pi)
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is equivalent to working out the line integral for V˜KHM(φ′, α′) over some parallel-
ogram in (φ′, α′) space with corners (Npi, 0), (Npi + 2pi,−2pi/N), (Npi + 2pi, 2pi −
2pi/N), (Npi, 2pi). To complete the proof of topological equivalence, we need only
show that the aforementioned line integral in (φ′, α′) for V˜KHM(φ′, α′) gives a result
equal to that when we calculate the line integral around the perimeter of the usual
(0, 2pi]× (0, 2pi] Brillouin zone. This can be easily shown to be the case by converting
the line integral around the parallelogram into a surface integral using Stokes’ theorem.
We then obtain a surface integral of the form of Eq. (5.6) enclosing the area of the par-
allelogram. Because the Berry curvature as seen in Eq. (5.5) is exactly 2pi-periodic along
both φ and α, it is trivial to see that we can map the area of the parallelogram back onto
that of the original (0, 2pi]× (0, 2pi] Brillouin zone, without any difference in the result
of the integral. In other words, the Chern numbers of V˜KHM(φ′, α′) and V˜ORDKR(φ, α)
are always identical. Putting this together with (A), we may conclude that the Chern
numbers of the original matrices U˜KHM(φ, α) and U˜ORDKR(φ, α) are indeed the same.
This completes our proof of topological equivalence. To summarize, we have shown
that the Chern numbers associated with UORDKR(K,L, ~, α) and UKHM(K,L, ~, α) are
always equal so long as K,L, ~ in both models are equal and ~ = 2pi ×M/N , with
M,N both co-prime and odd.
5.2.1 Derivation of Eq. (5.7)
In order to derive the relation of Eq. (5.7), we first show that the reduced Floquet
matrices of the two models may be written conveniently as product of N ×N matrices.
For ~ = 2piM/N withM andN being coprime and odd integers, reducedN×N Floquet





= ∑∞l=−∞ 〈n| Uˆ |m+ l ×N〉 eilφ.
The Floquet operator of ORDKR is









Making use of identity operator in position and momentum representation in the rotator
Hilbert space,
∫ 2pi
0 dθ |θ〉 〈θ| = 1 and
∑∞
m=−∞ |m〉 〈m| = 1 respectively, the reduced
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×ei 2pi−~2 m′2e−i 2piN m′j1e−iL~ cos( 2piN j1− φN +α)ei 2piN j1m. (5.13)
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where the indices n,m take values 0, 1, · · · , N −1. Hence, we have derived the reduced
ORDKR Floquet matrix as a product of N×N matrices in Eq. (5.14). We now proceed
to do the same for the KHM Floquet operator.





































































For the sake of illustration, we write the reduced Floquet matrix as a product of
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)δn,m, (D2L(α))n,m = e−i
L
~ cos(n~−α)δn,m, (5.20)
and the Dφ, F matrices as defined in previous subsection. We have thus derived the
reduced KHM Floquet matrix as a product of N ×N matrices in Eq. (5.19).
Having successfully obtained the reduced Floquet matrices of ORDKR and KHM,
we are now ready to make use of these results to prove Eq. (5.7). Up to this point we
have shown that

















We begin the proof by applying a unitary transformation given by U1 ≡ F †D2K(φ)FDφ
to the U˜KHM(φ, α) matrix to obtain V˜KHM(φ, α) ≡ U1U˜KHM(φ, α)U †1 . Writing F †D2K(φ)F
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as the exponential of a matrix, we obtain












































0 0 · · · 0 1
1 0 · · · 0 0
0 1 · · · 0 0
... ... . . . ... ...
0 0 · · · 1 0

. (5.23)
In the following steps, we will apply a series of unitary transformations to the reduced
matrix U˜ORDKR(φ, α) and show that the result is equivalent to the above unitarily trans-
formed version of U˜KHM(φ, α) provided a condition between φ and α in the two models
is obeyed.
Applying a transformation given by FDφ to U˜ORDKR(φ, α), we obtain U˜ (1)ORDKR(φ, α) ≡
FDφU˜ORDKR(φ, α)D†φF †, which we simplify as follows.
U˜
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DenotingX = FD†1CD1F †, U˜
(1)
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×M · · · 0
... . . . ...




×0 · · · 0
... . . . ...
0 · · · ei 2piN ×(M−1)

. (5.25)
Next, we introduce the N × N permutation matrix Pσ which is made up entirely of
zeroes except that in the j-th row, the σj-th column equals 1, with σj = j × (N −M)
mod N . Here, j and σj take values 0, · · · , N − 1. Note that Pσ is unitary and that
the set of σj values will include all of the N values j = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1. We apply the
unitary transformation Pσ to U˜ (1)ORDKR(φ, α) and obtain
U˜
(2)

















where D′1L(φ, α) ≡ PσD1L(φ, α)P †σ . We note that D′1L(φ, α) is a diagonal unitary
matrix with diagonal elements





σn− φN +α) = e−i
L
~ cos(−2piMN n− φN +α).











σ0 0 · · · 0 0
0 ei 2piN σ1 0 0
... ... . . . ... ...
0 0 · · · ei 2piN σN−2 0

(5.26)
We can see that the structure of the above matrix is very similar to C and would be
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made identical with it if we were to replace all the nonzero elements with 1. This is
achieved by a transformation via the diagonal unitary matrix D0 which has diagonal ele-











. It can be shown that D0PσXP †σD
†
0 = C.
Denoting V˜ORDKR(φ, α) ≡ D0U˜ (2)ORDKR(φ, α)D†0 and using that D0 and D′1L commute
due to their both being diagonal, we obtain




































From Eq. (5.22) and (5.27), we observe that V˜ORDKR(φ, α) and V˜KHM(φ′, α′) are
identical, provided that φ′ = φ+Npi and α′ = α− φN . In other words, V˜KHM(φ′, α′) =
V˜ORDKR(φ, α), which may be rewritten as
U˜KHM(φ′, α′) = UT U˜ORDKR(φ, α)U †T , (5.28)
where UT ≡ D†φ′F †D†2K(φ′)FD0PσFDφ, which is our desired result of Eq. (5.7).
5.3 Summary and Discussion
The above result shows that there exists a close relationship between two ostensibly
very different driven systems. Due to this result, we see that the ORDKR may be used
as an alternative model to investigate the topological properties of the KHM butterfly
spectrum. The result also implies that the KHM is able to realize the same quantized
adiabatic pumping phenomena as the ORDKR. An interesting question to ask from here
would be, given this relationship, whether the two models should be placed within the
same symmetry class in a ’periodic table’ for driven topological systems, analogous to the
tenfold symmetry classification scheme for static systems [12]. Such a periodic table for
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driven systems has not yet been developed, so this question remains open. Also, based
on the bulk-edge correspondence principle which relates the Chern numbers of the bulk
of the systems to the presence of chiral edge states, one might think that the two systems
ought to have similar edge states. However, we will see in a later chapter that this is
not so, a finding which is of interest for understanding bulk-boundary correspondence
in driven systems. Another interesting question to investigate here would be whether
the KHM and ORDKR are indeed related in some deeper way. For instance, it seems
possible that they might be two 1-dimensional descendants from a single 2-dimensional
ancestor Floquet operator realized on two different lattice geometries. Such a finding
might yield valuable intuition for the ongoing work to develop a symmetry classification
system for driven topological systems [112–115].
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Topological Edge States in Driven
Quantum Systems
6.1 Introduction
Much work has been done in studying topologically non-trivial static systems [1, 93, 116].
In very recent years, researchers have taken the natural next step and are studying
topological phenomena in driven systems [112–115], which are more complicated than
static systems due to their time-dependence. In this field of study, there are two main
questions being investigated by the research community. Firstly, researchers are still
seeking a method of classifying different topologically non-trivial driven systems in a
useful manner as has already been done for static systems in [12]1. Secondly, researchers
are investigating how the topological properties of a static system may be modified by
driving it (ie. introducing a periodic time dependence to the Hamiltonian) and any
physically interesting phenomena which may arise as a result. Currently, researchers are
at the stage of proposing and studying various topologically non-trivial driven systems
in order to make discoveries which might eventually contribute towards answering these
questions. We have seen in the previous chapters that the ORDKR and KHM are
topologically non-trivial driven systems. Hence, in this chapter, we study these two
1We review briefly this work in Sec. 6.2.1.
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models with the objective of contributing to the growing understanding of topologically
non-trivial driven systems.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. We shall first discuss in more detail the
novelty of driven systems and why it makes sense to study them topologically. We then
provide a review of relevant background theoretical knowledge for topological studies.
This review begins with the well-known tenfold classification framework [12] used for
topologically categorizing static quantum systems. Following that, we review the impor-
tant concept of bulk-boundary correspondence. We then move on to a review of previous
miscellaneous studies which have already been performed on the subject of topologically
non-trivial driven systems. We end our review by going through the details of some
topological quantum random walk studies. The tools developed during this review will
be directly applied to our own study of the ORDKR and KHM as topologically non-trivial
driven systems. Next, we will map the ORDKR and KHM onto lattice models in position
space, in which the open boundary condition (OBC) is physically reasonable. Following
that, we will study the bulk-edge correspondence in these lattice models. We shall find
that a variety of topologically protected edge states with different behaviours occur in
these two models. We then provide theoretical explanations for these behaviours.
6.1.1 Novelty of Driven Systems
Studying topologically non-trivial driven systems offers us several advantages over the
study of static non-trivial systems. Firstly, as mentioned in [114], the number of known
materials (static systems) with non-trivial topology is quite scarce and our means of
manipulating their topological properties is rather limited. Periodically driven systems
on the other hand allow much more control over the system’s topological properties
[113, 114] because the driving term in the system Hamiltonian is experimentally tunable.
Another big advantage is that periodic driving can be an effective means of simulating
static Hamiltonians possessing both the desirable symmetries (such as time-reversal
symmetry) which can host non-trivial topology as well as long-range hopping [117].
Longer-ranged hopping is desirable because it typically gives rise to larger topological
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numbers [118, 119], which means larger topological effects to be measured.
Periodically driven systems also allow for the occurrence of some interesting phe-
nomena which do not occur in static systems. For example, the existence of chiral edge
states is possible in driven systems even when all the bulk bands have trivial Chern
numbers [120, 121]. This can never happen in static systems.
In a nutshell, the study of periodically driven systems is a natural step beyond static
systems because driven systems allow better control over their topological properties
and also host new phenomena which are not possible in static systems.
6.2 Theoretical Background Knowledge for Driven Topo-
logical Systems
In this section, we provide a review of previous theoretical studies most relevant to
our interests in this chapter 2. The objective is to familiarize the reader with the main
theoretical developments in the field of driven topological systems. We first set the stage
by reviewing the tenfold classification of topological insulators and superconductors [12]
and the concept of bulk-boundary correspondence. We then undertake a general review
of several miscellaneous important studies and then go into particular detail on previous
studies on quantum random walks, since the tools developed in these studies will be
directly applicable to our own investigations in later sections.
6.2.1 The Tenfold Classification
There exists in the literature a very general classifying framework [12, 122–126] which
organizes static single-particle Hamiltonians into ten different symmetry classes and
explicitly states which ones contain topologically non-trivial eigenstates.3 Many different
topological effects such as the integer quantum Hall effect, the quantum spin Hall effect
2Readers who are familiar with the language of topological invariants and their application in quantum
random walk problems may skip this section.
3References [125] and [126] introduced the ten symmetry classes, while the other references addressed
the issue of eigenstate topology.
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and topological superconductivity4 all fit neatly within this beautiful framework. We do
not go into the mathematical details of this classification scheme but will simply describe
the main result obtained in the works of [12, 122–126]. This may be summarized as
follows. Given a system Hamiltonian, the class of topological numbers describing the
system may be inferred once the symmetries obeyed by the Hamiltonian are known. We
briefly review this result in this subsection.
There are three important symmetries whose presence/absence must be determined
in order to make the inference. Namely, these are time reversal symmetry, charge-
conjugation (also known as particle-hole) symmetry and chiral symmetry.
Consider lattice systems described by Hamiltonian Hˆ. The system is said to possess





Charge conjugation symmetry (also known as particle-hole symmetry), on the other
hand, is said to be present if there exists a unitary operator UˆPH such that
UˆPHHˆUˆ
†
PH = −Hˆ∗. (6.2)
We note that in the above, the complex conjugation is defined as taking effect in
the lattice site index representation. That means, in order to perform the complex







where cˆl is the destruction operator for a particle at the j-th site, and replace all the
coefficients fjl by their complex conjugates.
Lastly, chiral symmetry (also known as sublattice symmetry) is present if there exists
4Note that in the case of superconductors, electron-electron interaction is obviously present. However,
via BCS mean field theory, the problem may be described by an effective single-particle Hamiltonian
with some caveats that we shall not discuss here. It is to these effectively single-particle Hamiltonians
that the classification scheme applies.
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unitary operator Γˆ such that
ΓˆHˆΓˆ† = −Hˆ, (6.4)
with Γˆ2 = 1. It can be easily shown that if any two of these three symmetries are
present, the third symmetry must be present, with the symmetry operator being some
combination of the symmetry operators for the other two. For instance, if Eqs. (6.1) and
(6.4) are obeyed and UˆTR, Γˆ are obeyed, then it can be straightforwardly verified using
these two equations that Eq. (6.2) is obeyed with UˆPH = UˆTRΓˆ. Similar derivations
apply for other cases.5
Next, note that we can rewrite Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) in terms of anti-unitary operators
T and C respectively. The time-reversal symmetry (TRS) condition then becomes
T HˆT −1 = Hˆ (6.5)
while the particle-hole symmetry (PHS) condition becomes
CHˆC−1 = −Hˆ. (6.6)
In the above, T ≡ UˆTRK and C ≡ UˆPHK, where K is the complex conjugation operator
which acts in the lattice site representation in the manner described above. It can be
shown that these anti-unitary operators square to either 1 or −1 due to the physical
requirement that performing a time reversal or charge conjugation operation twice on any
state should return the original state with at most a phase factor tagged onto it.6 Hence,
as explained in [12], we may classify Hamiltonians based not just on the presence/absence
of these symmetries but also based on whether the anti-unitary symmetry operators
square to 1 or −1 whenever these symmetries are present.
If TRS is absent in a system, we write T=0 for the system. If it possesses TRS with
T 2 = 1, we write T=1 for the system. Lastly, if it possesses TRS with T 2 = −1, we
5If Eqs. (6.2),(6.4) are known, then Eq. (6.1) holds, with UˆTR = UˆPHΓˆ. If Eqs. (6.1), (6.2) are
known, then Eq. (6.4) holds, with Γˆ = Uˆ†PHUˆTR. As we shall explain shortly, an appropriate phase factor
may usually be tagged onto Γˆ in order to ensure Γˆ2 = 1 is obeyed.
6See the explanation for instance in Sec. 4.1 of [26] for more details.
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write T=−1. Similarly for PHS, we write C=0 if PHS is absent. If PHS is present, we
write C=1 and C=−1 when C2 equals to 1 and −1 respectively. For chiral symmetry
(CS), we write S=1 if CS is present and S=0 if CS is absent. We note that since the
chiral symmetry operator Γˆ is a unitary operator rather than an anti-unitary one, the
value of its square typically has no significance. Specifically, we have the freedom to
tag an arbitrary phase factor onto Γˆ whenever there is no conserved quantity associated
with Γˆ2 [12, 127]. In most papers, authors make use of this freedom to set Γˆ2 = 1.
There are hence 9 possible combinations since T and C can each take values −1, 0, 1
independently of each other. Now, since the presence of any two of the three symmetries
(TRS, PHS and CS) necessarily implies the presence of the third, knowing the values of
T and C for a system uniquely determines the value of S for all but one case which we
will address shortly. To see how this works, consider the example where T=±1, C=0
(or vice versa). In this case, we must have absence of CS, S=0, because if S=1, this
implies that PHS must be present and we have a contradiction because C=0. On the
other hand, in cases where both T and C are equal to ±1, we must have S=1 because
we may take the product of the two anti-unitary operators T and C to obtain the unitary
CS operator Γ = T · C. Finally, we come to the case mentioned earlier in which the T
and C values do not uniquely specify S. This happens when T=C=0. In this case, we
may have S=0 or S=1. Hence, we now have ten different possible combinations for the
values of T,C and S (3× 3 + 1 = 10).
As stated in [12], families of Hamiltonians possessing each of these combinations of
T,C,S fall into ten Cartan symmetry classes, as shown in Fig. 6.1.
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Fig. 6.1: Single-particle Hamiltonians are grouped into ten symmetry classes, each de-
noted by a Cartan label, according to the set of T,C,S values they possess. [12].
Given the symmetry class and the dimensionality of a family of Hamiltonians, the
work of [12] then tells us whether there exist topological insulators or superconductors
within the family and in cases where they do exist, whether they are of type Z or type
Z2, as seen in Fig. 6.2.
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Fig. 6.2: The above table tells us the topological characteristics of the Hamiltonians
within each symmetry class and dimensionality. The symbol Z indicates that the Hamil-
tonians in topologically distinct phases within the symmetry class for that dimensionality
are characterized by integers, while Z2 indicates that the Hamiltonians fall into only two
topologically distinct phases, characterized by the numbers 0 and 1. The symbol 2Z
means that the Hamiltonians are characterized by the even integers. Lastly, the symbol
0 indicates that the Hamiltonians within that class are all topologically trivial [12].
The table in Fig. 6.2 is known as the tenfold way of topological classification and
will be of importance to later discussions in this chapter. The topological number
characterizing a system is usually tied to some physically observable effect. The most
famous example of this would be the integer quantum Hall effect, which falls into class
A with dimensionality d = 2. In that case, the integers Z characterizing the system
are Chern numbers which were shown in [1] to be directly proportional to the Hall
conductance of the system. The quantum spin Hall effect, on the other hand, falls
into class AII, d = 2. As we shall explain in the next section, the topological numbers
characterizing a system contain information on how many boundary-localized states
(commonly known as edge states) the system plays host to.
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6.2.2 Bulk-Boundary Correspondence
We stated in the previous section that non-trivial Hamiltonians may be characterized by
topological numbers. Here, we link this rather mathematical statement with a physical
implication. The topological non-triviality (ie. non-zero topological invariants) of a
system typically manifests itself in the form of localized eigenstates at a boundary of
the system. The boundary referred to here can either be (A) with the vacuum (ie.
taking open boundary conditions, also known as reflecting boundary conditions) or (B)
with another bulk system in the same symmetry class but with a different topological
invariant7. We recap here the bulk-boundary correspondence (also known as bulk-edge
correspondence) principle [9]. This principle asserts that the edge state spectrum of a
system8 is closely related with the bulk topological invariants (which as stated previously
may be type Z or Z2) of the system obtained under periodic boundary conditions.
As an example of this [9], consider the case of a 2-band model of a 2-dimensional
quantum Hall insulator with one open boundary or edge at y = 0. Assuming that the
lower (valence) band of the insulator has a Chern number of 1, solving for the energies
of this system with the open boundary, one obtains the spectrum as a function of crystal
momentum in the x-direction, denoted k, shown in Fig. 6.3. We see that there is a band
of states connecting the valence band to the conduction band. This is known as a chiral
edge mode9. All the states within this mode are localized along the boundary. They
are called ’chiral’ because their group velocities tend to be all in one direction, as may
be seen from the figure. In this case, the bulk-boundary correspondence is expressed by
the fact that the number of chiral edge modes arising from the valence band is equal to
one, which is equal to its Chern number.
7As noted in [128], the vacuum can always be regarded simply as another bulk region in which
the topological number describing it is zero. From this perspective, boundary (A) is a special case of
boundary (B).
8The edge state spectrum refers to the eigenvalues of the eigenstates localized at the boundary.
9All bands connecting two bulk bands together are referred to as chiral edge modes.
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Fig. 6.3: The energy spectrum of a quantum Hall insulator with one open boundary
as a function of crystal momentum parallel to the boundary. The valence band has a
Chern number of 1. A single band of chiral edge states connects the valence band to
the conduction band. EF denotes Fermi energy. This figure is taken from [9].
More generally, for systems characterized by Chern numbers and sharing a boundary
with vacuum (ie. an open boundary condition), the Chern number of a band is equal
to the net number of chiral edge modes localized on that boundary in the band gap
above the band minus that in the gap below the band [121]. By ’net number’ here, we
mean the total counted number of chiral edge modes, where modes with group velocity
in one direction are counted as +1, while modes with group velocity in the opposite
direction are counted as −1. Given the Chern numbers of all the bands of a (static)
Hamiltonian, one is then able to deduce the number of chiral edge modes within each
band gap, because the number of chiral edge modes below the lowest band is necessarily
zero, there being no states existing with energy below that of the ground state. Note
that the latter statement is only true assuming that there are no counter-propagating
chiral modes on the edge within the same gap. If counter-propagating chiral modes
are present within the same gap, the Chern number will fail to predict their existence
since they cancel each other out when we are counting the net number of chiral modes
in the gap. In practice, however, it appears that for spinless static systems, which are
described by Chern numbers,10 all the chiral modes in a particular gap and localized on
10In other words, we are referring to only integer quantum Hall systems. Counter-propagating modes
within the same gap on the same edge do occur in the quantum spin Hall effect due to the spin-half
degree of freedom. Here we are restricting our considerations to spinless systems.
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the same edge have the same sign of group velocity.
If the system has two edges, the preceding statement applies separately to each
edge11, with the caveat that the sign conventions for counting the edge modes on the
two edges should be opposite to each other when applying the correspondence at each
edge.
The above example is the case in which the topological invariants characterizing the
system are Chern numbers. We note that there are other examples of topological in-
variants such as the winding number [129], for which the bulk-boundary correspondence
applies slightly differently. In the case of winding number, the difference in winding
numbers between two topologically distinct bulks is generally associated with topolog-
ically protected zero modes rather than chiral edge modes. These zero modes are also
localized at the boundary of the system but, unlike the chiral modes, they have zero
group velocity.
The above discussion on bulk-boundary correspondence was in the context of static
systems. In the following sections, we will encounter and discuss the bulk-boundary
correspondence in the context of driven systems. To end this section, we make the im-
portant remark that due to the bulk-boundary correspondence principle, Hamiltonians
within symmetry classes characterized by Z topological numbers are potentially able to
host a large number of boundary modes at a boundary, whereas Hamiltonians within
symmetry classes characterized by Z2 topological numbers can host at most one bound-
ary mode at a single boundary because by definition of Z2, the topological numbers can
only take the values 0 or 1. We note, however, that systems in Z-type symmetry classes
possessing large topological numbers typically contain rather long-ranged hopping terms
in their Hamiltonian, a feature which is not easy to realize experimentally12.
11This means that the number of chiral edge modes of a system which has open boundaries at both
ends will be twice that one which has an open boundary at only one end.
12As mentioned earlier, this problem might potentially be minimized by making use of periodic driving
[117].
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6.2.3 Review of Previous Studies on Topologically Driven Systems
As mentioned earlier, one of the goals in studying topological driven systems is to
formulate a system of classifying different families of Floquet operators similar to the
tenfold classification system for static systems. Kitagawa et al [120] introduced and
elaborated one approach towards this problem. They divide driven systems into two
categories- those for which the quasienergy spectrum winds as a function of crystal
momentum13 k and those for which such winding is absent.
Fig. 6.4: The winding of quasienergy as a function of some periodic variable θ. We see
that when θ has increased by the period of 2pi, the quasienergies do not come back to
their original values. This diagram is taken from Fig. 8 of [120].
The winding of quasienergies, as shown in Fig. 6.4, means that all quasienergies
do not come back to their original values when k is scanned across the BZ, although
the whole quasienergy spectrum does come back to itself. Conversely, the absence of
quasienergy winding means that individual quasienergy do come back to their original







dkTr[Uk(T )−1i∂kUk(T )], (6.7)
13Quasienergy winding has also been studied in [130].
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which characterizes the winding of the system14 and returns a non-zero value only when
winding is present. Here Uk refers to the system’s Floquet operator (truncated to
an appropriate number of low-lying energy bands) in crystal momentum representation
and T is the time period. This ν1 number may then be used to predict the number
of topologically protected chiral edge states appearing in the system. The authors
noted that ν1, being a topological invariant, is unable to change its value unless a bulk
quasienergy band gap closes. They also show an intriguing connection between ν1 and
the phenomenon of quantized adiabatic pumping [94].
When ν1 = 0 on the other hand, Kitagawa et al point out that the tenfold classifi-
cation system for static Hamiltonians [12] may be applied to Hˆeff of the system, defined
by
Uˆ = e−iHˆeff , (6.8)
where Uˆ is the system’s Floquet operator15. The three important symmetries of the
tenfold classification method for static systems are then straightforwardly generalized to
the case of periodically driven systems. If Hˆeff obeys the time reversal symmetry (TRS)




which is proposed in [120] as the definition for TRS in periodically driven systems.
Similarly, if Hˆeff obeys the particle-hole symmetry (PHS) condition of Eq. (6.2) for
some unitary operator UˆPH, this implies
UˆPHUˆ
∗Uˆ−1PH = Uˆ , (6.10)
which is proposed as the definition of PHS. Lastly, if Hˆeff obeys the chiral symmetry
14The greater ν1 is, the more winding is present. In Fig. 6.4, ν1 will return a value of 1 since each
quasienergy moves up by one position over each scanning of θ.
15It should be noted, however, that Hˆeff is only defined modulo 2pi and is thus not unique. The
information contained within Uˆ and Hˆeff need not be the same. This gives rise to many subtleties as
we shall see.
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(CS) condition of Eq. (6.4) for some unitary operator Γˆ, this means that
ΓˆUˆ Γˆ = Uˆ−1, (6.11)
with Γˆ2 = 1, which is the definition of CS in driven systems [131]. Just like the static
case, the presence of any two of these three symmetry conditions being obeyed implies
that the third must also be present. Also similar to the static case, it is possible to
rewrite the above two equations for TRS and PHS in terms of anti-unitary operators
which square to ±1. Hence, any Floquet operator may be grouped into one of the
ten classes described in Sec. 6.2.1 depending on the presence or absence of each of
the symmetries and whether the anti-unitary operators for TRS and PHS square to the
identity operator or its negative. Many of the results which apply for static systems can
then be directly transplanted over to driven systems. For instance, in many cases, the
bulk-boundary correspondence principle for the Chern numbers of bands related with
static Hamiltonians can now be directly applied to the Chern numbers of quasienergy
bands related with Floquet operators [120]. In other words, given a Floquet operator
which may be diagonalized as a function of two periodic parameters (typically two crystal
momenta), we may diagonalize the Floquet operator and calculate the Chern numbers
of the resulting Floquet bands16. As explained in Sec. 6.2.2, these Chern numbers will
then tell us the difference between the net number of chiral modes in the gap above
and below the band.
It turns out, however, that while the latter statement is true, it is not quite as
useful for driven systems as it is for static systems. The reason is that unlike the lowest
energy band of a static system, the lowest quasienergy band of a driven system can have
chiral edge modes beneath it which wind through the lower boundary of the quasienergy
Brillouin Zone (BZ) and re-emerge at the top [120, 121]. Hence, unlike the static case,
knowing the Chern numbers of all the quasienergy bands does not uniquely tell us the
net number of chiral modes within each quasienergy gap. For instance, as shown in Fig.
6.5, a periodically driven 2D system which has one open boundary may host topologically
16Also known as quasienergy bands.
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protected Floquet chiral modes even though all the quasienergy bands have zero Chern
numbers.
Fig. 6.5: Topologically protected Floquet chiral modes are seen here to be present even
when all the quasienergy bulk bands have zero Chern numbers. This is possible because
the quasienergy is only defined modulo 2pi/T and there can be Floquet chiral modes
beneath the lowest band. This figure is taken from [121].
The fact that the bulk topological invariants (Chern numbers) do not yield knowl-
edge of the edge state behaviour means that there seems to be a lack of a bulk-boundary
correspondence principle here. Rudner et al [121] explain that this is because the Floquet
band Chern numbers are not the appropriate bulk invariants for capturing the correspon-
dence. Instead, they introduce a new bulk invariant which they call the winding number,
denotedW [U], which accurately gives the net number of Floquet chiral modes crossing
a gap at quasienergy . They showed that the winding number is related to the Floquet
band Chern numbers via
W [U′ ]−W [U] = C′ , (6.12)
where C′ denotes the sum of Chern numbers of all the Floquet bands between quasiener-
gies  and ′. This marked an important step in establishing the bulk-boundary corre-
spondence for Chern numbers in driven systems.
However, it turns out that there is still more subtlety to driven systems that is not
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captured by the W [U] invariant. It was very recently found in the work of Lababidi
et al [132] that counter-propagating chiral Floquet modes can be found on the same
edge within the same gap for certain driven systems. In slightly more detail, the authors
analysed a 2-dimensional periodically kicked version of a quantum Hall system17 with
Floquet eigenvalue problem denoted
Uˆ(T ) |φl〉 = e−iωlT |φl〉 . (6.13)
The authors found that the system possesses a generalized particle-hole symmetry in
crystal momentum (kx, ky) space. Taking open boundaries at x = 0, L, for any Floquet
edge state with quasienergy ω at ky, they show that there must exist another edge
state on the same edge, with quasienergy equal to −ω at ky + pi. As explained in
[132], this implies that if any edge state quasienergy mode crosses upwards through
the upper BZ boundary at pi/T , so that ω = pi/T for some ky, then there must be
another edge state quasienergy mode on the same edge which is crossing downwards
through the lower BZ boundary at −pi/T with quasienergy −ω at ky + pi, which means
that the two modes have opposite velocities. Since pi/T and −pi/T refer to the same
quasienergy gap, the authors point out that this then implies that the spectrum displays
two counter-propagating edge modes on the same edge with opposite velocities, a novel
phenomenon not previously encountered in previous studies of the edge modes of driven
systems. Importantly, this work also shows that the winding number of Rudner et al [121]
is still insufficient to correctly predict the number of chiral Floquet modes within each
gap moving in each direction. This is because the winding number only captures the net
number of chiral modes within each gap and so does not capture counter-propagating
modes. Hence, we see that the problem of finding the bulk-boundary correspondence
of driven 2-dimensional systems is still not fully solved. The insightful predictions of
the work by Rudner et al [121] and Lababidi et al [132] have yet to be experimentally
verified, although this is probably just a matter of time.
17Bearing in mind the equivalence between the rotator space and lattice space mentioned below Eqs.
(2.8), one may show that this is mathematically equivalent to the phase-shifted Kicked Harper Model
mentioned in Chapter 5.
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Having discussed the current state of the art for topologically driven 2-dimensional
systems, we move on now to the 1-dimensional case, for which the most important
studies appear to have been performed within the context of quantum random walks.
We shall provide a brief overview here of these developments and furnish the technical
details in the next section. Quantum random walks were first revealed as being a
fertile ground for the study of topological phases in driven systems in the work of
[133]. Indeed, they showed that all the 1 and 2-dimensional symmetry classes within
the tenfold symmetry classification framework for static systems [12] may be simulated
using one and two-dimensional modified versions of the standard quantum random walk,
henceforth referred to as the simple discrete time quantum walk (SDTQW). A modified
version of the SDTQW known as the split-step quantum walk (SSQW) [133] was realized
experimentally in [127], successfully demonstrating the bulk-edge correspondence of the
system.
Two years later, Asboth [134] argued, in opposition to [133], that chiral symmetry
should be regarded as absent in the SDTQW. Asboth [134] theoretically demonstrated
that the presence of particle-hole symmetry alone was sufficient to define a Z2×Z2 topo-
logical invariant which accurately described the appearance of topologically protected
edge states in SDTQWs. Lastly, as alluded to earlier, Asboth [134] also demonstrated
theoretically that if a spatially inhomogeneous SSQW were set up such that the left bulks
and the right bulks corresponded to different experimental parameters (ie. different ro-
tation angles of the coin operators) but nonetheless shared identical Floquet operators,
the boundary of the two bulks can still host topologically protected edge states. This
proved that not all information about a driven system’s topology is present in one single
Floquet operator, a statement which is physically acceptable because as mentioned ear-
lier, the Floquet operator only provides a stroboscopic simulation and does not include
information between the beginning and end of the period. Most recently, in a separate
paper, Asboth [131] proposed a sufficient18 condition for chiral symmetry to be present
in the context of quantum walk systems (but which may be applied to driven systems
18But not necessary.
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in general) and also demonstrated how it may be used to formulate a Z×Z topological
invariant for chiral symmetric driven systems. Because the discrete time quantum walk
set-ups mentioned above are mathematically similar to the ORDKR and KHM which we
study in this thesis, further details for these systems will be provided in the next section
in order to illustrate some of the more technical details which will be useful in our study
of the ORDKR and KHM.
The above works dealt primarily with the theoretical development of bulk-boundary
correspondence in topologically non-trivial driven systems. We now move on to re-
view some experimental proposals to induce and observe non-trivial topological effects
through driving. One such interesting proposal has to do with Majorana fermions [135],
exotic particles which are their own antiparticles and which have potential for realizing
topologically fault-tolerant quantum computation [136]. In 2011, Jiang et al [112] first
proposed the realization of Floquet Majorana fermions (FMFs) by periodically driving
a cold-atom system and argued that such a driven setup offered better tunability of
parameters and robustness against decoherence than solid-state proposals. A separate
work [117] then showed that by adding a periodic time dependence to the Kitaev quan-
tum wire model [135], the resulting system simulates an effective Hamiltonian with
long-range interaction and the number of FMFs present in the system increases with
the length of the driving period. This demonstrated the general principle that driving
a system is an effective means of inducing effective longer-range interaction and thus
higher topological invariants. The work of [137] followed up on this development and
studied what happens in a similar model when the different terms in the model are given
periodic δ-function kicks. They found that the periodic pulsing induces the appearance
of topologically protected FMFs even when the corresponding static system without the
δ-function kicks is topologically trivial and that the number of FMFs produced may
also be tuned by varying the driving period. Also in 2011, the work of [114] showed
theoretically that by driving an otherwise topologically trivial HgTe/CdTe quantum well,
a driven form of topological insulator, dubbed Floquet topological insulators (FTI) by
the authors, could be realized. They showed that through changing the form of periodic
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modulation, it was possible to realize an analogue of either the quantum spin Hall effect
or the integer quantum Hall effect.
Recently, a beautiful photonic experimental realization of the FTI [115] was achieved
using photons in evanescently coupled helical waveguides, in which topologically pro-
tected, scatter-free transport of light along the edges of the array of waveguides was
observed. In another recent experiment showing progress in controlling driven systems
[138], experimentalists successfully manipulated the electronic properties of the surface
states of a topological insulator (Bi2Se3) by exposing it to an intense ultrashort midin-
frared laser pulse.
This concludes our brief survey of the literature on topological driven quantum
systems. It is clear that it is a rapidly developing field with discoveries still waiting to
be made.
6.2.4 Topological Quantum Random Walk Studies
As mentioned earlier, quantum random walks have emerged as a fertile ground for
studying topological phases in driven systems due to their simplicity. In this section, we
review some papers in which the tools for topologically characterizing driven systems are
introduced and applied. These tools will be used later in this chapter to topologically
study the ORDKR and KHM.
Introduction to the Discrete Quantum Random Walk
In the classical random walk, one tosses a coin and if it lands with heads up (down),
one shifts a walker one step to the right (left). The most basic quantum random
walk, heretofore referred to as the simple discrete time quantum walk (SDTQW), is
the quantum analogue to the classical case [133, 139]. We review here the SDTQW
following the steps by Kitagawa et al in [133]. The SDTQW refers to the following
time-periodic protocol. Take a quantum system with two internal states |↑〉 and |↓〉
(collectively known as the coin space) and at the beginning of each period, we perform
a rotation operation (known as coin operation) about the y-axis on the two spin states,
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(|x+ 1〉 〈x| ⊗ |↑〉 〈↑|+ |x− 1〉 〈x| ⊗ |↓〉 〈↓|) . (6.15)
Here x is a discrete variable taking all integer values from negative to positive infinity.






cos(θ/2) |x+ 1, ↑〉 〈x, ↑| − sin(θ/2) |x+ 1, ↑〉 〈x, ↓|
+ sin(θ/2) |x− 1, ↓〉 〈x, ↑|+ cos(θ/2) |x− 1, ↓〉 〈x, ↓|
)
. (6.16)
The rotation operation is analogous to the tossing of a coin in the classical random
walk. Whether or not the coin is biased is determined by the initial spin state and the
rotation angle θ. The T operation is then analogous to shifting the walker to the right
or left depending on whether the coin lands heads up or down.
Extraction of Effective Static Hamiltonian
Next, we seek to extract the effective Hamiltonian Heff via U(θ) ≡ e−iHeff . The Floquet
operator is translationally invariant, meaning there is no difference if one replaces x with





dk |k〉 eikx. (6.17)
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Note that in performing this Fourier transform, we have assumed the lattice is infinitely
large. In other words, we are treating the random walk lattice as a uniform and infinitely
large bulk; we are not considering the existence of any boundaries in this lattice such
as the end of the lattice or a boundary with another random walk lattice with different
parameters.






cos(θ/2)eik |k, ↑〉 〈k, ↑| − sin(θ/2)eik |k, ↑〉 〈k, ↓|







cos(θ/2)eik |↑〉 〈↑| − sin(θ/2)eik |↑〉 〈↓|+ sin(θ/2)e−ik |↓〉 〈↑|







dk e−iHeff(k) ⊗ |k〉 〈k| , (6.18)
where the notation
e−iHeff(k) ≡
 eik cos(θ/2) −eik sin(θ/2)
e−ik sin(θ/2) e−ik cos(θ/2)
 (6.19)
has been defined. Using the standard formula e−ian·σ = cos(a)1− i sin(a)n · σ, where
|n| = 1, one obtains that
Heff(k) = E(k)nθ(k) · σ, (6.20)
with the three components of n(k) given by







nz(k) = −sin(k) cos(θ/2)sin(E(k)) . (6.21)
It is clear from the above that the quasienergy spectrum of U(θ) consists of two
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quasienergy bands with dispersions ±E(k), where 0 ≤ E(k) ≤ pi. Noting that
∫ pi
−pi
dk e−iHeff(k) ⊗ |k〉 〈k| = e−i
∫ pi
−pi dk Heff(k)⊗|k〉〈k|,




dk Heff(k)⊗ |k〉 〈k| . (6.22)
The above is a typical example of how one extracts the effective static Hamiltonian from
a Floquet operator.
Finding the Symmetry Class of Heff
One may now apply the ten-fold classification scheme of [12] to H(θ). Kitagawa et
al [133] argue that this Hamiltonian lies in class BDI, in which all three symmetries
are present and represented by operators which square to the identity operator. We
present their argument below as follows. The time-reversal and particle-hole symmetry
operators respectively are defined by
T H(θ)T −1 = H, (6.23)
PH(θ)P−1 = −H, (6.24)
where T and P are anti-unitary operators. For the case at hand, which is the SDTQW,
P ≡ K = P−1, whereK is the complex conjugation operator in the {|x〉⊗|↑〉 , |x〉⊗|↓〉}
representation.19 To find the T operator, they first argue that H(θ) possesses a chiral
symmetry (CS)
Γ−1θ H(θ)Γθ = −H(θ), (6.25)
19Kitagawa et al were able to deduce this simply by noticing that U(θ) is completely real in the
aforementioned representation (cf Eq. (6.16)) and since U(θ) = e−iHeff(θ), Heff(θ) must be purely
imaginary in that representation.
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where Γθ ≡ e−ipiAθ·σ/2, Aθ = [cos(θ/2), 0, sin(θ/2)]20. It can be checked that Aθ is
perpendicular to nθ(k) for all k, which causes the integral of Eq. (6.22) to pick up
a negative sign, resulting in Eq. (6.25). 21 This establishes that both particle-hole
symmetry and CS are present. As mentioned in Sec. 6.2.1, the presence of any two
of the three symmetries always implies the presence of the third, whose corresponding
symmetry operator may be obtained by combining the two known symmetries. Hence,
the time-reversal symmetry operator T ≡ ΓθP. Because all three symmetries are present
and anti-unitary operators T , P both square to give the identity 1, H(θ) falls into class
BDI, in which Hamiltonians are characterized by topological invariants which can take
the value of any of the integers Z.
Calculation of Topological Invariants in Quantum Walks
We now look at how Kitagawa et al evaluate the bulk topological invariant given a
particular H(θ). Since the CS condition necessarily means that for all k, nθ(k) always
lies in the same plane, the number of times that the vector hθ(k) ≡ E(k)nθ(k) winds
around the origin as k is scanned from −pi to pi is well-defined. This number is referred
to by the authors as the winding number22, denoted W . W is a topological invariant
because when we perturb H(θ) in a way that respects the CS, the trajectory of the
vector h(k) as a function of k can never leave the original plane it was in before the
perturbation was switched on, which means that the winding number W cannot change
unless this perturbation is strong enough to cause |hθ(k)| = E(k) to equal zero or pi
for some k. If W does change as a result of the perturbation, this necessarily implies
that as we tuned the value of the perturbation up from zero to its final value, at some
point the two quasienergy bands will touch at E = 0 or E = ±pi for some k, since
the bands’ quasienergies are given by ±E(k). In other words, only perturbations that
20However, [134] argues that this is a problematic defintion for CS and a more rigorous definition is
given in [131] which we will discuss later.
21Note that CS operators Γ must be independent of the quasimomentum k in order to obey the CS
condition Eq. (6.25), which has to do with the entire Hamiltonian (in this case H(θ)) rather than its
individual quasimomentum components (in this case Heff(k)).
22This is not the same as the winding number W [U] of Rudner et al [121] mentioned in Sec. 6.2.3.
It should be clear from the context which winding number we mean.
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are strong enough to cause closing of the quasienergy gap can change W , making it a
robust quantity that remains the same over a range of system parameters. The previous
discussion has a nice intuitive understanding. We can think of the trajectory of h(k)
as forming a closed loop of string which winds around the origin W number of times.
There are only three possible paths by which the winding of the string W about the
origin can change. The possible paths are: (i) lifting the string out of the plane and
moving it over the origin, or (ii) passing a part of the string through the origin, or (iii)
cutting the string and rejoining the two ends elsewhere. Since we assume that CS is
maintained throughout the perturbation, path (i) is precluded as a mechanism for W
changing. A moment’s thought will reveal that the case of a gap closing at E = 0
corresponds to moving part of the string across the origin. Hence, W changes via path
(ii) whenever a gap closing at E = 0 occurs. Lastly, W can change via path (iii) if
at any point E(k) = pi occurs. This is because nθ(k) undefined when E(k) = pi and
hence so too is hθ(k). Going back to our string analogy, this means that we may cut
the string at the point where it touches the circle of radius pi centered about the origin
(ie. at the point where E(k) = pi. ) The two ends of the string will then rejoin at
another point within the pi-circle when the system parameters are further varied and the
gap at E = pi reopens. Kitagawa et al showed that for the SDTQW, W = 1 for all
θ 6= 0, 2pi. They conclude that this places the SDTQW in the same W = 1 topological
phase as the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model for polyacetylene which also lies in class BDI.
Bulk-Boundary Correspondence in Discrete Time Quantum Walks
We now discuss the theoretical studies on bulk-boundary correspondence in quantum
walks. The boundary of type (A) in Sec. 6.2.2, which involves boundary with the
vacuum, has so far not been been experimentally realized, although an interesting ex-
perimental proposal does exist [140]. The other type of boundary (B), on the other
hand, was demonstrated theoretically and experimentally in [133] and [127] respectively,
which we will discuss briefly below. To realize the boundary, these works made use
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of a slightly modified version of the SDTQW23 known as the split-step quantum walk
(SSQW), which has a Floquet operator given by









(|x〉 〈x| ⊗ |↑〉 〈↑|+ |x− 1〉 〈x| ⊗ |↓〉 〈↓|) . (6.27)
As shown in Fig. 6.6(a), the above Floquet operator is similar to that of the SDTQW,
except that instead of performing a single rotation of the spins around y-axis and then
translating both spin-up and spin-down components simultaneously, we rotate the spins
around y-axis twice by angles θ1 and θ2 respectively and shift only the spin-up (spin-
down) component to the right (left) after the first (second) rotation. An effective
Hamiltonian Hss(θ1, θ2) may be extracted from the Uss(θ1, θ2) operator in much the
same way as we did with U(θ) for the SDTQW and was shown to lie within class BDI
[133]. The family of Hss(θ1, θ2) operators are able to realize both W = 0 and W = 1
topological phases for different values of the experimentally controllable rotation angles
(θ1, θ2) as shown in Fig. 6.6(b) [128]. Kitagawa et al [133] proposed making use of this
controllability of the system topology in the SSQW to create a phase boundary in space
as follows. The rotation angle θ2 in Eq. (6.26) is endowed with spatial dependence
such that θ2(x) → θ2− for x << 0 and θ2(x) → θ2+ for x >> 0, while θ1 is spatially
uniform. If θ2− and θ2+ are then chosen such that Hss(θ1, θ2−) and Hss(θ1, θ2+) have
different winding numbers24 equal to W− = 0 and W+ = 1 respectively, and the two
phases are separated by a gap closing at E = 0, it is expected under the bulk-boundary
correspondence principle that there will exist topologically protected bound states with
E = 0 or pi in the boundary region around x = 0.
23The SDTQW can only realize the W = 1 phase and so it cannot realize a phase boundary.
24Here θ1, θ2−, θ2+ must be chosen such that Hss(θ1, θ2−) and Hss(θ1, θ2+) have gapped spectra (ie.
spectrum consisting of two non-touching bulk bands) so the W numbers are well-defined.
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Fig. 6.6: (a) Schematic depiction of the sequence of operations in one iteration of the
SSQW. (b) Winding numbers as a function of rotation angles θ1 (horizontal axis) and
θ2 (vertical axis). This figure is taken from [128].
We may also deduce that such boundary states will exist based on the heuristic
reasoning [127, 128] as follows. Deep in the left bulk (x << 0 region), the system is
locally identical with spatially uniform Hamiltonian Hss(θ1, θ2−). Hence, it is physically
clear that energies corresponding to eigenstates in the left bulk will form energy bands
identical with those of Hss(θ1, θ2−). Similarly, the spectrum of eigenstates in the right
bulk ( x >> 0 ) will be identical with that of Hss(θ1, θ2+). Next, we recall that the
winding number of a Hamiltonian cannot change as its parameters are varied (while
CS is maintained) unless the two bands touch (bulk gap closing) at some point during
this variation. Now, since the above form of θ2(x) may be viewed as a variation of the
Hamiltonian between Hss(θ1, θ2−) and Hss(θ1, θ2+) in real space, we would expect there
to be some form of gap closing occurring as we look at the spectrum of the Hamiltonian
locally and go from x < 0 to x > 0. This means that when we look at the spectrum
of the total Hamiltonian there should be energies in the gap which closes (E = 0 in
this case) during the aforementioned variation. The eigenstates corresponding to these
energies must be localized near x = 0 since the eigenstates in the x << 0 and x >> 0
regions will all fall within the bulk energy bands rather than in the gap. Using the same
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reasoning as above, there ought to also be topologically protected boundary states with
E = pi if we choose our θ2+ and θ2− such that the two phases are separated by a gap
closing at E = pi. If the two phases are separated by a closing of both the E = 0 and
E = pi gaps, topological boundary states with both E = 0 and E = pi will appear. This
is summarized in Fig. 6.7. Both the E = 0 and E = pi states have been successfully
observed in [127] in a photonic quantum walk set-up.
Fig. 6.7: The general structure of the quasienergy spectrum when θ2+ and θ2− are
separated by a gap-closing at (a)E = 0, (b)E = pi and (c) both E = 0 and E = pi.
This figure is taken from [128].
It should be noted however, that the winding number of the effective Hamiltonian
alone is not completely successful in determining the presence of edge states. This is
because when we create a boundary between two bulk systems with both systems in
different W = 0 sectors in Fig. 6.6(b)25, we will see a spectrum with the structure
shown in Fig. 6.7(c). In other words, the presence of edge states is not reflected by the
winding numbers of the two bulk systems. This was solved by Asboth and Obuse’s work
[131], in which two bulk topological invariants W0 and Wpi26 were introduced for chiral
symmetric quantum walks, the former associated with the number of E = 0 modes and
25For instance, we can choose to put each system in one of the two adjacent W = 0 sectors near the
origin in Fig. 6.6(b).
26The notation here is different from that in [131].
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the latter with the number of E = pi modes.27 The authors showed that to obtain
the number of protected boundary modes with E = 0, we should evaluate the bulk
invariants of the left and right bulks, ν0,L and ν0,R and take the absolute value of their
difference28. Similarly for the E = pi modes.
We now explain in some detail the work of Asboth and Obuse. A Floquet operator
UT representing the one-period time evolution operator for a time-periodic system,
possesses chiral symmetry (CS) if there exists a choice29 of UT such that a unitary
operator Γ exists, such that
ΓUTΓ = U−1T , (6.28)
with Γ2 = 1. The authors point out that30 a sufficient condition for CS is that there
exists a choice31 of UT such that it can be written as
U ′T = Fˆ Gˆ, (6.29)
where Fˆ and Gˆ are related by a unitary operator Γ′ via the relation Γ′FˆΓ′ = Gˆ−1, and
(Γ′)2 = 1. This statement is easily proven since Γ′Fˆ GˆΓ′ = Gˆ−1Fˆ−1 = U ′−1T . In other
words, Γ′ satisfies the condition of being a CS operator and we shall henceforth denote
it as Γ. Next, they note that if there exists a choice of Floquet operator U ′T = Fˆ Gˆ,
which possesses CS with an associated Γ, then there necessarily exists another choice of
Floquet operator U ′′T = GˆFˆ which also possesses CS with the same Γ. Using essentially
the same steps as performed for the SDTQW earlier (this includes assuming transla-
tional invariance and unboundedness in space for U ′T and U ′′T ), one can extract effective
momentum space Hamiltonians H ′eff(k) and H ′′eff(k) from U ′T and U ′′T respectively and
calculate their respective winding numbers W ′ and W ′′. The authors then define the
27It should be noted that the works [127, 128] do prove that the number of protected E = 0 and
E = pi modes were protected by a pair of invariants Z × Z, but these numbers were evaluated under
open boundary conditions and were not shown to be related to any bulk topological invariants.
28The work of [131] does not mention it explicitly, but it appears that the sign of the difference is
ignored and plays no role.
29Recall that Floquet operator UT evolves the system forward from time t to t+ T and we have the
freedom to choose any t ∈ [0, T ) when defining UT .
30The work of [131] applied this construction specifically to discrete time quantum walks but it can
be applied to driven systems in general.
31This choice is referred to in [131] as choosing a "symmetric time frame" for UT .
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So far, they have been considering only a single bulk system. Next, they consider a
boundary between two bulk systems, denoted by shorthand symbols "L" and "R" for left
and right. The left bulk has topological invariants WL,0 and WL,pi calculated according
to Eq. (6.30), and similarly for the right32. The central result of the authors in [131]
is then that the number of topologically protected E = 0 and pi modes at the L-R
boundary, denoted n0 and npi respectively, are given by
n0 = |WL,0 −WR,0|,
npi = |WL,pi −WR,pi|, (6.31)
which constitutes a bulk-boundary correspondence principle which successfully tells us
how many E = 0 and E = pi modes one should expect given the bulk invariants and vice
versa. Some comments are now in order to clarify a few subtle points regarding these
invariants. We note that the sign of Wpi is arbitrary and only its absolute value truly
matters as this gives the number of pi modes present at the boundary. The arbitrariness
of the sign can be seen by noting that changing the prime conventions around (ie.
suppose somebody else defined the prime and double-prime UT in the opposite way we
did) will result in Wpi changing its sign. Hence, it is important to choose the prime and
double-prime conventions consistently in the L and R bulks. In other words, the primed
(double-primed) Floquet operators in the L and R bulks must correspond to the same
time interval. We also see from above that, assuming the "R" bulk is the vacuum so
thatWR,0(pi) are zero,WL,0(pi) will be the number of topologically protected 0(pi) modes
that we will see at the boundary of the "L" bulk with the vacuum. It is easy to see
now how WL,0(pi) will relate with the ordinary winding numbers W ′ or W ′′ by looking
32Each bulk has its own pair of W ′,W ′′ numbers.
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at Eq. (6.30). W ′ gives us the total number of 0 and pi edge modes the system will
possess at a boundary with the vacuum (ie. under open boundary conditions), whereas
W ′′ gives us the difference between the number of 0 and pi modes. When no pi modes
are present, it is clear that W ′ = W ′′ = W0, which is probably why [127] were able to
show bulk-boundary correspondence with the ordinary winding number 33
We note that while static systems with Hamiltonian in class BDI are characterized
by a single topological invariant in Z, the above example showed that a driven system
with effective Hamiltonian in class BDI is classified instead by a pair of topological
invariants Z × Z. This is because in chiral symmetric static systems, only zero-energy
modes are protected, whereas in chiral symmetric driven systems both zero-quasienergy
and pi-quasienergy modes are protected. This is an example of how driven systems may
be more subtle than their static counterparts. Asboth and Obuse [131] argue that all
driven systems possessing chiral symmetry will be characterized topologically by a pair of
invariants Z×Z. This marks another important step towards achieving a comprehensive
classification of topological phases by symmetry classes to match that achieved for static
cases in [12].
To summarize this section, we have gone through in some detail the development of
the machinery for topologically characterizing driven systems in the context of quantum
walks and highlighted some of the subtleties that have been newly discovered in very
recent times. The machineries we have reviewed here will be used in our subsequent
analysis of ORDKR and KHM.
33One may rightly object that [127] did not choose a Floquet operator UT obeying Eq. (6.29), so
their winding number is not equivalent to W ′ or W ′′. But it can be shown that their winding number
is equal to W ′. The reason is that the Floquet operator for their chosen time frame and that for a
symmetric one differ only by a k-independent rotation operation on the coin space, which corresponds
to rotating the whole trajectory of hθ(k) by a constant angle, which causes no change in the winding
number.
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6.3 Mapping from the Rotator to Particle Hopping on a
Lattice
The ORDKR and KHM have so far been studied in the rotator space (a particle on a
ring) comprised by the eigenstates of a continuous coordinate operator with eigenvalues
q ∈ [0, 2pi] and a discrete angular momentum operator with eigenvalues n~, n ∈ Z, in
which all states |ψ〉 must obey
〈q + 2pi|ψ〉 = 〈q|ψ〉 . (6.32)
We now wish to study the bulk-boundary correspondence of these two systems. To do
this, we shall have to change from periodic to open boundary conditions. However,
adopting open boundary conditions in the n-representation (ie. angular momentum)
of the rotator space is rather unphysical since the meaning of an open boundary in
momentum space has no clear physical interpretation. Fortunately, as mentioned in Sec.
2.2, the rotator space is equivalent to the lattice space describing a particle hopping in a
tight-binding lattice under a redefinition of the canonical variables. We may make use of
this equivalence to map the ORDKR model describing a rotator onto an analogous model
which describes a particle on a discrete crystal lattice in position space. Specifically,
the discrete angular momentum is mapped onto the discrete crystal lattice coordinate
and the angle coordinate is mapped onto a crystal momentum. The truncation required
to observe topological edge states will then take place in the crystal lattice coordinate,
which corresponds to the physically reasonable condition of having a particle hopping
within a finite 1-dimensional crystal. Our next task is thus to derive the crystal lattice
analogues of the ORDKR and KHM models. Before that, however, we must introduce
the details concerning a modified version of the lattice space which involves a finite
number of lattice sites with periodic boundary conditions imposed at the ends of the
lattice. This is necessary because in practice no computer can simulate a truly infinite
number of lattice sites and also because it helps make clear the relationship between
periodic and open boundary conditions. In the following, we work in units where ~ = 1.
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We consider a finite lattice of Lx sites along the horizontal direction which we will
henceforth refer to as the x-direction. Each lattice site is associated with a state |nx〉
which refers to a Wannier state localized about site nx. Such lattices are routinely
used to describe cold atom experiments in which a deep optical lattice is realized and
the lowest tight-binding band approximation is valid. If we impose periodic boundary
conditions on the lattice34, we may define the |kx〉 states, which are the discrete Fourier










|kx〉 eikxnx , (6.33)




|nx〉 〈nx| = 1,
pi−2pi/Lx∑
kx=−pi
|kx〉 〈kx| = 1, (6.34)
and 〈kx|nx〉 = 1√Lx e
inxkx . These states are closely related with the |n〉 and |q〉 states
which were introduced in Sec. 2.2 as making up the lattice space. The only difference
is that these |n〉 , |q〉 states were defined under the assumption of an infinite number of
sites comprising the lattice. If we let Lx → ∞, the |nx〉 and |kx〉 states in Eq. (6.33)
will approach the |n〉 , |q〉 states of Sec. 2.2.
The above |nx〉 and |kx〉 states are eigenstates of the operators nˆx and kˆx respec-
tively. In other words, nˆx is a discrete position operator which has the integer lattice site
indices nx as its eigenvalues.35 The kˆx operator is the crystal momentum operator which
has the crystal momenta kx as its eigenvalues. These operators generate translations
34This means that we adopt the convention that |Lx〉 = |0〉.
35In this chapter, we do not work on the rotator space, so nx should always be interpreted as a lattice
site index rather than angular momentum.
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similar to what we saw in Sec. 2.2. Namely,
e−inˆxa |kx〉 = |kx + a〉 , (6.35)
eikˆxP |nx〉 = |nx + P 〉 , (6.36)
where a is any real number and P ∈ Z. Two other useful identities are
einˆxaF (kˆx)e−inˆxa = F (kˆx + a), (6.37)
e−ikˆxPG(nˆx)eikˆxP = G(nˆx + P ), (6.38)
where F,G are arbitrary functions. Lastly, the following useful identities also apply.36.
Lx−1∑
nx=0
|nx + 1〉 〈nx| =
pi−2pi/Lx∑
kx=−pi
eikx |kx〉 〈kx| ,
Lx−1∑
nx=0
|nx〉 〈nx + 1| =
pi−2pi/Lx∑
kx=−pi
e−ikx |kx〉 〈kx| . (6.39)





(|nx + 1〉 〈nx|+ |nx〉 〈nx + 1|) = cos(kˆx), (6.40)
where kˆx is the crystal momentum operator.
We move on now to derive the 1-dimensional (1D) lattice analogue of the ORDKR.
Consider first the following time-periodic Hamiltonian37 with period set equal to 4 (for
convenience) describing a particle hopping on a 1D discrete tight-binding lattice (with
lattice constant of unity).





(J(t) |nx + 1〉 〈nx|+ J(t)∗ |nx〉 〈nx + 1|) , (6.41)
36These are very similar to Eqs. (3.38), (3.39) and (3.40) with the only difference being that we
assumed an infinite lattice in one case and a finite lattice in another. The derivation of these equations
are mostly the same in both cases with the exception being that for the finite lattice we use the geometric
series summation formula instead of the Poisson summation formula.
37The subscript on the Hamiltonian ’DKL’ is short for ’double kicked lattice (rotator)’.
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with
V (t) = 0; J(t) = J1eiα for 4m ≤ t < 4m+ 1,
V (t) = V ; J(t) = 0 for 4m+ 1 ≤ t < 4m+ 2,
V (t) = 0; J(t) = J2 for 4m+ 2 ≤ t < 4m+ 3,
V (t) = −V ; J(t) = 0 for 4m+ 3 ≤ t < 4(m+ 1). (6.42)
In addition to the tight-binding lattice potential, the particle is also subjected to a
harmonic potential of varying strength V (t) and its nearest-neighbour hopping strength
is endowed with a time-dependence J(t)/2. Such






eiα |nx + 1〉 〈nx|+ e−iα |nx〉 〈nx + 1|
)
= cos(kˆx + α), (6.43)
the Floquet operator associated with HDKL(t) which evolves states from time t = 0+
to t = 4+ then reads




xV e−iJ1 cos(kˆx+α).38 (6.44)
Comparing this with the ORDKR Floquet operator in the rotator space as seen in Eq.
(5.3), we see that the Floquet operator above in Eq. (6.44) is indeed its lattice analogue.
Specifically, the roles played previously by ~e2 and
K1(2)
~e in the rotator problem are now
played by V and J1(2) respectively. If we choose the strength of the harmonic potential
V to be of the form
V = piM
N
where M,N ∈ Z, (6.45)
this makes UDKL(J2, J1, V, α) invariant under translations by N sites in the lattice. This
may be easily verified by replacing nˆx with nˆx + N in Eq. (6.44) above. We shall re-
38Rewriting of nearest-neighbour-hopping-type terms of the form 12
∑
(c |n〉 〈n+ 1|+ c∗ |n+ 1〉 〈n|)
as cos(kˆ − i log(c)) and vice versa will be a recurring theme in this Section.
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fer to the above model as the 1D double kicked lattice (DKL) model, recognizing its
connection with the on-resonance double-kicked rotator in the rotator space. Such a
model might be potentially realized in optical lattice experiments. Nearest neighbour
hopping Hamiltonians are routinely realized in such experiments simply by creating deep
optical lattice potentials which are well-described by the lowest single-band approxima-
tion. There exist various methods to realize complex tunnelling amplitudes in 1D optical
lattices such as rotating the lattice [141] and using Raman-assisted tunneling [142] to
generate effective magnetic fields. More recently, complex tunnelling amplitudes have
been demonstrated using effective Zeeman shifts without the need for standing opti-
cal waves [143]. It has also been proposed [144, 145] that complex tunnelling can be
achieved by applying a periodic inertial force to an optical lattice.
We may also study the 1D DKL model under open boundary conditions, in which
case the crystal momentum variable kx is no longer meaningful since the use of Fourier
transform requires the assumption of periodic boundary conditions. To implement open
boundary conditions, we consider a finite lattice of Lx sites indexed from 0 to Lx − 1,





(J(t) |nx + 1〉 〈nx|+ J(t)∗ |nx〉 〈nx + 1|) , (6.46)
This means that a particle hitting the lattice boundaries at nx = 0 and nx = Lx−1 will
be reflected back in the direction which it came from. The other terms in Eq. (6.41)
are diagonal in the nx-representation and are thus the same regardless of whether we
impose open or periodic boundary conditions.
Next, we derive a system which is a lattice analogue to the KHM in the rotator














where we used Eq. (6.40) to obtain the expression in the second line. The subscript
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’KHL’ on the Hamiltonian is short for ’kicked harper lattice’. The above Hamiltonian
applies for a particle on a tight-binding 1D lattice of lattice constant equal to unity with
nearest-neighbour hopping strength fixed at J/2 . In addition, the particle is subject
to time-periodic δ-kicking by a cosine potential with amplitude R which is globally
phase shifted by some constant −α. The constant b is simply the wave-number of the
cosine potential. We have again assumed a lattice of Lx sites under periodic boundary
conditions. This Hamiltonian may potentially be realized in optical lattice set-ups given
the many proposals to realize complex tunnelling amplitudes mentioned previously. The
Floquet operator which evolves states from time t = 0+ to t = 1+ is then given by
UKHL(J,R, b, α) = e−iR cos(nˆxb−α)e−iJ cos(kˆx). (6.48)
This is in fact the lattice analogue of the KHM as can be seen by a comparison with
the KHM Floquet operator in Eq. (5.3) of the previous chapter. The role of ~e in the
rotator space is played here by the lattice spacing b. If we choose
b = 2piM
N
where M,N ∈ Z, (6.49)
it is easily verified that the KHL Floquet operator in Eq. (6.48) is invariant under
translations by N sites in the lattice. As with the 1D DKL model derived above, we
may study the KHL model under either periodic or open boundary conditions. The
above model is equivalent39 to the kicked quantum Hall system studied in [132].
We have thus successfully obtained the discrete lattice versions of the ORDKR and
KHM. So far, we have mapped the ORDKR and KHM onto 1D lattice models with α
being an experimental parameter in both cases. However, it is also possible to map the
models onto 2D lattice models which may be regarded as ancestor models of the 1D
lattice models [146, 147].40 In order to do this, we rewrite α as ky in the above 1D
Floquet (Hamiltonian) operators and regard each such (Hamiltonian) Floquet operator
as the ky-th Fourier component of the parent model. ky here refers to the crystal
39That is, up to some trivial differences in notation.
40We wish to study the bulk-boundary correspondence in both 1D and 2D.
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momentum along the second dimension (along y). Equations (6.33),(6.34), (6.39) and
(6.40) with all the x-subscripts changed to y are applicable to the y-direction. The
spectrum of each 2D lattice model is then identical with that obtained when we take
the union of its 1D descendent’s spectra over all α. Since it will be useful to think of
these 2D models when studying bulk-boundary correspondence later, we now go over
some details of these 2D ancestor models.
The 2D ancestor Hamiltonian of the ORDKR lattice is given by the 2D analogues
of Eqs. (6.41) and (6.42). Assuming a square lattice of Lx × Ly sites with periodic
boundary conditions along both directions, these are written as
H
(2D)












V (t) = 0; Jˆ(t) = J1
pi−2pi/Ly∑
ky=−pi
eiky |ky〉 〈ky| for 4m ≤ t < 4m+ 1,
V (t) = V ; J(t) = 0 for 4m+ 1 ≤ t < 4m+ 2,
V (t) = 0; J(t) = J2 for 4m+ 2 ≤ t < 4m+ 3,
V (t) = −V ; J(t) = 0 for 4m+ 3 ≤ t < 4(m+ 1).
(6.51)
Here, the notation nx refers to the lattice coordinate along the x direction as before.
For the first one quarter of a period described in Eqs. (6.51) above, the Hamiltonian is





(|nx + 1, ny + 1〉 〈nx, ny|+ h.c) ,
where ny is the lattice coordinate along y direction. This describes a particle hopping in
a diagonal fashion on the lattice. For the next one quarter of a period, the lattice is then
subjected to a potential of strength V which is quadratic along x and independent of the
41This may be shown by using the y-direction version of Eq. (6.39).
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y-direction. The lattice is then described by a nearest-neighbour hopping Hamiltonian
of strength J2/2 along only the x-direction for another quarter-period. Finally, the
lattice is experiences again the same potential that is quadratic along x, except with
negative strength −V , meaning that this parabolic potential is upside-down relative to
the earlier one. Making use of Eqs. (6.39) with all the subscripts changed to y, the
Floquet operator which evolves states from time t = 0+ to t = 4+ is then given by
U
(2D)
DKL (J2, V, J1) = e
inˆ2xV e−iJ2 cos(kˆx)e−inˆ
2
xV e−iJ1 cos(kˆx+kˆy). (6.52)
This is the 2D lattice model which the ORDKR maps onto. We shall refer to this model
as the 2D double kicked lattice (DK) Model. As in the 1D case, choosing V to be
of the form in Eq. (6.45) will cause the Floquet operator to be periodic along the x
direction with a period of N sites. Such a model may be realized in a 2D optical lattice.
The diagonal hopping should in principle be realizable by tailoring a tight-binding 2D
potential such that it only allows hopping along the diagonal direction.























where we have made use of Eqs. (6.39) (with x-subscripts changed to y) to obtain the
second line’s expression. The Floquet operator evolving states from time t = 0+ to time
t = 1+ is then given by
U
(2D)
KHL (J,R, b) = e
−iR cos(nˆxb−kˆy)e−iJ cos(kˆx). (6.54)
We have thus mapped the KHM onto a 2D lattice model. We refer to this model as the
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2D KHL model. As in the 1D case, choosing b to obey Eq. (6.49) results in the Floquet
operator being periodic in the nx coordinate with period N . Such a model might
potentially be realized in 2D optical lattices exposed to magnetic fields. Indeed, the
static Harper Model has recently been experimentally realized in such set-ups [37, 38].
The topological equivalence proven in the last chapter fully applies to the 1D lattice
Floquet operators of Eqs. (6.44) and (6.48). That is, when the parameters of the two
Floquet operators are chosen such that J2 = R, J1 = J , and 2V = b = 2pi ×M/N
with M,N both odd and co-prime, the Chern numbers of the N bands of both models
will be equivalent. It is obvious that the results of the previous chapter should apply
here because the rotator and crystal lattice spaces are mathematically equivalent, as
mentioned in Chapter 2. This also means that the Chern numbers of the ORDKR
and KHM in the rotator space are the same as those of their lattice space analogues.
Perhaps a little less obviously, the topological equivalence result also applies to the 2D
lattice models. The Chern numbers for the 1D lattice models are defined with respect
to a Bloch phase parameter (denoted φ in previous chapters) and a phase shift α. In
the 2D lattice models, the Chern numbers are defined with respect to the same Bloch
phase φ and ky, the crystal momentum along y which takes the place of α.42 The fact
that the eigenstates are now 2D eigenstates makes no difference to the Chern numbers
because the y-component of the eigenstate is simply |ky〉, which has no dependence on
the Bloch phase φ and thus does not affect the value of the Chern number.43
We have thus successfully laid out the lattice analogues (both 1D and 2D) of the
ORDKR and KHM models studied in earlier chapters in the rotator space. We shall
proceed to study the bulk-boundary correspondence of these models in the following
sections. At this point, we must make one important change in notation. Throughout
previous chapters, we have used the convention of placing the quasienergies in the index
42There is one more slight difference- the value of ky ranges from −pi to pi, whereas the phase shift
α ranges from 0 to 2pi. As one may observe from the Floquet operator expressions, this makes no
difference to our considerations since the Floquet operators are periodic in α (and ky) with period 2pi.
43The Chern number is given by a line integral of the Berry connection about the perimeter of the
(φ, ky) Brillouin Zone. The integrations along the lines ky = −pi and ky = pi will cancel will both give
zero since |ky〉 has no φ-dependence. The integrations along φ = 0 and φ = 2pi will cancel each other
off since they are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. This is again due to |ky〉 being independent
of φ.
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of the Floquet operator eigenvalue with a positive sign. However, when viewing the
lattices as 2D systems, we would like to interpret the gradient of quasienergy with
respect to ky as a group velocity in the y-direction. To facilitate this, we change to the
convention44
Uˆ |ψ〉 = e−iω |ψ〉 . (6.55)
This is in order to facilitate the interpretation of ω as the energy eigenvalue of some
effective Hamiltonian Hˆeff defined via Uˆ ≡ exp(−iHˆeff), which in turn allows us to
interpret the negative of the gradient of ω with respect to ky as the velocity expectation
value45 along the y-direction.46 We proceed now with the study of bulk-boundary
correspondence in the ORDKR and KHM lattice models.
6.4 Bulk-Boundary Correspondence of the Double Kicked
Lattice and Kicked Harper Lattice Models
In this section, we focus our attention on the topological properties of the derived lattice
models with our main interest being to study their bulk-boundary correspondence. We
shall eventually see that the bulk-boundary correspondence for these driven models
is subtle and is not entirely well-described by a direct transplantation of the tenfold
classification method onto driven systems as proposed in [120] and summarized earlier
in Eqs. (6.9)-(6.11). Since we have established in the previous chapter that the two
models have the same Chern numbers under a certain mapping of parameters, it is of
interest to investigate if their behaviours under open boundary conditions share a similar
equivalence. We begin by investigating their symmetry properties and commenting upon
the symmetry classes they might be argued to fall into. We shall see that the choice of
time-frame affects the symmetry class of the Floquet operators [131]. By ’time-frame’
44The convention used up till now has been Uˆ |ψ〉 = e+iω |ψ〉.
45That is, up to some positive constant multiple depending on the choice of units. Typically, velocity
equals m/~ multiplied by the negative gradient, where m is mass.
46The reason that velocity is given by negative gradient here rather than the positive gradient is our
choice of sign convention in the Fourier relationship of
∣∣nx/y〉 and ∣∣kx/y〉 as shown in Eqs. (6.33).
Had we replaced all instances of i with (−i) in Eqs. (6.33), we would not end up with this situation of
velocity being given by negative gradient.
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here, we mean which choice of t is made in the definition of the Floquet operator,




After discussing the symmetry classes of the lattice models, we will work out the related
topological invariants of the models for various parameter regimes (2-band and 3-band
cases) and compare their edge state behaviours. We shall find in both the 2-band and
3-band cases that the two models exhibit very different edge state behaviour in spite of
the close mapping connecting them as seen in the previous chapter. We shall comment
upon how the relationship between the values of the topological invariants and their
symmetry classes is more subtle than that for static systems.
6.4.1 Symmetry Class of the Double Kicked Lattice and Kicked Harper
Models
We begin with the 1D DKL model. This is done by proving that the Floquet operator
obeys the chiral symmetry (CS) condition Eq. (6.11). We first rewrite UDKL in a
symmetric time frame following the method introduced by Asboth and Obuse in [131].
An example of choosing a symmetric time frame would be to define the Floquet operator
so that it evolves states from t = 2.5 to t = 6.5 (cf. Eqs. (6.41) and (6.42)). The
Floquet operator then reads





= Fˆ Gˆ, (6.57)
where
Fˆ ≡ e−iJ2 cos(kˆx)/2e−inˆ2xV e−iJ1 cos(kˆx+α)/2
Gˆ ≡ e−iJ1 cos(kˆx+α)/2einˆ2xV e−iJ2 cos(kˆx)/2. (6.58)
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The CS operator is given by Γ = einˆxpi. It is clear that Γ2 = 1 and Γ = Γ† = Γ−1 since
nˆx has only integer eigenvalues. This also implies Γ = Γ† due to the unitarity of Γ. We
make use of Eq. (6.37) to verify the presence of CS explicitly as follows.
ΓFˆΓ = Γe−iJ2 cos(kˆx)/2e−inˆ2xV e−iJ1 cos(kˆx+α)/2Γ
= e−iJ2 cos(kˆx+pi)/2e−inˆ2xV e−iJ1 cos(kˆx+α+pi)/2
= eiJ2 cos(kˆx)/2e−inˆ2xV eiJ1 cos(kˆx+α)/2
= Gˆ−1. (6.59)
Making use of the above equation, we see that




In other words, the CS condition
ΓU ′DKLΓ = U
′−1
DKL (6.60)
has been proven to be obeyed. Interestingly, we have found that Floquet operators
corresponding to arbitrary (non-symmetric) time frames do not obey the CS condition,
but possess the same number of 0 and pi modes as U ′DKL due to their spectral equiv-
alence47. This seems a little strange because even though CS is the basis for showing
the robustness of these modes in symmetric time-frame Floquet operators like U ′DKL,
this robustness apparently extends also to non-symmetric time frames where CS is ab-
sent. This might hint at the existence of some generalized form of chiral symmetry or
topological protection which exists in all the Floquet operators regardless of the choice
47For a given system, the Floquet operators corresponding to different choices of time-frames are all
related by unitary transformations and so must possess the exact same eigenvalues.
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of time-frame. If such a generalization exists, it has yet to be found.
We proved the chiral symmetry of the U ′DKL above under the assumption of periodic
boundary conditions. However, it can be shown that Eq. (6.60) is obeyed also under
open boundary conditions. We roughly outline the proof as follows. The operator Γ =
einˆxpi is an Lx×Lx diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements consisting of alternating
1’s and −1’s. These diagonal matrices commute with the e±inˆ2xV matrices in U ′DKL since
they are also diagonal. Next, we consider the e−iJ1 cos(kˆx+α) and e−iJ2 cos(kˆx)/2 matrices
under open boundary conditions. These may simply be thought of as Taylor series
involving a power series of the matrices −iJ1 cos(kˆx + α) and −iJ2 cos(kˆx)/2 under













(|nx + 1〉 〈nx|+ |nx〉 〈nx + 1|) .
These are both Lx×Lx matrices which only have non-zero elements in their immediately
off-diagonal elements. In other words, denoting the matrices generically as [M ], all
elements [M ]m,n = 0 unless |m − n| = 1. It can be easily verified for oneself that
when matrices with this structure are sandwiched between two copies of the Γ-matrices
which are diagonal matrices of alternating 1’s and −1’s, the resulting matrix is simply
the negative of the original matrix.48 Hence, we still have the condition that
Γe−iJ1 cos(kˆx+α)Γ = e+iJ1 cos(kˆx+α)
and similarly for the e−iJ2 cos(kˆx)/2 matrix. With the above results, it is clear that
ΓU ′DKLΓ = U
′−1
DKL holds also under open boundary conditions. We note that because
Γ = einˆxpi is a local operator49, the CS means that for any edge eigenstate |ψω〉 existing
48That is, Γ[M ]Γ = −[M ].
49This means that the operator does not transport wavepackets across large numbers of lattice sites.
Indeed, Γ does not move wavepackets on the lattice at all; it simply tags phase factors onto the
wavepacket’s on-site probability amplitudes.
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under open boundary conditions with quasienergy ω, there exists another edge eigenstate
on the same edge given by Γ |ψω〉 with quasienergy −ω.
It appears to us based on some preliminary calculations that the 1D DKL model
does not possess time-reversal and particle-hole symmetries for arbitrary α even in the
symmetric time-frame, but a conclusive proof either way has so far eluded us. We thus
leave the question of whether the 1D DKL possesses TRS and PHS open. For now,
we simply proceed with the knowledge that, at least in a symmetric time-frame, the
model can be said to possess CS. We note that this dependence of the Floquet oper-
ator’s symmetries on the choice of time-frame is a subtlety that is not present in the
tenfold classification framework [12]. This thus suggests that a straightforward trans-
plantation of the static tenfold framework via Eqs. (6.9)-(6.11) may not be adequate
for topologically classifying driven systems.












It is easily verified that CS is still present with the same CS operator Γ = einˆxpi. The
CS condition continues to hold true even under open boundary conditions along x.50
This may be shown by the same arguments used for the 1D case earlier. Again, we are
unable to conclude whether it possesses TRS or PHS although we tend to think not.
We note that the above CS of the 1D and 2D DKL models is independent of the
value chosen for the parameters J1, J2 and V . Hence, we see that the model’s chiral
symmetry is rather intrinsic and is not dependent upon a special choice of parameters.
We move on now to consider the 1D and 2D KHL models. As far as we can tell, the
1D KHL does not possess any of the three symmetries, although we still lack rigorous
proofs. The 2D KHL, on the other hand, possesses CS in a symmetric time frame.
Defining the 2D KHL Floquet operator as propagating states across the symmetric time
50In this Chapter, we shall always assume periodic boundary conditions along y. It is only along x
that we study bulk-boundary correspondence.
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frame from t = 0.5 to t = 1.5 (cf. Eq. (6.47)), it takes the form
U
(2D)




The CS operator of the above model is given by ΓKH = einˆxpieinˆypi.51 Clearly, Γ2KH = 1
and ΓKH = Γ−1KH = Γ
†

















= (U (2D)KHL )
−1(J,R, b, α). (6.63)
This proves the presence of CS. Note that we are able to find an operator ΓKH obeying
the CS condition for the 2D KHL but not for the 1D KHL.52 We also note that the CS
condition is obeyed even under open boundary conditions along x. This may be proven
using the same arguments used earlier to prove that CS is present in the DKL under
open boundary conditions along x. We note that the above CS is present regardless of
the choice of the values of J , R and b, which means that CS is not dependent upon a
special choice of parameters. We are again unsure if the 2D KHL possesses TRS and
PHS but we tend to believe it does not.
We now summarize our findings above. We have found that, provided we choose
symmetric time-frames [131], the 1D and 2D DKL both possess chiral symmetry, whereas
only the 2D KHL model possesses chiral symmetry. In the following sections, we proceed
to explore the consequences of these symmetries by specializing to 2-band and 3-band
cases.
51This was noted also in [132].
52The above operator ΓKH = einˆxpieinˆypi cannot satisfy the CS condition in the 1D model because α
does not change as a result of the action of translation operators, unlike ky.
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6.4.2 Topological Properties of 2-band 1D Lattice Models
In this section, we focus our attention on studying the 1D DKL and KHL models. As
often is the case, 2-band models are analytically tractable and hence can be understood
in great detail. A 2-band model can be obtained for the 1D DKL model by choosing
V = pi/2 in Eq. (6.44) while the same is obtained for the 1D KHL model by choosing
b = pi in Eq. (6.48).53 With these parameter choices, it is easy to verify for oneself that
the Floquet operators are periodic in the lattice space with a period of 2 sites. Hence,
Bloch’s theorem dictates that the bulk quasienergy (QE) spectra for both models will
consist of two bulk bands.54
After studying a large number of numerically obtained 2-band QE spectra over a
wide range of parameters, we have found that the 1D DKL model is able to support
topologically protected 0 and pi QE modes, whereas the 1D KHL model does not support
any such modes. To illustrate this point, we display in Fig. 6.8 below an example of
the 2-band QE spectra obtained for both models over a range of α values. We see that
topologically protected 0 modes are present only in the 1D DKL model. This suggests
that our inability to find a chiral symmetry operator for 1D KHL model in the previous
section was simply because no such operator exists; the 1D KHL model is topologically
trivial. We note that the work of [147] showed and studied the existence of topologically
protected zero modes in a modified version of the static Harper model. Our study here
is related to that but different because we are working with periodically driven systems55
and, as we shall see shortly, it is possible to increase the number of edge modes in the
1D DKL model relatively straightforwardly by tuning the periods in Eq. (6.42).
53We note that for the 1D DKL model, when V = pi/2, the terms e±inˆ2x pi2 simply does nothing to even
lattice sites and imprints odd lattice sites with a phase factor of e±ipi2 . Hence, the e±inˆ2x pi2 operators
may be replaced with other operators which achieve the same effect. For instance, e±ipi2 sin2(nˆx pi2 ).
54Here, the spinless 2-site periodic lattices are equivalent to a spin-half completely translation-invariant
lattice, with the 2 sites within a single unit cell playing the roles of spin-up and spin-down.
55And we have already seen in Sec. 6.2.2 that driven systems feature topological modes which have
no static analogues.
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Fig. 6.8: The QE spectra for (a) the double-kicked lattice model for V = pi/2, J1 =
J2 = 0.5pi and (b) the kicked Harper lattice model for b = pi,R = J = 0.5pi. It is clear
that topologically protected 0 modes appear only in the former case.
Since chiral symmetry is only to be found in the 1D DKL model, in the next section
we shall focus our attention solely on studying the bulk-boundary correspondence this
model. In doing so, we shall uncover some novel features not previously seen in the
literature so far as we know.
Effective Hamiltonian for 1D Double-Kicked Lattice Model
Our ultimate objective in order to show bulk-boundary correspondence is to calculate
the winding numbers introduced in the work of Asboth and Obuse [131] (cf. Sec. 6.2.4)
in the context of the 1D DKL model. In order to do this, we need to first find the
effective Hamiltonian of the 1D DKL Floquet operator.
As explained in the earlier section on quantum walks, a second choice of symmetric
time frame always exists if U ′DKL = Fˆ Gˆ satisfying ΓFˆΓ = Gˆ−1 exists. This second
symmetric time frame corresponds to Floquet operator
U ′′DKL = GˆFˆ , (6.64)
which also obeys the CS condition ΓU ′′DKLΓ = U
′′−1
DKL.
We consider a lattice consisting of Lx56 sites, numbered nx = 0, · · · , Lx − 1 and
take periodic boundary conditions so that all the states |ψ〉 we consider must obey
56Lx is taken to be an even integer and a multiple of 4.
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〈nx|ψ〉 = 〈nx + Lx|ψ〉. We begin by dividing the lattice space |nx〉 into two sublattices
A and B of size S ≡ Lx/2, with sublattice A (B) consisting of all the even (odd)
sites. We denote the sites of sublattice A as |j, A〉 ≡ |nx = 2j〉, where and the sites
of sublattice B as |j, B〉 ≡ |nx = 2j + 1〉 where j = 0, · · · , S − 1. We then define the
discrete Fourier transform of |j, A(B)〉 as




|j, A(B)〉 e−ij¯n, (6.65)
where k¯ = −pi,−pi+2pi/S, · · · , pi−2pi/SWe have chosen to denote the quasimomentum
as k¯ to remind ourselves that it corresponds to the space of states
∣∣∣k¯〉 which are Bloch-
periodic in the lattice space over every 2 sites 57 and is not the same as the kx in
the previous section which corresponded to states which are Bloch-periodic over every
1 site. Performing the above Fourier transform and deferring the calculation details
to sub-appendix 6.A, we may obtain the effective Hamiltonian (in quasimomentum
representation) for U ′DKL.




57This means that the state repeats itself up to a phase factor of eik¯ after every 2 sites.
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where
H ′eff(k¯) = h′(k¯) · σ,
h′(k¯) = E(k¯)n′(k¯),











− sin( k¯2 ) sin(P ) cos(Q)− cos( k¯2 ) sin(Q)
sin(E(k¯))
,











Note that |n′(k¯)| = 1. Hence, it is clear that the quasienergies are given by ±E(k¯).

















cos( k¯2 ) cos(P ) sin(Q) + sin(
k¯




− sin( k¯2 ) cos(P ) sin(Q) + cos( k¯2 ) sin(P )
sin(E(k¯))
, (6.69)
and E(k¯), P,Q are as they were defined previously. We have thus succeeded in obtaining
effective Hamiltonians for the two symmetric time frames. Note that they both lie in
the same plane (in this case the x-y plane) as expected since they share the same
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CS operator. For arbitrary α values, the Floquet operator will have only CS but no
time-reversal or particle-hole symmetry, meaning that its effective Hamiltonian lies in
symmetry class AIII of the tenfold classification [12]. However, we note that this is only
true for effective Hamiltonians corresponding to symmetric time frames. Hence, it is
questionable whether we may categorize the 1D DKL model in class AIII since there
exist an infinite number of other time frames in which CS is absent.
Lastly, we note that it may be shown that the effective Hamiltonians also possess
particle-hole and time-reversal symmetry when α = ±pi/2. At these values of α, the 1D
DKL Floquet operator lies in class BDI. However, these two other symmetries appear
to play little role in our interests for this work (namely, the number of topologically
protected edge modes).
Winding Numbers and Bulk-Boundary Correspondence in the double-kicked lat-
tice Model
Having obtained the explicit form of the effective Hamiltonians in both the primed and
double-primed CS gauges, we may obtain the winding numbers W0 = (W ′ + W ′)/2
and Wpi = (W ′ −W ′′)/2 (defined in Sec. 6.2.4) for the 1D DKL model for arbitrary
values of J1, J2 and α. Here, W ′ and W ′′ refer to the number of times h′(k¯) and
h′′(k¯) respectively wind around the origin as k¯ is scanned. These two winding numbers
are easily obtained by plotting the h′(k¯) and h′′(k¯) as a function of k¯ and manually
counting the number of times each winds around the origin.58 As stated in Sec. 6.2.4,
the W0 and Wpi numbers give the number of topologically protected 0 and pi QE modes
at each end of a 1D system with open boundaries [131]. The winding numbers are
undefined when α = 0, pi due to a closure of the QE band gap at these values, as may
be easily checked by looking at the dispersion relation E(k¯) in Eq. (6.67). For all other
values of α, the gap closures (topological phase transitions) only occur for along certain
curves in (J1, J2) parameter space. The expressions for these phase transition lines in
58In practice, however, it is easier to count the winding of n′(k¯) and n′′(k¯) instead. When the winding
numbers are defined (ie. when no gap-closing occurs), n′(k¯) (n′′(k¯)) winds around the origin the same
number of times as h′(k¯) (h′′(k¯)).
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the (J1, J2) space may be systematically determined using the disperson relation59 for
E(k¯) in Eq. (6.67). For example, Fig. 6.9 shows the phase transition (gap closure) lines
for α = pi/2 and the values of W0(pi) within each region in the (J1, J2) plane60. We see
that the 1D DKL possesses a wide variety of different topological phases. In particular,
for fixed J1 = pi/2 (but any 0 < J1 < pi will also suffice), as we increase the value of J2,
we will pass through alternate gap closures at E = 0 and E = pi. With each of these
closures, W ′′ increases by 1 while W ′ alternates between -1 and 0. This pattern seems
to carry on ad infinitum, meaning that the number of E = 0 and E = pi topologically
protected edge modes at each boundary with the vacuum, given byW0 = (W ′+W ′′)/2
and Wpi = (W ′ −W ′′)/2 respectively, will become very large as J2 becomes large. A
similar situation happens if we fix J2 = pi/2 and increase J1.
An especially nice feature is that, as we can see from Fig. 6.9, the phase transition
lines do not occupy the parameter space densely along the J1 = 0.5pi (J2 = 0.5pi)
line no matter large J2 (J1) becomes, unlike in the regions in the upper right corner
of Fig. 6.9 where the phase transition lines become increasingly dense as both J1 and
J2 increase to large values. This suggests that along these special lines in parameter
space, the quasienergy gap will always be reasonably large. Hence, the model may be
very useful for situations where one might wish to realize an arbitrarily large number of
topologically protected edge modes. They will all be robust to disorder and unintentional
perturbations due to the quasienergy gap being relatively large. In addition, a look at
Eq. (6.41) reveals that all one needs to do in order to increase J1 or J2 is to increase
the two time intervals during which J(t) 6= 0, an experimentally rather straightforward
task. For example, to effectively double J1, we may simply increase the time interval
during which J(t) = J1eiα.
59It is easy to work out the analytical form of the transition lines once one realizes that both cos(P )
and cos(Q) must individually be equal to ±1 in order for any gap-closing to occur. The bands can only
touch at E = 0 and E = ±pi. There are no other possible E values at which they can possibly touch
because the spectrum is given by ±E(k¯).
60The phase diagrams for all other α 6= 0, pi can be easily obtained and will look similar to Fig. 6.9,
differing only by some shifts of the transition lines.
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Fig. 6.9: Phase transition lines in the (J1, J2) space for α = pi/2. Gap closures at
E = 0(pi) are marked with a blue-dashed (green-dashed). The (W0,Wpi) numbers
signifying the number of 0 and pi modes respectively at each edge (under open boundary
conditions) are indicated within each region of the parameter space. Note that the
number of edge modes seems to increase indefinitely when we fix J1 (J2) at 0.5pi and
increase J2 (J1).
We display in Fig. 6.10 below an interesting multiplication of Dirac points as J2
increases with J1 fixed at 0.5pi. Consider what happens when a phase transition line
of the form J2 = (2m + 1)pi,m ∈ Z is crossed. When J2 = (2m + 1)pi, a new Dirac
point forms at α = ±0.5pi,E = pi. As J2 increases further, the two Dirac points do not
vanish. Instead, each Dirac point splits into two and moves off to either side. Hence,
we now have four more Dirac points than we did before crossing the phase transition
line. A similar sequence of event occurs when a J2 = 2mpi,m ∈ Z line is crossed. New
Dirac points form at α = ±0.5pi,E = 0 when J2 = 2mpi and split off into two upon
further increase of J2, again resulting in the presence of four more Dirac points than
before the phase transition line was crossed. Hence, as J2 is increased along the line
J1 = 0.5pi, the number of Dirac points increases rapidly. This progression is clearly seen
in Fig. 6.10 below.
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Fig. 6.10: The QE spectra for the 1D DKL model at V = pi/2, J1 = 0.5pi, and (a)
J2 = 1.5pi,(b)J2 = 2.5pi, (c) J2 = 3.5pi, (d) J2 = 4.5pi. We see a proliferation of Dirac
points about E = 0 and E = ±pi as J2 increases.
The above situation is similar to that reported in [119], in which it was found that
as one increases the hopping range within a honeycomb graphene-like lattice model, one
sees a proliferation of Dirac points accompanied by the existence of large Chern number
phases. Both of these features are absent in the standard nearest-neighbour hopping
model for graphene. Increasing J2 (or J1) amounts to increasing the hopping range
within the effective Hamiltonian of UDKL because of the reason given in [117] which we
now recap. The effective Hamiltonian is defined via
UDKL ≡ e−iHˆeff . (6.70)
The Floquet operator is given by the concatenation of four exponential operators as
seen in Eq. (6.44). Each exponential operator does not commute with the exponential
operator on either side of it. Hence, in order to obtain Hˆeff, one must apply the
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) formula to each pair of adjacent exponential operators
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repeatedly until we finally are left with only one exponential operator. Now, by making
use of the BCH formula, we see that given three arbitrary operators Xˆ, Yˆ and Zˆ related
via
e−iZˆ ≡ e−ic1Xˆe−ic2Yˆ , (6.71)
where C1, c2 are c-numbers, the operator Zˆ is given by
Zˆ = c1Xˆ + c2Yˆ − ic1c22 [Xˆ, Yˆ ]−
c1c2
12 [c1Xˆ − c2Yˆ , [Xˆ, Yˆ ]] + · · · . (6.72)
Due to the infinite series of nested commutators of Xˆ and Yˆ , we see that Zˆ may contain
terms of longer-range hopping than those present in both Xˆ and Yˆ individually. The
larger the values of c1 and c2, the more nested commutator terms will play a significant
role in Zˆ. Applying this in the context of the problem at hand, we conclude that Hˆeff
will contain longer-range hopping terms beyond the nearest-neighbour hopping terms
seen in Eq. (6.41). Larger values of J1 and J2 will then lead to longer-range hopping
in Hˆeff. As we saw in Sec. 6.4.1, the Floquet operator of the 1D DKL model possesses
chiral symmetry regardless of the values of J1 and J2. Hence, by increasing these values,
we are able to simulate an effective chiral symmetric Hamiltonian with very long-range
hopping. We stress again that we simply need to increase the time interval during which
the hopping is switched on to increase the hopping range of the effective Hamiltonian.
This is much simpler than trying to engineer actual static Hamiltonians with long-range
hopping.
In this subsection, we have seen that the 2-band 1D DKL model offers the unique
opportunity to realize very large numbers of topologically protected 0 and pi modes.
This discovery could be relevant for quantum information processing via the so-called
Floquet Majorana Fermions [112, 148]. The 2-band 1D KHL model, on the other hand,
is found to be topologically trivial and does not host any edge modes.
We note that the above 0 and pi modes should also be present in a 2D 2-band DKL
model where open boundaries are taken along x and periodic boundaries are taken along
y (i.e., an open cylinder geometry). Mathematically, the latter statement just means
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replacing all instances of α above with ky, as explained earlier. This implies that in
the 2D 2-band DKL model, within each ky subspace, there still exist protected 0 and pi
modes described by the Z winding numbers of its 1D descendents. This highlights that
when looking for topologically protected modes in a system, it is important to consider
not just the topological invariants in the same dimension as the system itself, but also
the invariants associated with its lower-dimensional descendents.
In the next section, we discuss the 3-band case for the 2D DKL and KHL models.
6.4.3 Topological Properties of the 3-band 2D Double-Kicked Lattice
and Kicked Harper Models
In this section, we consider the 3-band case for the 2D lattice models. We remind
ourselves that the Floquet operators are given by
U
(2D)
DKL (J2, V, J1) = e
inˆ2xV e−iJ2 cos(kˆx)e−inˆ
2




KHL (J,R, b) = e
−iR cos(nˆxb−kˆy)e−iJ cos(kˆx). (6.74)
To obtain 3-band models, we choose V = pi/3 in U (2D)DKL and b = 2pi/3 in U
(2D)
KHL . In
this case, both models are periodic in the lattice index and are invariant with respect to
translations by 3 lattice sites. By the usual arguments of Bloch’s theorem, this means
that the QE bulk spectra will come in the form of 3 bands for both models. As we saw
in Chapter 5, albeit with different notation61, these two models have Chern numbers
defined with respect to a Bloch phase and ky. Also, they always have identical Chern
number provided that J1 = R and J2 = J . A natural line of investigation would then be
to examine their QE spectra under open boundary conditions and see if their matching
Chern numbers lead to the same number of chiral edge modes appearing in both models.
Surprisingly, we find that the answer is negative.
As mentioned previously, UKHL has already been studied in detail in the work of
61What we call ky here was simply α there.
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[132] by Lababidi et al.62 We follow in their footsteps and show below in Fig. 6.11
the QE spectra for the 3-band KHM lattice for parameter values very similar63 to those
in Fig. 1 of [132]. Our following observations regarding the QE spectra of Fig. 6.11
are essentially a recap of part of the findings in [132]. In Fig. 6.11(a), we see that
the chiral edge modes are correctly predicted by the Chern numbers. As stated in the
last paragraph of Sec. 6.3, because of our Fourier transform convention, the eigenstate
velocities are given by the negative of their quasienergy gradients with respect to ky.64
For instance, the net number of chiral modes with positive velocity along y on the
right edge in the gap above the middle band is 1, while that in the gap below it is
−1. Their difference, −2, is exactly equal to the Chern number of the middle band.
The bulk-boundary correspondence is thus well-captured by the Chern numbers. As we
increase R to obtain Fig. 6.11(b), however, something unusual happens.65 We see
that there are counter-propagating chiral edge modes in the topmost (or equivalently
bottommost) gap on the same edge of the lattice. Note that the Chern number of the
topmost band is given by 2 which is indeed equal to the net number of chiral modes
(with positive velocity along y) in the gap above (equal to 0) minus the net number in
the gap beneath (equal to −2). However, the existence of the two counter-propagating
modes in the gap at ω = ±pi is completely not reflected by the Chern number of the
topmost band. Similar statements apply for the bottommost band. As R is increased
further as in Fig. 6.11(c), the anomalous chiral modes at ω = ±pi persist even though
the Chern numbers of the bands have changed. Finally, we see in Fig. 6.11(d) that as R
is increased even more, the anomalous counter-propagating modes manifest themselves
in all the QE gaps. The existence of the counter-propagating states at ω = ±pi has
been explained by Lababidi et al [132] as being due to the fact that U (2D)KHL possesses a
62Note that there are some minor differences between our notation and that of their work.
63Our J ,R and b values match the parameters in Fig. 1 of [132], except that we choose positive
rather than negative values.
64In [132], the bulk-boundary correspondence with respect to the Chern numbers is considered on the
left edge of their system, whereas in [121] studies the same thing on the right edge of their system.
These differences are trivial and simply due to differences in the Fourier transform convention used in
each paper.
65We have already been through these results briefly in Sec. 6.2.2.
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generalized particle-hole symmetry in k-space66 given by
ΓKHU (2D)KHL (kˆx, kˆy)ΓKH = U
(2D)
KHL (kˆx + pi, kˆy + pi)
= (U (2D)KHL )
−1(kˆx, kˆy), (6.75)
where ΓKH = einˆxpieinˆypi. We note that the above equation is simply the statement
of presence of chiral symmetry in the 2D KHL model in the symmetric time frame, as
proven earlier in Eq. (6.63). Taking open boundary conditions along x, Lababidi et al
point out that the above result implies that if there exists a quasienergy ω at some ky,
there must also exist a quasienergy −ω at ky + pi. The proof of this is as follows.
Under open boundary conditions along x, the kx variable is no longer defined67.
However, as discussed in Sec. 6.4.1, ΓKH is still a valid CS operator. Denoting the
Floquet operator under open boundary conditions along x as U (2D)KHL (kˆy), we have





= einˆxpiU (2D)KHL (kˆy + pi)e
−inˆxpi
= (U (2D)KHL )
−1(kˆy), (6.76)
where the last line arises from the fact that chiral symmetry is present. Now, assume
there is some an eigenstate of U (2D)KHL (kˆy) with quasienergy ω, denoted |ψω(ky)〉. This
state is necessarily also an eigenstate of the inverse Floquet operator (U (2D)KHL )−1(kˆy) with
quasienergy −ω. Hence, we have
(U (2D)KHL )
−1(kˆy) |ψω(ky)〉 = e−i(−ω) |ψω(ky)〉 .
Using the last two lines of Eq. (6.76), this may be rewritten as
einˆxpiU
(2D)
KHL (kˆy + pi)e
−inˆxpi |ψω(ky)〉 = e−i(−ω) |ψω(ky)〉 .
66The k-space referred to here is the combined eigenspaces of the kˆx and kˆy operators in Eq. (6.74).
67The cos(kˆx) term is rewritten as
Lx−2∑
nx=0
(|nx + 1〉 〈nx|+ |nx〉 〈nx + 1|).
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Acting the e−inˆxpi on both sides of the above equation results in
U
(2D)








This equation verifies the assertion that given any state at ky with quasienergy ω, there
exists another state at ky + pi with quasienergy −ω, with the two states being related
simply by the operator e−inˆxpi.
Lababidi et al point out that the above result applied to chiral edge modes crossing
the quasienergy Brillouin zone (BZ) border at ±pi means that for any chiral edge mode
crossing say upwards through ω = pi at arbitrary ky on a particular edge, there exists
another chiral edge mode crossing downwards through ω = −pi at ky + pi on the same
edge68, since e−inˆxpi is a local operator. Similar arguments apply for chiral modes cross-
ing the quasienergy BZ downwards through E = −pi at arbitrary ky. These statements
are clearly seen to hold true in Fig. 6.11. This hence explains why the 2D KHL is able
to support these novel counter-propagating edge modes living on the same edge and
in the same gap. Retracing our steps, we see that this all arises from the existence of
chiral symmetry in the 2D KHL (cf. Eq. (6.63)) in a symmetric time frame [131].
68This has already been mentioned earlier in Sec. 6.2.2.
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Fig. 6.11: The QE spectra for the 2D KHL model at b = 2pi/3, J = 2pi/3 and (a)R = pi,
(b)R = 2pi, (c) R = 2.4pi, (d) R = 3pi [132]. The chiral edge modes on the left (right)
edges of the system are indicated in green (blue). The Chern numbers of the bands are
indicated on the right of each spectrum.
Having analysed the QE spectra of the 3-band 2D KHL model, we turn our attention
now to the 3-band 2D DKL model. Fig. 6.12 shows the QE spectra for the 2D DKL for
a range of parameters chosen such that the Chern numbers match those in Fig. 6.11
above. Surprisingly, we see that although the DKL model has the same Chern numbers,
it does not possess the same anomalous counter-propagating chiral modes seen in the
KHL model. This is due to the difference in chiral symmetry (CS) operators between
the two models. We found in Sec. 6.4.1 that the 2D DKL model has CS operator given
by
Γ = einˆxpi. (6.77)
Taking open boundary conditions along x and writing the 2D DKL Floquet operator as
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U
(2D)




inˆxpi = (U (2D)DKL )
−1(kˆy) (6.78)
Comparing this with Eq. 6.76, we see that the difference here is that there is no shift
of the kˆy operator by the CS operator. In the case of the 2D KHL model, the presence
of CS implied that the existence of an eigenstate with quasienergy ω at arbitrary ky
was always accompanied by the existence of another eigenstate with quasienergy −ω at
ky + pi. This is not so for the 2D DKL model, for which Eq. (6.78) reveals that the
presence of CS implies that the existence of an eigenstate with quasienergy ω at arbitrary
ky is always accompanied by the existence of another eigenstate of quasienergy −ω at
the same ky. Hence, in the DKL model, if we have an edge mode with quasienergy
ω = pi at ky, there will also be an edge mode with quasienergy ω = −pi at the same ky
localized on the same edge. The fact that these two states exist on the same edge and
have equal quasienergies with the same ky means that the states will mix and an avoided
crossing will occur at ω = ±pi at that particular ky value. The above statements are
clearly consistent with the edge spectra seen in Fig. 6.12. Since the edge states cannot
traverse the gap at ±pi, they are by definition not chiral edge modes. Nonetheless,
we still do have counter-propagating edge modes on the same edge in the same gap.
This can be seen in Figs. 6.12(b)-(d) in the topmost and bottommost gaps. These edge
modes which creep out from the top and bottom bands only to be turned back at avoided
crossings have not, to the best of our knowledge, been reported in the literature and
thus constitute a new piece of the puzzle in the currently still-developing understanding
of bulk-boundary correspondence in Floquet (driven) systems.
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Fig. 6.12: The QE spectra for the 2D DKL model at V = pi/3, J2 = 2pi/3 and
(a)J1 = pi, (b) J2 = 2pi, (c) J2 = 2.4pi, (d) J2 = 3pi. The chiral edge modes on the
left (right) edges of the system are indicated in green (blue). The Chern numbers of
the bands are indicated on the right of each spectrum.
Summarizing this section, we have studied in detail the bulk-boundary correspon-
dence of the 2D DKL and KHL models. We saw that in the 2D KHL model, chiral
symmetry (CS) within the symmetric time frame gave rise to the existence of novel
counter-propagating chiral edge modes. Interestingly, the 2D DKL model, which shares
the exact same Chern numbers and which also possesses CS within a symmetric time
frame was shown to be unable to support such novel chiral modes. Instead, we found
an interesting new phenomenon of counter-propagating edge modes separated by an
avoided crossing.
Some discussion of the above results in relation to the tenfold classification is again
in order. Both the 2D DKL and KHL models can be said to possess CS (at least
within a symmetric time frame) because their effective Hamiltonians (defined by Uˆ =
e−iHeff) obey the CS condition in Eq. (6.4). Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 however assert that
all chiral symmetric families of Hamiltonians in 2D are either topologically trivial or are
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characterized by Z2 numbers. As we saw above, however, the 2D DKL and KHL models
are characterized by non-zero Chern numbers in the Z family, thus contradicting our
expectations. We explain below that there is in fact no contradiction.
A careful check with reference [12] reveals that when the authors consider examples
of chiral symmetric Hamiltonians (i.e., Hamiltonians obeying Eq. (6.4)), they restrict
their considerations to Hamiltonians which have translational invariance such that each
unit cell contains an even number, 2n, of lattice sites and thus also an even number,
2n, of energy bands, where n ∈ Z. They also assume that the two middle bands do
not touch at zero energy. With these restrictions in place, the authors state that if a
Hamiltonian H obeys Eq. (6.4), then it is also true that
{H(k),Γ(k)} = 0, (6.79)
with Γ(k)2 = 1. Here, the 2n × 2n square matrices H(k) and Γ(k) are the crystal
momentum components69 of the Hamiltonian H under consideration and its associated
CS operator Γ respectively. It is then possible to transform to a basis in which H(k)





where 0 and h(k) in the matrix above are themselves n × n matrices. The authors
of [12] consider all chiral symmetric Hamiltonians to be of the off-diagonal form seen
in H(k) above when demonstrating their topological properties and formulating the
tenfold classification scheme. In other words, the tenfold scheme only tells us that
Hamiltonians which obey Eq. (6.4) and can be written in the off-diagonal form above
(with no touchings between the middle two bands at any k) must be topologically trivial
or characterized by Z2 numbers (cf. Figs. 6.1 and 6.2).
69The discussion above holds for arbitrary dimensions so the crystal momentum k refers to a crystal
momentum vector of arbitrary dimensions.
70For details, the interested reader is referred to the excellent notes by J. K. Asboth at http://
fizipedia.bme.hu/images/1/14/Topological_insulators.pdf.
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It turns out that the effective Hamiltonians of the 3-band 2D DKL and KHL models
considered here do not obey the conditions described above as they have translational
invariance over every 3 sites. This means that their effective Hamiltonians’ crystal
momentum components will be 3 × 3 matrices, which cannot be written in the block
off-diagonal form above.71 In general, it appears to be impossible to write any chiral
symmetric Hamiltonian with an odd number of bands in a form satisfying all the restric-
tions described above. With this in mind, it is perhaps more appropriate to consider the
3-band 2D DKL and KHL models as possessing no symmetries and thus being members
of class A in the tenfold classficiation scheme which is in fact associated with Chern
numbers. This is consistent with our observation that the 3-band 2D DKL and KHL
models are characterized by Chern numbers. There is thus no contradiction with the
tenfold classification method of [12]. However, there does arise some confusion in ter-
minology here- it appears that it has been implicitly assumed in the literature that all
Hamiltonians obeying the CS condition Eq. (6.4) have an even number of bands in
their spectrum. We have found here that this assumption does not hold for our systems
even though their effective Hamiltonians (in symmetric time-frames) do indeed obey
Eq. (6.4). This lack of distinction between chiral-symmetric Hamiltonians with an even
and odd number of energy bands might stem from the fact that the electronic systems
typically considered in condensed matter studies typically have an even number of bands
due to the spin-half degree of freedom possessed by electrons.
6.5 Discussion and Summary
In this chapter, we have reviewed in some detail the newest progress in topologically
characterizing driven quantum systems. We then applied these methods to the double
kicked lattice (DKL) and kicked Harper lattice (KHL) models. We found that these
simple lattice models support a rich variety of topological phases.
71If we try to solve the problem by considering the unit cell as containing 6 rather than 3 sites, we
will indeed get a 6 × 6 crystal momentum Hamiltonian matrix. However, the two middle bands of the
6 bands will certainly touch at zero energy at some crystal momentum. This then violates one of the
above assumptions of the authors of [12].
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6.A. Details for extraction of H ′eff(k¯) from U ′DKL in Eq.(6.67)
The 2-band case for the 1D DKL model was found to be able to host an arbitrarily
large number of topologically protected 0 and pi-quasienergy edge modes, while the 1D
KHL model was unable to host any topological edge modes in the 2-band case. The
large numbers of protected edge modes in the 1D DKL might have potential applications
in quantum information.
The 3-band cases for the 2D DKL and KHL models were also studied in detail. We
saw that in spite of the matching Chern numbers of the two models, the KHL model
possesses anomalous counter-propagating chiral edge modes [132] which are absent
in the DKL model. The presence of such counter-propagating modes have yet to be
successfully associated with bulk topological invariants. This remains an open problem.
6.A Details for extraction of H ′eff(k¯) from U ′DKL in Eq.(6.67)
We first rewrite the different parts of U ′DKL in terms of the
∣∣∣k¯, A〉 and ∣∣∣k¯, B〉 defined
in Eq.(6.65). Note that summations over j in what follows refers to summing over
j = 0, 1, · · · , S − 1 for each sublattice, and summations over k¯ refer to summing over


















⊗ ∣∣∣k¯〉〈k¯∣∣∣ , (6.81)
where we define 2 × 2 matrices as describing the A-B sublattice degree of freedom.
Namely, a b
c d
 ≡ a |A〉 〈A|+ b |A〉 〈B|+ c |B〉 〈A|+ d |B〉 〈B| . (6.82)
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 0 1 + eik¯
1 + e−ik¯ 0
⊗ ∣∣∣k¯〉〈k¯∣∣∣ . (6.83)
Entirely analogous steps also yield





 0 e−iα + ei(k¯+α)
eiα + e−i(k¯+α) 0
⊗ ∣∣∣k¯〉〈k¯∣∣∣ . (6.84)
The exponentials of the previous two expressions may be reduced to 2 × 2 matrices
using the standard formulae for dealing with exponentials of sums of Pauli matrices,
e−ian·σ = cos(a)1− i sin(a)n ·σ, where |n| = 1. Hence, we are now able to write U ′DKL
as a multiplication of five simple matrices. We then combine these using direct matrix





∣∣∣k¯〉〈k¯∣∣∣ = e−i∑k¯H′eff(k¯)⊗|k¯〉〈k¯|, where H ′eff(k¯) is a 2×2 matrix.
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We now summarize what has been presented in this thesis. We began in chapter 2
by introducing the Floquet formalism for studying driven quantum systems as well as
the mathematical details of topological invariants. We then reviewed in Chapter 3 the
famous result that the Integer Quantum Hall Effect (IQHE) attains its precise yet robust
quantization due to topological reasons. We also reviewed the historical development
of the Hofstadter butterfly problem and its recent experimental progress. We also
went through an early work applying topological considerations towards understanding
quantum-classical correspondence.
In chapter 4, we introduced the on-resonance double kicked rotor (ORDKR), a driven
model which was periodic in momentum space and also possessed non-trivial topology.
We saw how this combination of periodicity in momentum space and topological non-
triviality led to the phenomenon of quantized transport in momentum space, an effect
similar to the IQHE but taking place in momentum rather than position space. We
uncovered in Chapter 5 a novel connection between the ORDKR and kicked harper model
(KHM), which explained why the two seemingly different models possessed identical
topological numbers. In chapter 6, we moved on to the study of topologically protected
boundary states in lattice models. After a rather detailed review of the most recent
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studies regarding topologically non-trivial driven systems, we applied these methods to
study the topologically protected boundary modes in lattice analogues of the ORDKR
and KHM. We found that in spite of the close connection between the ORDKR and KHM
models, their edge state behaviour are still very different. We found that the ORDKR
surprisingly is able to host very large numbers of topological 0 and pi quasienergy modes,
a discovery which might be useful for quantum information applications. The KHM,
on the other hand, is unable to host any of such modes. We showed that the lattice
analogue of KHM is instead able to host novel counter-propagating edge modes that
are absent from the lattice analogue of ORDKR.
7.2 Outlook
In this thesis, we unveiled the novel concept of quantized transport in momentum space.
This was done in a single particle picture. Hence, it would be interesting to see how
many-body effects might affect the robustness of this phenomenon. In the case of the
IQHE, a single-particle phenomenon, adding strong inter-particle interactions leads to
the fractional quantum hall effect (FQHE). It is thus possible that we might see some
similar fractionalization effect of the quantized momentum space transport if interactions
were to be added. Secondly, we also showed the ability of the ORDKR model to host an
arbitrarily large number of topological edge states. It is worth looking into whether this
might be harnessed for quantum information processing in some way. Lastly, the problem
of topologically classifying periodically driven systems in the same precise manner as has
been achieved for static systems is still an open one. The insights gained from studying
the bulk-boundary correspondence in the ORDKR and KHM lattice models may be
useful for making future contributions towards solving it.
Generally speaking, new insights into the role played by topology in quantum me-
chanics are still being found on a regular basis in the research community. We believe
that there is still plenty left to learn about topological effects within quantum mechanics.
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